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Statement of the Problem 
Which of two cognitive strategy treatments, questioning or clarifying, is more 
effective in improving student achievement in reading comprehension? Is a combination 
of questioning and clarifying more effective in improving reading comprehension 
achievement that either strategy by itself? 
Reading comprehension has been identified as the essence of reading (National 
Institute of Health, 2000). According to Kintsch, comprehension is cognition itself 
(1998). Providing students with the tools to comprehend what they read is a critically 
important educational imperative. 
A substantial body of research literature documents the effectiveness of cognitive 
strategies in improving reading comprehension (National Institute of Health, 2000; 
Pressley et al., 1995; Rosenshine, 1997). Little consensus, however, has been reached 
regarding the most effective strategy, or combination of strategies, in the development of 
reading comprehension proficiency. The purpose of the current study was to advance 
cognitive strategy research, examining the effectiveness of questioning, clarifying, or a 
combination of questioning and clarifying in the improvement of students' reading 
comprehension. The current study investigated the extent to which these cognitive 
strategies facilitate information processing and enhance the encoding of critically 
important reading comprehension skills. 
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Purpose of the Study 
This quasi-experimental study, conducted with fifth grade students, was designed 
to examine the relative effectiveness of three cognitive strategy instructional treatments 
on reading comprehension achievement. The independent variable for the 
study included four levels, corresponding to the instructional strategy treatments 
randomly assigned to intact class groups (questioning, clarifying, or a combination of 
questioning and clarifying) and a control condition. The twodependent variables 
included scores from the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test (MacGinitie, 1978), a 
standardized test of reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement and a 
researcher-designed reading comprehension and vocabulary test (included in Appendix 
A). 
In this study, teachers were provided with training in cognitive strategy 
instruction and comprehensive instructional materials to utilize with their students. The 
intent was to determine which cognitive strategy, or combination of strategies, is most 
effective. Additionally, the proposed study investigated the effectiveness of the 
clarifying strategy on students' reading comprehension when high quality instructional 
materials and teacher training are provided. 
The instructional materials and researcher-designed assessments for the proposed 
study were aligned with district standards and benchmarks for fifth grade and were based 
on the recently adopted social studies text. The selection of the fifth grade social studies 
text was based on evidence that comprehension of content area texts is particularly 
challenging for upper elementary school students. According to the research literature, 
reading problems are due, in part, to the extremely high readability levels of textbooks 
used in the upper elementary grades (Chall, Jacobs & Baldwin, 1990). Readability 
formulas are a ratio of syllables and sentences, which are designed to measure the 
difficulty level of texts. Expository writing typically includes many long words and 
difficult vocabulary, placing heavy demands on young readers. There is good evidence 
that students need to be taught to read and comprehend these texts since the use of 
challenging textbooks in elementary school was associated with improved 
comprehension and higher SAT scores in high school (Chall et al.,1990. Therefore the 
decision was made to utilize social studies textbooks in the current study with the intent 
of examining the effectiveness of cognitive strategies in improving students' 
comprehension of difficult reading material. 
Background and Need 
Elementary school children spend a substantial proportion of their school days in 
reading instruction, however, many do not acquire the literacy skills they need. 
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According to the 1998 Reading Report Card for the Nation, based on the 1998 National 
Assessment ofEducational Progress (NAEP), 38% of fourth grade students scored below 
the basic level in reading achievement. Only 31% of the fourth graders tested received 
scores at or above the proficient level (Donahue et al., 1999). Recent fourth grade 
NAEP scores demonstrate no improvement in reading performance and a widening gap 
between low-achieving and high-achieving students (Phillips, 2001). These NAEP scores 
demonstrate inadequate progress in reading, however the tests also point to escalating 
levels of reading proficiency expected of children growing up in the information age. 
Cunningham and Allington ( 1999) point out that unlike previous assessments, the recent 
NAEP reading comprehension tasks emphasize inferential thinking and evaluation of 
complex ideas. 
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The demands on students to read, comprehend, and evaluate complex information 
have never been greater. Jobs in technology and information and management dominate 
the workplace, leaving few opportunities for the undereducated. According to 
projections, the average worker in the new millennium will need at least 13.5 years of 
education. Students in school today require a strong foundation of literacy to enable 
them to participate in an increasingly educated workforce (Allington & Walmsley, 1995; 
Allington & Cunningham, 1996). 
Beginning reading instruction has been the subject of intense controversy over the 
past decade, however, recent research has contributed to a consensus on the essential 
components of effective early reading instruction (Cunningham & Allington, 1999). 
Balanced literacy programs that include explicit phonics instruction, guided reading, and 
exposure to authentic reading experiences have been linked to successful student 
outcomes. Recent studies have demonstrated that nearly all students can be taught to 
decode, ift~ey are provided with high quality reading instruction (Allington, 1991; 
Allington & Cunningham, 1996; Cunningham & Allington, 1999). 
These methods of early reading instruction appear to be effective in developing 
students' basic mechanical reading skills, but decoding should not be confused with 
reading proficiency. Most students acquire adequate decoding skills in the primary 
grades, a necessary precursor to reading. Unfortunately, decoding does not insure 
comprehension, particularly as the complexity of reading material escalates. Simply put, 
decoding provides access to the text, allowing students to initiate the construction of 
meaning that is the essence of proficient reading. 
Struggling readers with adequate decoding skills emerge in the upper grades, 
presenting their teachers with a baffling problem. Why do students who have 
demonstrated grade appropriate reading skills throughout the primary grades suddenly 
appear to be at risk for reading failure? 
Becker and Engelmann (1977) were among the first researchers to identify 
vocabulary deficits as the cause of reading failure among students who were adequate 
mechanical readers. The economically disadvantaged students who participated in 
Becker and Engelmann's intensive reading program maintained grade-level scores in 
standardized reading tests through the third grade. Unfortunately, student achievement 
began to slip in the fourth grade, declining steadily in subsequent years. The researchers 
concluded that the controlled vocabulary of primary grade texts may have obscured 
students' vocabulary deficiencies in the early grades. The vocabulary demands of upper 
grade texts revealed that the students' underdeveloped vocabulary seriously impeded 
proficient reading performance. 
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Research by Chall, Jacobs, and Baldwin (1990) suggests that limited vocabulary 
development begins to interfere with students' reading proficiency in the fourth grade and 
plays an increasingly important role as students grow older. Chall and Conard (1991) 
examined fourth grade science and social studies books, finding the vocabulary demands 
in these content area textbooks to be extremely high. According to these researchers, 
fewer than half of the average fourth grade students in the study were able to comprehend 
science and social studies texts. 
Although children who enter school with inadequate vocabulary development 
may develop severe reading comprehension problems, numerous studies have 
demonstrated that schools provide few opportunities for children to increase vocabulary 
development in the early grades (Chall, Jacobs & Baldwin, 1990; Nagy & Herman, 
1987). Contributing to this problem is the widespread use of decodable texts in 
beginning reading instruction. Books designed for emergent readers have carefully 
controlled vocabulary and sequential levels of difficulty, qualities that encourage 
successful decoding. Decodable texts, however, limit exposure to challenging 
vocabulary and do little to build the general background knowledge some children may 
be lacking. 
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S tanovich ( 1986) summarized a number of studies documenting the strong 
association between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension. Pointing out 
that most vocabulary acquisition occurs during reading rather than as a result of explicit 
instruction, Stanovich noted that children with weak vocabularies read less, acquire fewer 
new words, and fall progressively further behind their peers. The gap in exposure to 
vocabulary through reading is apparent as early as the first grade. In separate studies, 
Allington (1984) and Biemiller (1977-1978) documented that proficient readers read 
three times as many words per week as their less-proficient peers. Stanovich 
appropriated the Biblical term Matthew Effects to describe this phenomenon of the rich 
(good readers) getting richer and the poor (struggling readers) becoming increasingly 
impoverished. The "Matthew Effects" have devastating consequences for struggling 
readers, resulting in increasingly negative learning outcomes. 
Reading comprehension problems in the upper elementary grades are not 
amenable to the methods of early literacy instruction discussed earlier. The factors that 
contribute to reading failure at this level are nearly always comprehension-related. 
Language processing deficits, inadequate word knowledge, and inability to utilize 
cognitive strategies have been identified as the problems that most often characterize 
struggling upper grade readers (Jordan, 1997). Effective literacy instruction for upper 
grade students must be designed to foster the development of deep-level processing of 
text that is necessary for proficient reading comprehension. 
Prior to 1977, little attention was paid to reading comprehension. A series of 
observational studies by Durkin ( 1977, 1978) caught the attention of educators, 
demonstrating the lack of reading comprehension instruction in typical elementary 
schools. Durkin noted that only 20 minutes of 4,469 observed minutes of classroom 
reading activities were devoted to comprehension instruction (1978). Durkin's research 
alarmed educators, leading to increased interest in reading comprehension instruction. 
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Research studies provided new models for conceptualizing reading, with an 
emphasis on the cognitive processes involved in comprehension (Kintsch & Van 
Dijk,1978). Gagne (1985) and Mayer (1981) were among the first to identify cognitive 
strategies and to investigate the important role of comprehension monitoring activities in 
proficient reading. Modern cognitive psychology developed rapidly during this period, 
providing researchers with the tools for conceptualizing reading comprehension in an 
information-processing framework. 
Brown and Palincsar (1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) revolutionized cognitive strategy 
research by integrating four reading comprehension strategies with the theoretical 
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underpinnings of Lev Vygotsky (1978). The resulting instructional methodology, called 
reciprocal teaching, aroused a great deal of interest in the 1980s. Studies by Palincsar 
(1983, 1984, 1985), Brown (1985), and Brown and Palincsar (1985, 1986) confirmed the 
effectiveness of an instructional methodology based on questioning, clarifying, 
summarizing and predicting. 
The four reciprocal teaching strategies were designed to be used in an intentional, 
self-regulatory manner by students during authentic reading activities. Two of the 
reciprocal teaching strategies, questioning and clarifying, were included in the current 
study and were be operationalized as follows: The definition of questioning in the current 
study was based on King's research (1994) with highly elaborated question stems. 
King's questioning model includes self-generated questions that focus on fact, 
comprehension and connection of information in a text Fact questions are based on 
simple recall, such as who did something, and when it occurred. Comprehension 
questions encourage students to assimilate information, such as asking why something is 
important. Connecting questions require students to make inferences and involve the 
integration of new knowledge with personal experience. Connecting questions, for 
example, might ask what would happen, if something should occur. 
Clarifying is a particularly broad strategy that can be conceptualized in a variety 
of ways. It was operationalized as a treatment in the current study, based on word study 
techniques. The following research-based applications of the clarifying treatment were 
included in the current study: derivation of word meaning from context (Fuffink & de 
Glopper, 1998), semantic mapping, linear arrays, structural analysis, definitional 
approaches, and incidental word learning from context (Nagy, 1988; Stahl, 1983, 1990, 
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1999). Derivation of word meaning from context refers to the utilization of context clues 
to make sense of unfamiliar words. Semantic mapping includes the use of webbing 
activities to clarify the meaning of a word and its relationship to other words. Linear 
arrays require students to rank words accords to degrees or intensity of meaning. 
Structural analysis focuses on word parts, such as roots, prefixes and suffixes. 
Definitional approaches typically involve explicit vocabulary instruction. Incidental 
word learning from context promotes the practice of extensive amounts of independent 
reading based on the belief that repeated exposures are necessary for word learning. 
Reciprocal teaching includes two additional strategies, summarizing and 
predicting. Summarizing refers to the generation of a concise, accurate description of the 
main ideas in a reading passage. Predicting refers to the construction of a logical 
progression of events based on evidence from a text. The purpose of the current study 
was to examine the effectiveness of clarifying strategy instruction and measure the 
effectiveness of clarifying in relationship to the established efficacy of the questioning 
strategy. The strategies of interest were limited to questioning and clarifying. Therefore, 
the additional reciprocal teaching strategies of summarizing and predicting were not 
included in this study. 
Brown and Palincsar (1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) worked with struggling middle-
school students, demonstrating that cognitive strategies improved reading comprehension 
and provided significant gains in reading achievement that were maintained over time. 
Although Brown and Palincsar's model of reciprocal teaching was based on questioning, 
clarifying, summarizing and predicting, other researchers conducted reciprocal teaching 
studies utilizing a variety of comprehension monitoring strategies. 
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Rosenshine and Meister (1994) reviewed the research literature on reciprocal 
teaching, identifying 16 high quality studies based on two to ten comprehension 
monitoring strategies. Twelve of the studies included the four reciprocal teaching 
strategies and all 16 studies taught students to utilize questioning and summarizing. A 
majority of the subjects in the studies were upper grade and middle school students, and 
all of the reading material was expository text. Although students in the reciprocal 
teaching studies were taught to utilize all four comprehension-monitoring strategies the 
researchers noted that the students rarely used clarifying and predicting. Rosenshine and 
Meister suggested that these strategies were neglected by the students due to the 
difficulty of implementing them with expository text. 
Clarifying is a particularly important strategy for students to utilize when reading 
demanding expository texts. As Chall, Jacobs and Baldwin (1990) found, the vocabulary 
demands of expository texts are extremely high in the upper grades, contributing to 
breakdowns in reading comprehension. Why do students implement the clarifying 
strategy so little when they need it the most? It is possible that inadequate teacher 
training for the clarifying strategy resulted in ineffective instruction and limited 
implementation by the students. 
The students in the studies reviewed by Rosenshine and Meister (1994) 
demonstrated small to moderate improvement (effect size of .32) on standardized test 
scores, typically the Gates MacGinitie reading test (MacGinitie, 1978), and substantial 
improvement (mean effect size of .88) on researcher-designed tests of comprehension. 
The discrepancy between mean effect size on the two types of tests may result from the 
well-documented problems associated with standardized tests, including poor curricular 
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alignment and the lack of sensitivity to instruction (Nitko, 1995; Shepard 1994; Shepard 
et al, 1996). 
Rosenshine et al. (1996) conducted a second review of the cognitive strategy 
literature, analyzing 26 studies that focused on the questioning strategy. This analysis 
yielded a number of interesting and somewhat controversial findings. The researchers 
found no difference between studies featuring direct instruction and reciprocal teaching 
studies based on a collaborative group model. Another surprising finding revealed by the 
Rosenshine et al. review was the fact that there was no difference in effect between the 
1 7 studies based on the questioning strategy alone and the nine reciprocal teaching 
studies, based on the use of four cognitive strategies. The questioning strategy appeared 
to be as effective in improving students' reading comprehension as the combination of 
four reciprocal teaching strategies including questioning. The researchers raised the 
question as to what, if any, additional benefit was conferred by the other three strategies 
in the reciprocal teaching studies. Based on the results of their review, Rosenshine et al. 
concluded that questioning is the most effective cognitive strategy and should be 
incorporated into reading comprehension instruction. 
Questioning, like a number of other comprehension monitoring strategies, focuses 
on text analysis as the basis of building student comprehension. Teachers spend a 
predominant amount of instructional time asking questions (Durkin 1978), suggesting 
that familiarity with their own use of questioning may enable teachers to teach the 
questioning strategy effectively. It is possible that teacher comfort-level with questioning 
explains the successful implementation of this strategy that Rosenshine et al. 's study 
(1996) detected. 
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Clarifying appears to be an entirely different kind of reading comprehension tool. 
Clarifying requires the use of vocabulary development strategies to be effective in 
building reading comprehension. The cognitive strategy research, including reciprocal 
teaching literature, provides little guidance for the teacher seeking to implement the 
clarifying strategy. It is possible that clarifying has not been particularly helpful for 
students in the reciprocal teaching studies because teachers have not known how to 
provide instruction utilizing this strategy. It is also possible that because of its 
complexity, clarifying requires much longer instructional interventions to be effective. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of clarifying, teachers must be provided with 
appropriate strategies and activities drawn from the vocabulary development literature. 
A combination of contextual clarification activities, definitional analysis, and semantic 
feature analysis instruction has been associated with increased vocabulary acquisition and 
improved reading comprehension (Stahl, 1999). High quality instructional materials and 
carefully designed teacher training may result in better implementation of the clarifying 
strategy. 
Questioning and clarifying are two distinct cognitive strategies that are associated 
with reading comprehension proficiency. It is unclear, however, to what extent these 
strategies interact as students utilize them. Is a combination of two powerful strategies, 
building different comprehension skills, more effective than either strategy by itself? 
The current study included three experimental groups which were provided with 
reading comprehension instruction based on the use of a particular cognitive strategy or a 
combination of strategies. Intact classes were randomly assigned to one of three 
treatment group or the control condition for the four-week experiment. Treatment group 
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teachers were trained to instruct students in one ofthe following: 1) questioning, 2) 
clarifying, 3) questioning and clarifying combined. A control group teacher was asked to 
base her instruction on the materials provided in the social studies textbook. The study 
was designed to compare the effectiveness of each form of cognitive strategy instruction 
in increasing students' reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. 
Research Question 
According to Rosenshine et al. (1996) cognitive strategy instruction based on self-
generated questioning is an effective means to increase students' reading comprehension. 
Rosenshine et al. ( 1996) did not detect significant differences in outcomes between 
groups receiving cognitive strategy instruction limited to questioning and groups that 
were provided with instruction in the four reciprocal teaching strategies, including 
clarifying. Prior research did not document positive effects on reading comprehension 
associated with clarifying instruction. The current study was designed to demonstrate 
that clarifying contributes uniquely to students' reading comprehension when instruction 
is properly designed and administered. 
The assumptions underlying the research question were as follows: Questioning is 
a cognitive strategy that has been shown to be effective in improving students' reading 
comprehension achievement. Clarifying is also a powerful cognitive strategy, which may 
improve reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement even more than questioning 
when instruction is properly designed and delivered. A treatment that includes a 
combination of questioning and clarifying strategy instruction is likely to produce highest 
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scores in reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement, measured by standardized 
and researcher-designed instruments. 
The following research question was addressed by this study: Which treatment, 
questioning, clarifying, or a combination of questioning and clarifying produces the 
highest scores in reading comprehension and vocabulary measured by the Gates 
MacGinitie Reading Test and the researcher-designed instrument? 
Significance of the Study 
Reading is the foundation of all school-based learning, however, a substantial 
percentage of American children are not learning essential comprehension skills. 
Although progress has been made in insuring that students acquire basic skills, struggling 
readers continue to emerge in the upper grades as the cognitive demands of reading 
comprehension gain ascendancy over reading mechanics. Despite several decades of 
progress in reading comprehension instruction, reading failure continues to limit the 
future opportunities of many students. 
According to the report of the National Reading Panel (National Institute of 
Health, 2000) comprehension is the most critical component of reading and can be 
facilitated by instruction in cognitive strategies. The report provides evidence that 
cognitive strategy instruction is associated with improved reading comprehension and 
achievement in social studies. The National Reading Panel identified vocabulary 
instruction, question generation, and multiple strategy instruction as effective methods of 
increasing students' reading comprehension. The National Reading Panel also concluded 
that cognitive strategy instruction had a positive effect on the reading performance of 
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third through sixth grade children. Although the National Reading Panel established a 
clear rationale for cognitive strategy instruction, little guidance was offered regarding the 
most effective combination of strategies for students in the upper elementary grades. 
The importance of identifying a limited number of powerful reading 
comprehension strategies cannot be overestimated. Instructional time is limited and 
teachers must be trained in those strategies likely to have the most positive effect on 
student achievement. The need for cognitive strategy training for teachers is underscored 
by recent research. Pressley and his colleagues ( 1995) found that little has changed in 
reading comprehension instruction since Durkin's famous studies (1977, 1978), noting 
that few teachers have the knowledge or training to teach cognitive strategies as part of 
the language arts curriculum. 
Reciprocal teaching studies demonstrated that a model based on questioning, 
clarifying, summarizing, and predicting was remarkably effective in improving students' 
reading comprehension skills. But are all four strategies really necessary? Were 
Rosenshine et al. (1996) correct in concluding that the same results could be obtained 
with only questioning? As the researchers suggest, "There is a need for more research 
on the effects of teaching different individual strategies and combinations of strategies." 
(Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman, 1996, p. 511). 
The current study was designed to advance cognitive strategy research, providing 
evidence as to the most effective strategy or combination of strategies in improving fifth 
grade students' reading comprehension. 
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Definition of terms 
Clarifying: Clarifying is a cognitive strategy used to identify the meaning of unfamiliar 
words or phrases in a text. It is often broadly interpreted, however, in this study 
clarifying was limited to word study techniques that have been shown to be effective in 
increasing children's word learning proficiency. The clarifying treatment in the current 
study included the following research-based strategies: derivation of word meaning from 
context (Fuffink and de Glopper, 1998), semantic mapping, linear arrays, structural 
analysis, definitional approaches, and incidental word learning from context (Nagy, 1988; 
Stahl, 1983, 1990, 1999). 
Cognitive strategies: Cognitive strategies, also known as learning strategies or 
comprehension strategies, are techniques used for controlling the learning process. In 
this study cognitive strategies were defined as heuristics used in an intentional and self-
regulatory manner to facilitate reading comprehension. 
Decoding: Decoding refers to the mechanical aspects of reading, the ability to match 
written symbols with their sounds. Fluent reading is characterized by the ability to 
decode quickly and accurately but does not imply comprehension. 
Information processing: The term information processing, utilized in this document, is 
based on Weinstein and Mayer's conceptualization ( 1986) of a system that learners 
utilize in encoding new information. Cognitive strategies are believed to help learners 
control the information processing system, thereby enhancing learning. 
Predicting: Predicting is a cognitive strategy that involves the projection of future events, 
based on logical evidence from a text. 
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Questioning: Questioning is a cognitive strategy that entails the use of self-generated 
questions in reference to a text for the purpose of enhancing reading comprehension. The 
questioning treatment in the current study included strategic use of fact, comprehension 
and connection questions. Fact questions are based on simple recall, comprehension 
questions require the assimilation of information, and connecting questions are 
inferential, involving the integration of new knowledge with personal experience. 
Reading comprehension: Reading comprehension refers to the reader's ability to 
understand, or construct meaning from a text. Comprehension is considered to be the 
essence of reading (National Institute of Health, 2000). In this study reading 
comprehension was measured with the Gates MacGinitie Test ofReading (1978) and a 
researcher-designed reading comprehension assessment. 
Summarizing: Summarizing is a cognitive strategy that requires the reader to identify 
and articulate the key points from a text in a concise manner. 
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Theoretical Rationale 
The choice of theoretical rationale for the current study was based on the work of 
Weinstein and Mayer (1986) who utilized information processing as the conceptual 
framework for cognitive strategy research. Mayer, a leading theorist in modem cognitive 
psychology, identified cognitive strategies as a major tool in the management of 
knowledge (1981). Mayer provided a comprehensive model of human learning based on 
information processing. Weinstein and Mayer contributed to the development of 
research leading to the current study, theorizing that learners utilize strategies to regulate 
learning and that strategies can be taught to improve learning outcomes. 
Table One provides a visual overview of the information-processing model as 
conceptualized by Weinstein and Mayer (1986). The highlighted phrases (in bold print) 
indicate key components of the model that relate to the current study. The topic, 
Cognitive Strategy, refers to an array of cognitive strategies students utilize in learning. 
How information is Processed explains the learning processes that cognitive strategies 
are believed to control. 
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Table 1 
Framework for Analyzing the Teaching-Learning Process 
TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS 
What the teacher knows 
Teaching strategy 
What the teacher does 
during teaching 
ENCODING PROCESS 
What the learner knows 
Cognitive strategy 
What the learner does 
during learning 
How information is processed 
Learning Outcome 
What is learned 
Performance 
How learning is evaluated 
Note. From "The teaching of learning strategies," In M. Witrock (Ed) Handbook of 
research on teaching (third ed.) (p.316), by C. Weinstein and R. Mayer, 1986, NY: Simon 
& Schuster. 
Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework underlying Weinstein and Mayer's model (1986) is a 
cognitive approach to human learning, based on the theory that learning is a dynamic, 
interactive process, between teacher and learner. Factors influencing the learning process 
include characteristics of teachers and learners, and the events of instruction. The 
complex interaction of these factors influences the successful encoding of new 
knowledge. 
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Components of the Teaching-Learning Process 
Weinstein and Mayer's model (1986) sorts the components of the teaching-
learning process into three categories. Teacher characteristics are defined as the things 
that teachers know and the things that they do during instruction, including the products 
and the process of learning. According to Weinstein and Mayer, content knowledge, 
characterized as the products of learning, is conveyed by teachers knowing what to teach, 
when to teach it, and how best to provide instruction to maximize student learning. 
Weinstein and Mayer suggest, however, that teaching students how to learn is even more 
important from an instructional point of view. Teachers must know how to help students 
acquire the cognitive strategies and skills that constitute the process of learning. 
Teacher characteristics, as described by Weinstein and Mayer (1986) provide a 
framework for teacher training in the current study. The model suggests the importance 
of developing teachers' skills in teaching the process of learning, enabling them to 
provide students with effective reading comprehension strategies. 
The second component of the information processing model (Weinstein & Mayer, 
1986) labeled Learner Characteristics (Table 1) describes the qualities that learners bring 
to instruction. Leamer characteristics include the things that learners know, often called 
prior knowledge, and the things that they do during learning, such as active engagement 
in the learning process. This component of the model explains how learner 
characteristics contribute to the reception, organization, and storage of knowledge in 
long-term memory. According to Weinstein and Mayer the use of effective cognitive 
strategies (synonymous with the term "learning strategies") characterize successful 
learners. Cognitive strategies appear to mediate the effectiveness of the encoding 
process, enhancing students' ability to benefit from instruction. 
The final component ofWeinstein and Mayer's model (1986) is called The 
Encoding Process. Included in this category are the four elements of the information 
processing system, selection, acquisition, construction, and integration. Selection 
describes active engagement, the learner's decision to attend to specific information, 
transferring it into working memory. In short, selection refers to paying attention, an 
essential precursor to learning. 
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Acquisition occurs when the learner has attended to instruction and knowledge is 
successfully transferred from working memory to long-term memory. 
Construction describes the learner's process of building internal connections, or 
schemata, linking the concepts that have been learned. Successful encoding, according to 
Weinstein and Mayer's model, is dependent on the learners' ability to organize 
information into coherent knowledge structures. 
Integration describes the learner's retrieval of prior knowledge from long-term 
memory so that it can be integrated with new information and utilized in the learning 
process. Integration, unlike construction, involves external connections that influence 
encoding. Integration includes specific cues that trigger the recall of information and the 
construction of meaning that is defined as comprehension. Responding correctly to a 
question regarding the content of a text, for example, demonstrates the successful 
integration of knowledge and the learner's ability to retrieve information when cued to do 
so. 
Classification of Cognitive Strategies 
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According to Weinstein and Mayer (1986), cognitive strategies are related to all 
four components of the encoding process. The type of strategy that is most likely to 
facilitate learning depends on the cognitive demands of the specific learning task. 
Cognitive strategies are classified into the following eight categories, based on the 
learning process they are believed to control: 1) Basic rehearsal strategies, 2) complex 
rehearsal strategies, 3) basic elaboration strategies, 4) complex elaboration strategies, 5) 
basic organizational strategies, 6) complex organizational strategies, 7) comprehension 
monitoring strategies, and 8) affective and motivational strategies. 
The strategies included in each of these categories, rehearsal, elaboration, and 
organization, are important to reading comprehension in varying degrees. Rehearsal 
strategies focus primarily on rote learning tasks, contributing to mechanical reading skills 
and learning new vocabulary. Elaboration strategies help students relate new information 
to prior knowledge, an important component of reading comprehension. Organizational 
strategies include categorizing and word analysis activities that are particularly useful in 
vocabulary acquisition. 
When students read a text, there are three points when external events can exert a 
powerful effect on comprehension and encoding of new knowledge. Activities that occur 
prior to reading, the events surrounding the reading process, and the period just after 
reading when information may be transferred to long-term memory or lost. External 
events can include the use of cognitive strategies, graphic organizers, or written products 
that maximize the benefit students derive from reading (Gagne, 1985). External events 
that are the focus of the current study include the cognitive strategies, questioning and 
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clarifying. These strategies are characterized as comprehension monitoring tools, utilized 
primarily during the reading process. 
Comprehension monitoring strategies, according to Weinstein and Mayer (1986), 
are distinguished from other learning strategies in that they serve a self-regulatory 
function and are conceptualized as the tools of metacognition. Students utilize these tools 
to manage the information processing system, regulating the use of other strategies 
necessary for learning. The purpose of metacognitive strategies is to facilitate learning, 
the encoding of new knowledge in long-term memory. 
Classifying questioning and clarifying, according to Weinstein and Mayer's eight 
categories ( 1986), is a complex task. The characteristics of comprehension monitoring 
strategies must be identified and then compared with the qualities of the questioning and 
clarifying strategies. Questioning is clearly a comprehension monitoring strategy, 
although its effectiveness may depend on the student's ability to utilize elaboration 
strategies, relating self-questioning to prior knowledge. Clarifying is also a 
comprehension-monitoring strategy, however it requires a number of interrelated 
strategies and skills. Students utilize elaboration strategies in clarifying, relating word 
recognition to prior learning. Organizational strategies are also important as students use 
structural analysis to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. Clarifying, unlike 
questioning, also depends on the successful implementation of rehearsal strategies in the 
acquisition of vocabulary. 
Clarifying is a highly complex strategy, suggesting that it may be much more 
difficult for teachers to teach and for students to learn to implement successfully. The 
current study includes a number of clarification strategies that must be learned, in 
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addition to definitional analysis activities. These strategies draw from each of the 
complex categories described in Weinstein and Mayer's model (1986). Although 
clarification requires strategic use of rehearsal, elaboration, and organizational skills, its 
primary function, like that of questioning, is self-regulatory. Because clarifying involves 
a constellation of strategies and skills, under the rubric of an executive comprehension 
monitoring strategy, called clarification, it may be more difficult to teach effectively. 
Questioning, on the other hand, is a comprehension monitoring strategy that can 
be taught and learned in fairly straightforward manner. Teachers routinely question 
students to monitor their comprehension, suggesting that transferring responsibility for 
questioning from the teacher to the students may be fairly easy to accomplish with 
appropriate training. The relative simplicity of questioning, compared to other 
comprehension monitoring strategies is suggested by Rosenshine, Meister & Chapman's 
(1996) review of the questioning literature. This research demonstrated that students in 
reciprocal teaching studies utilized questioning 75% of the time, even though it was only 
one of four comprehension-monitoring strategies that they had been taught. 
Expert-Novice Studies 
According to Weinstein and Mayer (1986), "expert-novice" studies have provided 
a framework for cognitive strategy research. Comprehension-monitoring strategies that 
serve a self-regulatory function have been identified, utilizing a "cognitive-functional 
analysis of task performance to identify the processes engaged in by successful learners." 
(Weinstein & Mayer, 1986, p. 323). In other words, cognitive strategy researchers have 
studied expert performance, the skills and strategies used by successful learners, to design 
interventions for less proficient students. 
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A number ofresearchers including Brown and Palincsar (Brown, 1985; Brown 
and Palincsar, 1985, 1986; Palincsar 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) have examined self-
monitoring strategies that are consistently utilized by expert readers. Brown and 
Palincsar identified questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting as the strategies 
that characterize expert-like reading performance. Two of these strategies, questioning, 
clarifying, were the focus of the current study. 
Summary 
A number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of cognitive strategies in 
improving comprehension (National Institute ofHealth, 2000; Pressley et al., 1995; 
Rosenshine, 1997). Research has not demonstrated, however, which strategy or 
combination of strategies contributes most powerfully to children's reading 
comprehension and vocabulary development. This quasi-experimental study was 
designed to measure the effectiveness of clarifying, a cognitive strategy that has not been 
investigated previously in the cognitive strategy literature. Clarifying was examined in 
conjunction with questioning, a strategy with a well-established research base (King, 
1994; King & Rosenshine, 1993; Rosenshine, Meister & Chapman, 1996). The intent of 
the study was to demonstrate that clarifying contributes uniquely to students' reading 
comprehension when instruction is properly designed and implemented. 
The theoretical rationale for the current study is based on information processing, 
as conceptualized by Weinstein and Mayer ( 1986). The effectiveness of clarifying and 
questioning instruction was examined using Weinstein and Mayer's model of the 
Teaching-Learning Process (Table I) as a framework for cognitive strategy research. 
The theoretical rationale developed by Weinstein and Mayer and the complex inter-
relationship between teacher, learner and text features will be explored further in the 
review of the literature. 
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Chapter Two 
Review of the Literature 
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Prior to the 1970s, little attention was paid to reading comprehension. Reading 
instruction focused primarily on the development of mechanical skills and the recitation 
of factual answers in response to teacher questions. Durkin ( 1977, 1978) played a pivotal 
role in alerting the educational research community to the lack of reading comprehension 
instruction with a series of observational studies, frequently cited in cognitive strategy 
literature. The researcher and her associates observed 24 fourth grade classrooms in 13 
school districts for a total of 4469 minutes. She noted that less than one percent of the 
instructional time (28 minutes) was devoted to comprehension instruction. When Durkin 
observed social studies classes she noted that a substantial number of students were 
unable to read the text, however teachers spent virtually no time helping students with 
reading comprehension difficulties. The researcher also noted that very little 
instructional time was devoted to vocabulary instruction, despite students' obvious 
inability to comprehend words in the textbooks. 
Durkin's (1977, 1978) observational studies also included a large number of third, 
fifth and sixth grade classrooms, revealing a similar absence of comprehension 
instruction described in the fourth grade study. According to the researcher, teachers in 
all of the classrooms spent a large amount of time assessing comprehension by giving 
tests, assignments and asking questions but spent almost no time teaching comprehension 
skills. 
Durkin's (1977, 1978) studies led to greatly increased interest in reading 
comprehension and cognitive strategy research. Her work succeeded in alerting the 
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educational community to the significance of reading comprehension instruction. In the 
years following her influential studies, a great deal of research scrutiny focused on this 
topic. For example, a recent ERIC search based on the keywords Reading 
Comprehension produced a list of 12,374 studies. 
The vast quantity of reading comprehension research conducted in the past 20 
years complicated the process of identifying relevant studies for this literature review. 
The ERIC search was refined by adding the keywords Cognitive Strategies, resulting in a 
manageable number of studies ( 40). Many of the resulting studies, however, were judged 
to be irrelevant or of questionable quality. Carefully scrutinizing the reference lists of 
studies published in high quality research journals proved to be a more effective method 
of identifying relevant studies. Rosenshine and Meister's meta-analysis of reciprocal 
teaching studies (1994), Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman's review ofthe questioning 
literature (1996), and Fukkink and de Glopper's meta-analysis of the word derivation 
literature (1998) were important sources ofhigh quality studies. 
A recent report ofthe National Reading Panel (National Institute of Health, 2000) 
was particularly helpful in identifying important research relevant to the current study. 
Responding to a Congressional directive, the National Institute of Child Health and 
Human Development (NICHD) established a National Reading Panel to conduct "An 
Evidence-Based Assessment of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading and its 
Implications for Reading Instruction" (NICHD, 2000, Report subtitle). Due to the 
enormity of the task (over 100,000 published reading studies), the Panel established 
subgroups charged with examining the research on important reading-related topics, 
including comprehension. Two components of reading comprehension were included in 
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the subgroup's investigation, vocabulary instruction and text comprehension instruction. 
These topics corresponded to the major foci of the current study. 
The National Reading Panel imposed stringent requirements for selection of 
studies, including publication in a scientific journal, a research design including a control 
group, and some form of random assignment of subjects to experimental and control 
treatments. Additionally, the analysis of the Panel was limited to studies that examined 
the reading instruction provided to normal readers. The Panel's final reference list 
included 205 high quality empirical studies on the topic of reading comprehension. 
The National Reading Panel identified vocabulary instruction and eight 
components of text-based comprehension instruction as effective methods of teaching 
reading. Included in the Panel's recommendations were comprehension monitoring, 
cooperative learning, graphic and semantic organizers, story structure, question 
answering, question generation, summarization, and multiple-strategy instruction. Citing 
strong empirical evidence attesting to the effectiveness of cognitive strategies, the 
National Reading Panel stated, "The general finding is that when readers are given 
cognitive strategy instruction, they make significant gains on measures of reading 
comprehension over students trained with conventional instruction procedures" (National 
Institute of Health, 2000, p. 4-40). 
The National Reading Panel Report identified Question-generation as one of eight 
effective cognitive strategies. Clarifying, on the other hand, was mentioned as one of 
four cognitive strategies in the reciprocal teaching literature, but was not identified as an 
individual strategy. Clarifying can be conceptualized as a form of vocabulary acquisition 
that includes the derivation of word meaning from context. The word derivation from 
context studies (vocabulary acquisition) identified by the Panel were included in the 
clarifying section of this literature review. 
Organization of the Literature Review 
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Four categories of research including multiple cognitive strategy studies, 
reciprocal teaching studies, questioning studies and clarifying studies were determined to 
be relevant to the current study. Section One includes studies based on a combination of 
cognitive strategies utilized in reading comprehension. Section Two includes multiple 
cognitive strategy studies based on Palincsar and Brown's reciprocal teaching model. 
Section Three includes studies that focus exclusively on the questioning strategy. Section 
Four includes studies that focus exclusively on the clarifying strategy. 
In addition to fitting into one of the designated categories, each study selected for 
inclusion in this literature review had one or more of the following characteristics: the 
study was published in a high quality research journal, the study was frequently cited in 
the cognitive strategy research literature, the authors of the study were recognized leaders 
in the field of reading comprehension and/or cognitive strategy research, the study was 
grounded in information processing, providing support for the theoretical rationale of the 
current study. 
The wide range of subjects, strategy treatments, and research designs of the 
studies made the sections of the literature review quite difficult to organize in a 
meaningful way. The structure for presentation of studies evolved from the 
recommendations of National Reading Panel. The Report emphasized the need for 
research regarding the effects of cognitive strategy instruction (instructional methods), on 
various types of learners (age and ability) with specific text features (genre and difficulty 
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level) on students' reading comprehension (National Institute of Health, 2000). The 
National Reading Panel's identification of instruction, learner, and text as the three 
important foci of cognitive strategy research led to the establishment of three 
corresponding categories of literature for this review: Instruction-Based Studies, Learner-
Based Studies, and Text-Based Studies. Obviously a great deal of overlap exists between 
these research categories and all three foci may be present in a particular study. In the 
case ofthe Multiple Cognitive Strategy studies, for example, the dependent variable(s) 
often pointed to the appropriate category, providing a useful method for organizing this 
highly diverse section of the literature review. 
A number of studies included in this literature review focused on students 
considered by the researchers to be at risk for academic failure. Risk factors affecting the 
students in these studies included economic disadvantage and academic deficit. Although 
some of these terms can be construed as pejorative, it was clear that the researchers' 
intent was not to stigmatize the children that they studied. In order to summarize the 
content of each article accurately, the specific terms used by the researchers were utilized 
in the literature review. 
Terminology used to describe children from low-income homes included the 
following: disadvantaged, low socio-economic status (SES), and poor. Terms used to 
describe children who were considered by the researchers to be academically at-risk 
included poor reader, poor comprehender, low-achieving, low-ability, struggling, and 
academically delayed. Terms such as reading disabled and learning disabled were used 
to refer to students whose academic problems were specifically diagnosed as disabilities. 
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The term "at-risk" was also utilized in a number of studies as a generic term, to describe 
children who face a variety of academic, behavioral, and socio-economic problems. 
Section One: Multiple Cognitive Strategy Studies 
Studies included in Section One examined the effects of a variety of cognitive 
strategies on students' reading comprehension. This research was grounded in modem 
cognitive psychology, based on theories of educational psychologists such as Gagne 
(1985), Bruner (1960, 1966), Vygotsky (1978), and Mayer (1981). This section of the 
literature review includes a representative sample of multiple strategy studies, many of 
which documented evidence of improving students' reading comprehension. 
Text-Based Studies 
Studies included in this category focused primarily on the qualities of a text that 
inhibit or facilitate the utilization of cognitive strategies in reading comprehension. Text 
qualities examined in these studies typically included genre and difficulty level. Kintsch 
and van Dijk (1978) conducted one ofthe most important early studies in this category, 
developing a theory of reader-text interaction that Kintsch continued to explore in recent 
work (1998). 
Kintsch and van Dijk's study (1978) was designed to test a model of text 
comprehension based on information processing. The researchers identified three sets of 
operations that function in comprehension: 1) the organization of text components into a 
coherent whole, 2) condensing text meaning into a gist, 3) text generation based on 
memory. According to Kintsch and van Dijk, the reader must hold chunks of text in 
memory, as information is processed. The difficulty of this task varies according to the 
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coherence of a particular text in relationship to the reader's background knowledge. Thus 
reading comprehension is a product of reader-text interaction, depending on a 
combination of text features and the reader's information processing capabilities. 
Kintsch and van Dijk emphasized the importance of schema in reading comprehension, 
noting that inference is used to fill in the gaps in text coherence. 
Kintsch and van Dijk attempted to test their model of reading comprehension by 
demonstrating the cognitive processes that operate in text recall at varying intervals 
following reading. The researchers selected a psychological report for the study and 
identified propositions (facts embedded in the text), storage operations needed to process 
the proposition, and the probability of reproduction of the proposition. Two groups of 
college students were asked to read the report and to construct a recall protocol and a 
summary based on memory immediately following reading, and at one-month and three-
month intervals. The researchers analyzed the recall protocols and summaries, 
identifying the number of propositions included at each interval. 
Results indicated significant differences in the quality of recall protocols and 
summaries generated, with substantially fewer propositions and more reconstructions 
inserted at the delayed intervals. According to Kintsch and van Dijk, delayed recall 
reflected macroprocesses serving to reduce texts to a coherent gist. Immediate recall, 
conversely, depended little on macroprocessing. In short, readers recalled fewer facts at 
the delayed intervals but retained the gist of the report. They appeared to depend more 
heavily on inference to reconstruct recall protocols and summaries. The researchers 
concluded that reading comprehension must be viewed as a complex process, requiring 
differing cognitive demands depending on the reader's abilities and the qualities of the 
text. 
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Kintsch and van Dijk's (9178) study is widely cited in cognitive strategy research 
as a model of reading comprehension based on information processing. The researchers 
were among the first to break down the process of reading comprehension into 
component parts, identifying the importance of the interaction between the reader and the 
text. The study laid the groundwork for much of the cognitive strategy research that was 
conducted in subsequent years. 
Armbruster (1986) examined the interaction between text features and the 
reader's schema, identifying five common structural patterns found in a variety of text 
gemes: knowledge of simple listing, comparison/contrast, temporal sequence, 
cause/effect, and problem/solution. According to the researcher, skilled readers develop 
a schema for each of these patterns, utilizing appropriate strategies to comprehend the 
text. Additionally, skilled reading required the development of content-specific schemas 
necessary for the comprehension of specialized forms of writing such as scientific 
reports. According to Armbruster, the difficulty that many students experience in 
comprehending content area texts may result from failure to access appropriate schemas 
or the lack of schemata necessary for comprehension. 
Armbruster's conclusion that students' reading comprehension could be improved 
through instruction in basic text structures has been widely cited, resulting in heightened 
awareness of the importance of schema in cognitive strategy research. 
A study by Kletzien (1991) examined the strategy use by readers of varying 
proficiency levels with texts of differing levels of difficulty. Subjects in the study (48 
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students) were two groups of eleventh and twelfth graders, one group of good readers and 
one group of poor readers. All students were of normal intelligence, scoring between 90 
and 110 on the Test of Academic Aptitude (a group IQ test). Students identified as good 
readers scored above the 75th percentile on the reading comprehension subtest of the 
California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). The students in the poor reading group had 
CTBS scores below the 50th percentile. Students were asked to read materials leveled at 
the independent, instructional, and frustration levels for their respective group. Self-
reports of thinking processes while completing researcher-designed cloze tests were used 
to assess students' use of cognitive strategies during reading. 
Kletzien met with each student individually, taping and coding student responses 
according to strategy-based categories. The strategies used most frequently by both 
groups of students included focusing on vocabulary, rereading previous text, making 
inferences, and using prior knowledge. 
Results on the cloze test were quite similar for the two groups at each level of 
difficulty (texts varied based on the reading skills of each group). Results indicated no 
significant differences in strategy use at the independent (easiest) reading level. Good 
readers, however, demonstrated a higher degree of flexibility in strategy use with more 
difficult texts. At the frustration level (highest level of difficulty) the good readers 
exhibited greater persistence and success in use of strategies, while poor readers gave up 
more quickly, demonstrating little strategy use. 
Kletzien observed that students in both groups focused narrowly on word 
recognition and sentence level comprehension with texts at the frustration level, 
concluding that the information processing demands of more complex reading material 
absorbs all cognitive resources, limiting students' ability to utilize higher level thinking 
skills. Confirming Kintsch and van Dijk's (1978) theory of reader-text interaction, 
Kletzien concluded that strategy use by high school students varies according to the 
demands of the text and the skills of the reader. 
Instruction-Based Studies 
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This section includes studies that focused primarily on the elements of strategy 
instruction, including the identification of effective cognitive strategies that contribute to 
students' reading comprehension proficiency. 
Bereiter and Bird (1985) conducted a seminal study that is frequently cited in the 
cognitive strategy literature. The researchers utilized a think aloud protocol with adult 
readers to identify important, potentially teachable reading comprehension strategies. 
Four strategies were identified from the transcripts, including restatement, backtracking, 
demanding relationships, and problem formulation. Although the subjects did 
occasionally utilize other strategies, such as predicting, identified as important in 
cognitive strategy literature, these reading behaviors were judged to be less significant 
and were subsumed by one the four major categories. 
Bereiter and Bird (1985) then selected 80 middle school students, providing them 
with 40-minute training sessions designed to teach the four strategies identified through 
the protocol analysis of adult reading behaviors. Students were assigned to one of three 
treatment conditions or to a control group. The first group was given modeling plus 
instruction (explanations with teacher modeling, explanations and guided practice). 
Students in the second group received modeling only (teacher modeling without 
explanation followed by oral practice without specific strategy guidance). The third 
group was given an exercise condition (oral and written exercises based on the 
strategies). The students in the three experimental groups received nine 40-minute 
lessons over a three-week period. 
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The researchers analyzed pretest/posttest analysis scores on the reading 
comprehension section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) and the Nelson 
Reading Skills Test. Results of a multiple analysis of covariance and univariate analyses 
indicated that the modeling plus instruction group made significantly higher gains than 
the other groups. Comparisons of the other three groups' scores with each other did not 
did not reveal significant differences. 
An analysis of students' think aloud protocols before and after the experiment 
also demonstrated significantly greater gains by students in the modeling plus instruction 
group. The students in the modeling only group made no gains in the frequency of 
strategy use and the control group's strategy use declined (exercise condition students 
were not included in this analysis due to time constraints). Significant effects favoring the 
modeling plus instruction group were detected for each individual strategy with the 
exception of demanding relationships. Although the modeling plus insiruction group 
demonstrated significant gains in reading comprehension and significant gains in strategy 
use the correlation between the two measures was not significant. 
The researchers concluded that the results of their study suggested an association 
between strategy use and improved reading comprehension, but did not provide 
convincing empirical evidence of this association. Despite their disclaimer, Bereiter and 
Bird's (1985) study was a milestone in cognitive strategy research, using think aloud 
protocols to identify key reading strategies and establishing a basis for evaluating the 
effectiveness of cognitive strategy instruction on students' reading comprehension. 
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Pearson and Dole's study (1987) is widely cited in educational research as one of 
the first studies to identify components of effective literacy instruction. They reviewed 
the research on reading comprehension instruction, providing a concise summary of the 
components of successful intervention programs. The researchers found that low-
achieving students could be taught to utilize comprehension strategies, provided that they 
were given explicit comprehension instruction. Pearson and Dole identified the 
following components of effective strategy instruction, found in successful intervention 
studies: 1) teacher modeling, 2) guided practice, 3) consolidation, 4) independent 
practice, 5) application. According to the researchers, this model of explicit 
comprehension instruction was unique because it did not focus on isolated sub skills, but 
was designed to be implemented holistically during reading. 
Pearson and Dole (1987) discussed feedback during comprehension instruction, 
recommending that teachers provide suggestive, rather than corrective feedback. 
Corrective feedback, according to the researchers implies the existence of a single correct 
answer which teachers impart to students. Suggestive feedback, on the other hand, 
provides students with guidance in the process of constructing their own text 
interpretations. This distinction was an important contribution to the literature on reading 
comprehension, and was subsequently incorporated into instructional methodologies 
designed to encourage the development of students' independent reading skills. Pearson 
and Dole provided suggestions for implementation of explicit comprehension instruction 
in the classroom, techniques that are often cited in reading comprehension literature. 
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Paris (1984) examined the effects of Informed Strategies for Learning (ISL), a 
program designed to improve students' reading comprehension through cognitive 
strategy instruction. The researcher and his colleagues designed 20 instructional modules 
and 60 lesson plans, which were provided to the 75 participating teachers. Paris 
identified three categories of knowledge amenable to strategy instruction: declarative 
knowledge ("knowing that"), procedural knowledge ("knowing how"), and conditional 
knowledge ("knowing when") strategies should be utilized in reading. Each ISL module 
was designed to address all three categories of reading-related strategic knowledge. 
The ISL program included the use of explicit strategy instruction, teacher 
modeling, guided practice, feedback, and group discussions, with gradual fading of 
teacher scaffolding. Bulletin boards based on strategy metaphors, and specially designed 
student materials focusing on cognitive strategies were also utilized in the classes. Other 
innovative concepts underlying the ISL curriculum included an emphasis on removing 
the mystery from reading, making thinking about reading public, and the importance of 
cognitive coaching in developing students' metacognitive skills. 
Participating students included 783 third and 801 fifth graders in intact 
classrooms. Control classes received regular reading instruction, while students in the 
experimental classes were provided with the ISL program taught by their regular 
classroom teachers. The Gates MacGinitie (1978) comprehension subtest and a 
researcher-designed Reading Awareness Index were utilized as the dependent variables in 
a pretest/posttest ANCOV A design. Results indicated that students in third and fifth 
grade experimental classes made significantly greater gains than students in the control 
group after a year of ISL instruction. When students were grouped by Gates MacGinite 
scores into high, medium, and low reading levels, results demonstrated that all three 
groups made comparable gains in reading comprehension. 
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A reading awareness measure was also utilized in the study, indicating that 
student age was an important factor in the development of metacognition. Fifth grade 
students demonstrated greater reading awareness than third graders, a finding that has 
been replicated in a number of cognitive strategy studies (Cross & Paris, 1988; Pressley, 
Johnson, Symons, McGoldrick, & Kurita, 1989). 
Paris performed an additional analysis evaluating the extent to which context 
facilitates comprehension for students of varying age and proficiency. ANOVA results 
based on research-designed cloze test indicated that age, ability, and participation in ISL 
were all significant factors in student performance. The researcher noted that the least 
proficient students demonstrated the largest difference between control and experimental 
conditions, suggesting that ISL was particularly beneficial for these students. 
Cross and Paris (1988) conducted an additional ISL study to investigate students' 
use of cognitive strate~ies in reading. Two third grade classes and two fifth grade classes 
received training in the ISL intervention, while corresponding third and fifth grade 
classes served as controls. Training took place over a four-month period and included 30 
minutes of direct instruction (provided by one of the researchers) twice per week. 
Teacher training and strategy-related bulletin board materials were also provided to the 
participating teachers. The researchers also provided instruction, unrelated to reading to 
the control group students. 
Results of the study were based on a pretest/posttest design, utilizing the Gates 
MacGinitie standardized comprehension test, and researcher-designed cloze and error 
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detection tasks. A reading awareness interview and strategy ratings were also included in 
evaluating the results of the study. Results demonstrated that students in the 
experimental groups made significantly more progress in metacognitive skills and use of 
reading strategies compared to students in the control groups. The researchers also found 
a much stronger relationship between reading awareness and reading comprehension with 
fifth grade students than with third grade students. Cross and Paris concluded that 
students acquire and increasing level of metacognitive awareness and capacity to utilize 
cognitive strategies in reading as they become older. Additionally, the researchers 
determined that metacognitive instruction improved reading comprehension as well as 
reading awareness, particularly for less skilled readers. They suggested that ISL could be 
utilized effectively to teach cognitive strategies to students in normal classroom 
environments, thereby improving reading awareness and comprehension. 
The ISL studies represent a systematic attempt to teach students to utilize 
cognitive strategies in reading. The studies are frequently cited in the research literature 
due to the instructional innovations and consistently positive results. The 1984 study is 
of particular importance to the current study because instruction was provided by regular 
teachers in a naturalistic classroom environment. The fact that fifth grade students in the 
1984 and 1988 ISL studies appeared to benefit more from strategy instruction than 
younger students supports the selection of fifth graders as subjects for the current study. 
Learner-Based Studies 
Studies included in this category examined the effects on cognitive strategies on 
specific types of learners. Research involving special populations such as at-risk or 
learning disabled students and studies that focused on student age or individual 
differences in learning were designated as Learner-based. 
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Pressley, Johnson, Symons, McGoldrick, and Kurita (1989) summarized the 
research examining the effects of strategy instruction on students' memory and 
comprehension. The researchers examined the relationship between student 
characteristics and cognitive strategy instruction, determining that poor readers overall 
benefit more from strategy instruction than strong readers. Consistent with other research 
such as Cross and Paris (1988), Pressley et al. found that cognitive strategies are more 
effective with older students, in upper elementary grades and beyond, than with younger 
students. 
The researchers selected studies that included summarization, mnemonic imagery, 
story-grammar, question-generation, and question answering. These particular cognitive 
strategies were chosen because the researchers determined that they were easy to teach 
and effective in promoting self-regulation in reading. Although cognitive strategies have 
been taught in very short interventions, Pressley et al. (1989) pointed out that effective 
strategy instruction takes a great deal of time. The benefits of strategy instruction are 
also enhanced when teachers activate students' prior knowledge, encouraging the use of 
inference to fill in gaps in text coherence. Paradoxically, efforts to activate prior 
knowledge can backfire. The researchers noted that when students are encouraged to 
utilize prior knowledge in comprehension activities, they often reject text elements that 
are incompatible with their own experiences. They concluded that strategy instruction 
must be designed to help students identify conflicting information, retaining correct text 
features in memory. 
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Pressley et al. (1989) recommended that teachers incorporate cognitive strategies 
into reading programs, providing students with "state-of-the art" instructional methods. 
The use of cognitive strategies serves to involve students actively with a text, activating 
prior knowledge before reading, deriving a gist of important text features during reading, 
and recalling and reconstructing information following reading. 
The researchers concluded that cognitive strategy instruction is an effective means 
to improve students reading comprehension and text recall. The benefits of strategy 
instruction are maximized when a small number of powerful strategies are taught 
explicitly and well, with the goal of developing students' ability to become self-
regulating readers. 
Schuder (1993) examined the effects of Transactional Strategy Instruction (TSI) 
on at-risk students' reading comprehension. A program called Students Achieving 
Independent Learning (SAIL) was designed to address the needs of at-risk students, 
encouraging the development of self-regulatory behavior during reading. A repertoire of 
strategies was selected and the affective factors that influence strategy use identified. 
According to Schuder, the strength of the SAIL program was its comprehensive nature. 
Cognitive strategies were embedded in the regular reading curriculum and teachers were 
trained in methods of explicit strategy instruction. The program was designed to 
accelerate students' acquisition of reading skills, producing grade level reading 
proficiency within one year. 
Teacher training focused on an explicit instructional model that gradually 
transferred an increasing level of responsibility for strategy use to the students. SAIL 
lessons were based on TSI, a strategic reading methodology developed by Pressley and 
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his associates. According to Pressley et al. ( 1995) TSI is designed to provide long-term 
strategy instruction, leading to gradual internalization of strategic reading proficiency. 
TSI includes prediction, imagery, clarification, relating text to prior knowledge and 
summarization. 
SAIL was implemented in 1987 in Chapter I summer school programs for 
at-risk students and then was implemented full-time in pilot schools. According to 
Schuder, three-to-five years of coaching and practice were necessary to produce fully 
qualified transactional strategy teachers. 
Specific achievement data were not provided in this article, however a study by 
Brown, Pressley, Van Meter, and Schuder (1994) documented significant achievement 
effects following the implementation of the SAIL program. Participating second grade 
students, reading below grade level, received a full year of SAIL instruction. Pre-test, 
post test standardized reading comprehension score gains were significantly greater for 
the students in the SAIL classrooms, compared to control groups. The authors concluded 
that Transactional Strategy Instruction provided in the SAIL program was successful in 
improving at-risk students' reading comprehension. 
The SAIL program is a useful model for the current study because regular 
teachers in elementary school classrooms provided TSI instruction. The encouraging 
results with at-risk students suggest important instructional benefits may be associated 
with systematic strategy instruction. 
Anderson and Roit ( 1993) conducted a study examining the effects of 
collaborative strategy instruction on academically delayed adolescents' reading 
proficiency. Nine experimental and seven control special education teachers participated 
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in the study. The teachers participated in the development of the instructional materials, 
providing a model of teacher/researcher collaboration. Ten strategies were identified and 
articulated in language likely to be understood by the students. These reading strategies 
included recognizing a problem, making things real, knowing what matters, making 
sense, agreeing/disagreeing, having reasons, getting ready for what comes next, getting 
back on track, explaining, and wrapping up experiences. Although the strategy titles 
were different than those used in most other cognitive strategy studies, obvious parallels 
can be identified. Getting ready for what comes next seems similar to the predicting 
strategy and wrapping up appears to be the same as summarization. Getting back on 
track is a particularly important component of strategic reading, since it requires students 
to monitor and attempt to self-regulate reading performance. 
The special education teachers in the experimental groups provided explicit 
strategy instruction and modeling of strategy use in small-group reading sessions. An 
emphasis on collaborative learning characterized these sessions. Experimental and 
control teachers were videotaped during 30-minute reading instructional sessions over a 
three-month period. The researchers evaluated pretest and posttest videotapes of the 
participating teachers and students' Stanford Diagnostic Reading (standardized) scores. 
Results of the videotape analysis indicated that experimental groups engaged in 
significantly more collaboration and problem solving during reading. Seven shifts in 
teacher behaviors were identified and rated. Experimental teachers surpassed control 
teachers on all measures. Related shifts in student behavior, demonstrating strategic 
reading behavior also demonstrated significantly greater gains by experimental students 
on all indicators. According to the researchers neither control teachers nor students 
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exhibited any changes in reading-related behavior. Although the researchers stated that 
the experimental students' reading performance improved relative to the control group, 
specific achievement data were not provided. 
Anderson and Roit's (1993) study provides an innovative model of teacher-
researcher collaboration. According to the researchers such collaboration is a highly 
effective form of staff development, providing for long-term change in teaching 
behaviors. The evidence that profoundly disabled readers benefit from cognitive strategy 
instruction is also a finding with important implications for educational practice. 
Anderson, Chan, and Henne ( 1995) investigated the effects of cognitive strategy 
instruction on sixth grade students' reading and conceptual models ofliteracy. Subjects 
were inner city students who were at least two years below grade level in literacy skills, 
based on standardized test scores. Students in the experimental groups received two 
hours per day of strategic reading and writing instruction over a fourteen-week period. 
Instruction was provided to experimental group students by members of the research staff 
and specially trained classroom teachers. Control group students continued with their 
regular language arts program during the same instructional period. 
Pretest and posttest measures ofthe Stanford Reading Achievement Test (SAT), 
structured interviews, and performance-based reading and writing assessments were used 
as the dependent variables. Results indicated significant posttest gains on the SAT by 
students in the experimental group. Additionally, the experimental group students 
demonstrated significant gains in a problem-centered model of reading as measured by 
the structured interviews. Control group performance did not significantly improve on 
either measure. Anderson et al. (1995) explained that a problem-solving approach to 
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reading requires students to focus on meaning, understanding, and learning, as opposed to 
simply completing as assigned task. According to the researchers, gains in problem-
solving models of reading demonstrated students' increasingly sophisticated 
understanding of the reading process and willingness to utilize strategic reading skills. 
The researchers also evaluated performance-based reading and writing 
assessments for the two groups of students, including oral summaries, discussion of text-
based concepts, a writing sample, and a plan for revision of the writing sample. 
Significant effects in favor ofthe experimental group were found on the summarization 
and written performance assessments. 
Anderson et al. (1995) examined the correlation between models of literacy and 
student scores on a variety of performance measures. Literacy models were assessed in 
structured interviews with scores based on a continuum from task completion to a 
problem-solving approach focused on meaning. Higher literacy model scores indicated 
student awareness of the problem-solving effort necessary to successful reading and 
writing performance. The researchers detected a significant correlation of .54 between 
gains in literacy models and gains in summarization scores. The researchers also found a 
significant correlation of .49 between gains in literacy models and gains in standardized 
reading comprehension scores. Anderson et al. concluded that cognitive strategy 
instruction helps low-achieving students become intentional learners leading to 
improvement in reading comprehension performance. 
Dole, Brown, and Trathen (1996) conducted a study to determine the effects of 
strategy instruction on at-risk fifth and sixth grade students' reading comprehension. 
Sixty-seven students participated in the study, with a mean score of 25 percent on the 
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Stanford Achievement Test (SAT). Students were placed into one of three groups, 
strategy instruction, story content instruction, and basal control instruction. Specially 
trained teachers, including the research staff, provided the strategy group with 50 minutes 
per day of instruction over a five-week period. The students were taught strategic 
reading skills including predicting story events and identifying the main idea of a reading 
selection. Explicit instruction regarding the utility of strategy use was provided along 
with instructions for implementing strategies during independent reading. Direct 
instruction was gradually replaced by group activities as teachers turned over 
responsibility for strategy implementation to the students. 
Dole et al. ( 1996) designed open-ended tests of comprehension, targeting 
vocabulary and story content. Comprehension assessments were administered at the 
beginning and end ofthe study and seven weeks later. Results of an ANCOVA analysis 
of test scores indicated a significant effect in favor of the strategy instruction group. The 
researchers suggested that specific instructional elements of the strategy program, 
coaching, and gradual fading of teacher support may have contributed to the students' 
acquisition of independent reading skills. They concluded that strategy instruction was 
an effective method of improving at-risk students' reading comprehension. 
Section Two: Reciprocal Teaching Studies 
The second section in this literature review includes cognitive strategy studies 
based on Palincsar and Brown's model (1983, 1984, 1985). This body of literature 
focuses on reciprocal teaching, a specific instructional program, therefore all of the 
studies in Section Two are characterized as instruction-based. 
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Beginning in the early 1980s Palincsar and Brown conducted a series of studies 
investigating the effectiveness of reciprocal teaching, a methodology based on the 
cognitive strategies of questioning, clarifying, summarizing and predicting. According to 
the researchers these cognitive strategies are critically important components of reading 
comprehension. Reciprocal teaching was grounded in Vygotsky' s theory that children 
learn through the social construction ofknowledge (1978) and was implemented in a 
collaborative group context. Working primarily with low-achieving middle school 
students, the researchers demonstrated that cognitive strategy instruction was associated 
with improved reading comprehension achievement that was maintained over time. 
A number of early studies by Palincsar and Brown (1983, 1984, 1985) were based 
on a similar format. The subjects were seventh grade students with adequate decoding 
skills, defined by the researchers as the ability to read grade level texts with a fluency rate 
of at least 80 words per minute with no more than two errors. The subjects' reading 
comprehension achievement was typically at least two years below grade level, although 
they had no diagnosed learning disabilities. 
The instructional materials for the reciprocal teaching studies were seventh grade 
level expository texts, and researcher-designed comprehension assessments. The 
students were given a pretest to establish baseline comprehension scores and daily 
comprehension assessments for a designated number of days prior to instruction. 
Students continued to take daily reading comprehension assessments during the course of 
instruction and received assessment information regarding their progress. 
Several innovative instructional methods characterized the early studies. The 
students were trained to utilize four cognitive strategies: questioning, clarifying, 
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summarizing and predicting, with authentic reading materials. The teacher explained 
how, when and why to use strategies in reading, emphasizing to the students the benefits 
that strategy use would provide. Instruction took place in a group context, allowing 
students to collectively construct meaning from the text with scaffolding provided by the 
teacher. As student competence increased, teacher guidance was gradually withdrawn. 
A 1983 technical report financed by the National Institute of Child Heath and 
Human Development, Reciprocal Teaching of Comprehension Monitoring Activities, 
includes three ofPalincsar and Brown's early studies of reciprocal teaching. The first 
study was based on an intervention with four seventh grade students, selected from 
developmental reading classes. During the initial baseline period (six-to-eight days, 
depending on the treatment group) no instruction took place, but students were given 
daily reading comprehension assessments. During the treatment phase a researcher 
worked with the students daily, providing 25-30 minutes of instruction, followed by 10-
15 minutes of assessment activities. Maintenance periods were identical to baseline, but 
were interspersed with instructional treatments. 
Two students were placed in each of two groups, receiving slightly different 
combinations or reciprocal teaching instruction. Reciprocal teaching instruction entailed 
reading a text silently and implementing the four strategies, questioning, clarifying, 
summarizing, and predicting, under teacher guidance. Locating information, a second 
instructional activity, was designed to help students locate the answers to questions in 
expository texts. The more effective method of instruction was determined to be six to 
eight days of baseline assessment, followed by ten days of locating information, six days 
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of maintenance, ten days of reciprocal teaching, six additional days of maintenance, and 
three additional days of reciprocal teaching. 
Results of the study demonstrated that the intervention had a positive effect on 
students' reading comprehension achievement. According to Palincsar and Brown, 
comprehension scores rose from a baseline average of 20% on the researcher-designed 
comprehension test to a mean of 80%, a gain that was maintained during the eight-week 
follow-up period. 
The researchers undertook a second study, with a very similar methodology. Six 
low achieving seventh grade students were selected and assigned to one of three 
experimental groups. The treatment provided to each of the groups differed only in the 
length of the baseline phase. Instruction for all three groups was based solely on 
reciprocal teaching. The researchers established a criterion for success in the second 
study of 70% correct on the comprehension assessments, administered on four out of five 
consecutive days. An additional modification in the second study was the inclusion of 
explicit feedback provided to the students on the results of the daily assessments. 
Several additional assessments were added to the second study, to determine whether 
students were able to transfer reading comprehension skills to a variety of reading-
related tasks. Students were evaluated on the construction of a summary, were assessed 
on their ability to detect incongruities in a text, and were asked to generate question 
predictions. 
The results ofthe second study indicated that five out of six students reached the 
criterion of70-80% correct on the comprehension assessment within 12 days. Students' 
performance on transfer measures, such as summary generation and question prediction, 
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improved substantially. During the final assessment phase of the intervention students' 
summaries were judged to contain main ideas 85% of the time, as compared to 53% prior 
to the intervention. Students' ability to predict questions and detect incongruities in a 
text also improved substantially. The students' percentile class rankings in reading 
comprehension improved an average of 3 7 points during the intervention. Improved 
performance was maintained for the duration of the eight-week follow-up period. 
Palincsar and Brown (1983) conducted a third study that included additional 
modifications to their research methodology. The study's focus shifted from a 
researcher-designed context to a more naturalistic educational setting. Twenty-one low-
achieving middle school students in four intact reading groups were included in the study. 
The students' teachers were trained to conduct the intervention. Participating teachers 
were provided with three reciprocal teaching training sessions, instructional materials, 
and weekly monitoring by the researchers. 
The results of the third study confirmed the effectiveness of the reciprocal 
teaching intervention. All ofthe students reached the criteria of70% on four out of five 
consecutive tests within 15 days and maintained improved performance during the eight-
week follow-up. Substantial improvement was also observed on the summarization, 
question-prediction, and detecting incongruities assessments. 
Palincsar and Brown (1984) conducted two studies investigating the effectiveness 
of reciprocal teaching with low achieving middle school students. Subjects in the first 
study were 24 seventh graders, most of whom had adequate decoding skills but poor 
comprehension. Mean IQ for the participating students was 83, indicating low-average 
academic intelligence. The students were divided into the following four groups: 
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reciprocal teaching, locating information, test only, and control. The treatment groups 
(reciprocal teaching and locating information) were given baseline assessments, 
followed by 20 days of instruction provided by one of the researchers, five days of 
maintenance and follow-up testing and long-term follow-up. The test only group 
received no instruction but read the texts and answered questions on the daily 
assessments. The control group participated in their normal reading instruction in lieu of 
an intervention, taking only pretest and posttest along with the other groups. 
Results indicated that the reciprocal teaching group students, unlike those in the 
other groups, demonstrated significant improvement on the daily comprehension 
assessments, and maintained their improved performance during the eight-week follow-
up period. Students in the reciprocal teaching group also improved significantly on other 
measures such as detecting incongruities. The standardized reading comprehension gains 
(Gates MacGinitie) for the reciprocal teaching students averaged 15 months, however 
vocabulary scores on the standardized test did not improve significantly. Palincsar and 
Brown ( 1984) did not attempt to explain the lack of vocabulary scores gains nor did they 
appear to utilize any research-designed assessments to measure clarifying strategy use by 
the students. 
A similar research design was utilized in the second study (Palincsar and Brown, 
1984 ), however in this case the students' teachers provided the instruction. A total of 21 
low-achieving middle school students participated in the study, divided into the same 
four groups described previously. The five participating teachers were provided with 
three training sessions and weekly follow-up visits by the researcher. 
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Results of the study demonstrated improvement on a variety of measures by the 
students in the reciprocal teaching group. Daily comprehension scores rose from an 
average of 40% to a posttest mean of 80% correct. Significant summarizing, predicting 
questions, and detecting incongruity score gains were also documented for the reciprocal 
teaching group. Palincsar and Brown were particularly encouraged by the successful 
results in the second study, noting that classroom teachers were just as effective in 
implementing the reciprocal teaching intervention as the researchers. 
These early reciprocal teaching studies documented impressive gains in students' 
reading comprehension achievement, providing evidence that cognitive strategies can be 
readily taught and utilized effectively by struggling readers. The results of the third 
study, demonstrating that the intervention was successful when conducted by trained 
classroom teachers, is particularly significant for educational practice. These data 
suggest that reciprocal teaching can be successfully incorporated into regular educational 
settings. 
A strong emphasis on the questioning and summarizing strategies is evident in 
these early reciprocal teaching studies. The researchers developed assessments that 
measured students' summarizing and question-prediction skills, but made no attempt to 
measure achievement relating to the clarifying strategy. This pattern of de-emphasizing 
clarifying in reciprocal teaching studies was a significant factor contributing to the 
rationale for the current study. 
Palincsar's 1984 presentation to the American Educational Research Association 
(AERA), Reciprocal Teaching: Working Within the Zone of Proximal Development, 
describes another reciprocal teaching study. This study was designed to identify the most 
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effective variation of reciprocal teaching instruction for improving the reading 
comprehension of low achieving seventh grade students. Volunteer teachers were trained 
to administer one of four instructional conditions designed for the experiment. Students 
from developmental reading classes, who met the criteria described in the previous 
studies were selected and randomly assigned to one of the experimental groups. 
The first treatment consisted of reciprocal teaching and corrective feedback. The 
teacher spent the first four days of the intervention instructing the students in the four 
reciprocal teaching strategies. Gradually, the teacher released control of the dialogue to 
the students, while continuing to provide corrective feedback as needed. 
The second treatment was called reciprocal teaching/practice. The teacher 
provided the same initial four days of reciprocal teaching instruction, followed by 
subsequent days of student practice. Instructional activities that constituted practice 
included writing questions, points to be clarified, summaries, and predictions. Teacher 
feedback during practice was limited to placing a star on appropriately completed 
activities. 
The third treatment was designated as demonstration. The teacher demonstrated 
the use of the four strategies on each day of the intervention, providing no opportunity for 
the students to utilize the strategies. Student interaction with the teacher was minimal 
and students' participation in reciprocal teaching activities was limited to answering 
teacher-generated questions. 
The fourth treatment was called treated control. The students were provided with 
instruction on each strategy and were given worksheet for strategy practice. Unlike the 
students in the third group, the treated control group worked interactively with their 
teacher. The strategies, however, were applied to activities that had no connection to 
actual reading. 
The fifth group, designated the untreated control, was given the same daily 
reading comprehension assessments as the other groups, but no reciprocal teaching 
instruction of any kind. 
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The variation of reciprocal teaching instruction specific to each experimental 
group was provided for 20-25 minutes per day, followed by a 10-15 minute assessment 
period. The results of the study indicated that the reciprocal teaching/corrective 
feedback model was the most effective method of increasing student performance. All 
groups demonstrated comparable scores at the time of the baseline assessment (following 
the initial five days of the intervention.) The average gain from the baseline for the 
reciprocal teaching/corrective feedback group was 22.7 points, followed by 14.4 points 
for the reciprocal teaching/practice group, and 12.1 points for the treated control. The 
untreated control students' scores did not change from the baseline. The demonstration 
treatment was the least effective, with scores that declined from the baseline. 
Palincsar concluded that reciprocal teaching with corrective feedback was the 
most effective method of improving the reading comprehension achievement of 
struggling middle school students. The results of this study have important implications 
for instructional practice. The data demonstrate that reciprocal teaching interventions 
that limit student interaction or confine participation to pencil and paper activities are far 
less effective than those that maximize student-teacher interaction. 
A 1985 AERA presentation titled The Unpacking of a Multi-Component, 
Metacognitive Training Package, describes two research models utilized by Palincsar in a 
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series of reciprocal teaching studies. The first model was designed to compare the 
effectiveness of reciprocal teaching strategies. (The second model appears to be identical 
to that ofthe 1984 study and will not be discussed.) 
The purpose of the study was to determine whether questioning, summarizing, or 
the combination of the four strategies were the most effective in improving reading 
comprehension performance. Four groups of seventh grade students in developmental 
reading classes participated in the study. The treatment provided to the first and third 
groups included five days of baseline assessment, followed by eight days of questioning 
instruction, three days of maintenance, eight days of summarizing instruction, three more 
days of maintenance and five days of reciprocal teaching instruction with the 
combination of four strategies. The second group received the same treatment but the 
questioning and summarizing strategies were taught in reverse order. The fourth group 
was provided with the same baseline assessment as the other groups, followed by 
instruction in the four reciprocal teaching strategies. Results demonstrated that the group 
that received instruction in the combination of the four reciprocal teaching strategies 
made the most rapid progress and achieved the highest scores. 
Although this AERA presentation included limited data, the results are quite 
important to the current study. Palincsar (1985) stated that questioning and summarizing 
were selected as treatments in the study because these strategies were the most frequently 
utilized in reciprocal teaching. This suggests that clarifying may have been a neglected 
strategy in reciprocal teaching interventions, an underlying assumption of the current 
study. Palincsar's conclusion that a combination of strategies is more effective than 
either questioning or summarizing by itself suggests that each strategy makes an 
important contribution to the development of students' reading comprehension 
proficiency. Palincsar's data appear to challenge Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman's 
(1996) contention that the questioning strategy alone produces the same effects as the 
combination of the four reciprocal teaching strategies. 
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Palincsar, Brown, and Martin (1987) conducted a reciprocal teaching study, 
utilizing peer tutors in seventh grade developmental reading classes. Higher performing 
students in the developmental reading classes were selected to act as tutors in the project 
based on a number of researcher-designed assessments. All of the participating students 
were introduced to the reciprocal teaching strategies by their classroom teachers. The 
tutors were then given 10 days of reciprocal teaching instruction (35 minutes per day) 
while the tutees worked on comprehension worksheets. At the end of the 1 0-day period 
all of the students were given a comprehension assessment. Peer tutoring sessions based 
on the reciprocal teaching model were conducted daily for 12 days (35 minutes per day). 
Daily assessments were conducted and results of the assessments shared with the 
students. 
The results of the study demonstrated substantial improvement in comprehension 
by tutors and tutees. The mean scores on daily assessments for both tutors and tutees 
rose significantly. In fact, the scores of the tutors, who were remedial readers, 
approached those of "normal readers" by the end of the intervention. 
Palincsar et al. (1987) noted the effectiveness of instructional chaining, the 
process by which participants in a training model are entrusted with the responsibility of 
training others. The researchers trained the teachers in reciprocal teaching methods, who 
in tum, trained the tutors. According to Palincsar and her colleagues, comprehension 
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score gains by tutees working with remedial reading tutors were comparable to gains by 
students working with adult leaders. The researchers concluded that the peer-tutoring 
model allows a single teacher to manage a full class of reciprocal teaching groups, 
suggesting that this model could be successfully implemented in a wide range of 
educational settings. 
Beginning in the late 1980s, Palincsar and her colleagues began a series of 
reciprocal teaching studies with very young children. The researchers developed several 
important and innovative methods in this later research that can be applied to a variety of 
educational contexts. Because these studies focus on first grade students in a listening 
comprehension context, the discussion is limited to the topics that are relevant to the 
upper elementary and middle school populations that were the focus of the current study. 
Palincsar (1986) described an ethnographic study of reciprocal teaching 
conducted with first grade students. Eight first-grade teachers whose students were 
considered "at-risk" for academic problems participated in the study. The intervention 
followed three days of teacher training and took place over a 20-day period. Transcripts 
of dialogues were analyzed to determine whether reciprocal teaching instruction had 
affected student comprehension. Palincsar was particularly interested in evidence of 
teacher scaffolding during reciprocal teaching activities, examining classroom dialogues 
for evidence of teacher responsiveness to students' learning needs and rephrasing and 
elaboration on student responses. 
Palincsar ( 1986) noted that successful teachers used student ideas, connecting 
them to new knowledge, carefully directed the dialogues, and provided explicit 
comprehension instruction. Although detailed achievement data were not provided in 
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this journal article, Palincsar explained that significant progress had been documented. 
Transcript analysis indicated that the first graders improved substantially in their 
participation in the reciprocal teaching dialogues. Students also scored gains of 100% in 
transfer measures of their ability to apply the four strategies. Palincsar concluded that 
scaffolded instruction has the potential to maximize the effectiveness of instructional 
interventions. 
Palincsar, Brown, and Campione (1989) presented an address at the AERA titled 
Structured Dialogues Among First Grade Learners. Although the study contained little 
research data, instruction was based on thematically related texts, an important 
innovation in the reciprocal teaching methodology. A series of expository texts on a 
similar topic were used as a basis for the students' dialogue. According to Palincsar et al. 
the use of thematic texts facilitated the students' construction ofbackground information, 
leading to improved comprehension. 
Palincsar and Klenk also utilized thematically related texts in studies titled 
Learning Dialogues to Promote Text Comprehension (1991) and Fostering Literacy 
Learning in Supportive Contexts (1992). The researchers trained teachers to utilize 
reciprocal teaching in a listening comprehension context with at-risk first grade students. 
Teachers utilized thematic texts as the basis of dialogues designed to build students' 
background knowledge and a common vocabulary for classroom discourse. Teachers 
taught the reciprocal teaching strategies to their first graders, modeling strategies 
extensively prior to gradually shifting responsibility for strategy implementation to the 
students. 
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Palincsar and Klenk (1991) recommended methods of reciprocal teaching 
instruction that could be effective across grade levels. The term, instructional chaining, 
was used to describe a network of teachers that were trained to utilize reciprocal teaching. 
According to Palincsar and Klenk 150 teachers in 23 schools in a particular district 
participated in reciprocal teaching training and instruction. 
An additional innovative instructional technique introduced in the 1992 first grade 
study was the flexible use the reciprocal teaching strategies. Unlike the highly structured 
dialogues described in previous reciprocal teaching studies, Palincsar and Klenk (1991) 
emphasized the importance of allowing students to utilize the strategies in a naturalistic 
dialogue. According to the researchers, the young students readily learned the strategies, 
greatly increasing their comprehension of texts that were read aloud to them. 
The first grade studies, like many of the reciprocal teaching studies discussed in 
this review, include little data but intriguing ideas. Thematically related texts, flexible use 
of strategies in a dialogue and instructional chaining are contributions of the first grade 
research that can be applied across grade levels, increasing the effectiveness of reciprocal 
teaching interventions. 
Lysynchuk, Pressley and Vye (1990) conducted a replication ofPalincsar and 
Brown's 1984 reciprocal teaching study, confirming the results documented in the earlier 
study. Two groups of fourth and seventh grade students, who had been identified as 
adequate decoders and poor comprehenders, participated in the study. Instruction was 
provided to small groups of students over a 13-day period. The experimental group was 
trained in reciprocal teaching, while students in the control group received an alternate 
form of reading instruction. Results of the study demonstrated that the experimental 
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group outperformed the control group on a variety of measures, including standardized 
reading comprehension tests. Significant effects were found between pretest and posttest 
measures of the Gates MacGinite (seventh grade students) and the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test (fourth grade students) following the 13-day intervention. According 
to the researchers the results of the study confirmed the effectiveness of reciprocal 
teaching for struggling readers. Of particular significance for the current study is the fact 
that Lysynchuk et al. neither anticipated nor detected improvement on standardized 
vocabulary sub-tests. The article does not reveal the extent to which the clarification 
strategy was utilized during reciprocal teaching instruction, however the researchers did 
not seem concerned with the lack of student progress in vocabulary development. In fact, 
increasing the effectiveness of the clarification strategy was not included in the list 
recommendations for future cognitive strategy research. 
Kelly, Moore, and Tuck (1994) examined the effects of reciprocal teaching 
instruction on the reading comprehension of low achieving fourth and fifth grade students 
in New Zealand. Eighteen children were selected to participate in the study based on 
their low Progressive Achievement Test ofReading Comprehension (PAT) scores. 
Reciprocal teaching instruction based on Palincsar's (1984) model was provided to 
students in two experimental groups during daily reading periods over a five-month 
period. Teachers who led the reciprocal teaching groups were provided with training 
and the sessions were tape recorded to insure that the treatment was consistently 
administered. The instructional components emphasized by the researchers included 
teacher questions, informing strategies and modeling, encouraging interaction between 
students, praise and responsive feedback, organizational comments. While teachers 
worked with the reciprocal teaching groups, the remainder of the students in the classes 
continued with their normal reading activities. 
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Researcher-designed comprehension assessments were administered daily to 
students in experimental and comparison groups. Results indicated statistically 
significant gains in mean reading comprehension scores for the reciprocal teaching 
groups, while comparison students did not show significant improvement. According to 
Kelly et al. (1994) the reciprocal teaching students' PAT standardized reading 
comprehension scores rose an average of one age-equivalent year, compared to no gain 
by the comparison students. The researchers concluded that the reciprocal teaching 
intervention had been successful in improving low-achieving students' reading 
comprehension. They were particularly encouraged by the fact that reciprocal teaching 
interventions were conducted by regular classroom teachers who were also responsible 
for providing reading instruction to the rest of the students in the class. Kelly, Moore, 
and Tuck concluded that reciprocal teaching interventions can be effectively utilized by 
teachers to address the needs of low achieving students within the context of the normal 
elementary school classroom, a finding with significant implications for instructional 
practice. 
Although Kelly, Moore, and Tuck's (1994) reciprocal teaching intervention was 
substantially longer than the current study, it serves as a model in several ways. The 
research methodology was based on a pretest-posttest model, based on researcher-
designed and standardized assessments. A similar methodology was utilized in the 
current study. Experimental group students in Kelly et al.'s study received reciprocal 
teaching instruction from their teachers in intact elementary school classrooms, the same 
instructional setting as the current study. This model of strategy instruction is likely to 
be feasible in a wide range of educational environments, unlike the researcher-directed 
interventions conducted in resource rooms that characterize many reciprocal teaching 
studies. A final encouraging aspect to this study is the fact that student progress was 
documented using standardized measures of achievement despite evidence that 
standardized test scores are not are not easily improved by educational interventions 
(Rosenshine & Meister, 1994). 
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Rosenshine and Meister (1994) reviewed 16 high quality reciprocal teaching 
studies in their article, Reciprocal Teaching: A Review of the Research. All of the 
studies focused on two or more strategies and met the following criteria: used the term 
reciprocal teaching, referenced Palincsar and Brown, and utilized a research design 
including experimental and control groups. The outcome measures in the studies 
included standardized tests, typically the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test, experimenter-
designed multiple-choice tests, and experimenter-designed summarization tests. The 
results indicated a significant median effect size of .88 on experimenter-designed tests 
and a non-significant median effect of .32 on the standardized reading comprehension 
tests. Rosenshine and Meister discussed the differences between the two types of tests, 
pointing out that non-significant standardized test results are common in educational 
research. The authors suggested that the discrepancy in scores may result from the 
conceptual complexity, high vocabulary demands, and strong emphasis on inferential 
thinking that characterize standardized tests. 
The studies that Rosenshine and Meister (1994) reviewed included a number of 
methodological variations, however the researchers found no evidence that these 
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variations affected the outcomes of the research. Non-significant variations included the 
number of instructional sessions (6 to 100), the size of the instructional group (2 to 23), 
and the person providing the instruction (experimenter or teacher). Rosenshine and 
Meister also pointed out that studies utilizing two, three, four, or ten strategies appeared 
to be equally effective, raising the question as to which strategy or strategies were 
responsible for the positive effect in these reciprocal teaching interventions. The authors 
noted that clarification and prediction were particularly difficult for students to utilize 
with expository texts, and that questioning and summarizing appeared to be the most 
effective strategies overall. 
According to Rosenshine and Meister ( 1994) instructional methods varied but 
often included the following effective practices: providing procedural prompts such as 
signal words for the questioning strategy, providing cue cards to help with strategy 
implementation, regulation of the difficulty of the learning task, helping students acquire 
self-checking mechanisms, and gradual release of responsibility for learning to the 
students. 
Rosenshine and Meister (1994) concluded that reciprocal teaching studies 
succeeded in improving students' reading comprehension achievement but that many 
questions remain to be answered. Their suggestion that "future investigations might 
focus on the effects of teaching individual strategies and combinations of strategies" 
(Rosenshine & Meister, 1994, p. 520) provided a rationale for the current study. 
In a recent study, Klinger, Vaughn, and Schumm (1998) examined the effects of 
strategy instruction on fourth grade students' reading comprehension scores. The 
researchers based their instructional model on reciprocal teaching (Palincsar & Brown 
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1984, 1985). Pointing out that teachers must provide literacy instruction to large classes 
that often include second language learners and learning disabled students, Klinger et al. 
examined the effectiveness of collaborative strategy instruction in diverse general 
education classrooms. 
One hundred and forty-one students in five intact classes were randomly assigned 
to either the experimental or control condition. The researchers provided instruction to 
both groups for the duration of the eleven-day intervention. Instruction was based on a 
unit from the district's social studies curriculum. Strategies taught to the experimental 
students included preview prior to reading, click and chunk, restating the gist, and 
summarization. (Click and chunk was not fully explained by the researchers, but 
apparently referred to a combination of visualizing and word clarification) Instruction 
provided to the control group students was based on the teacher's guide of the social 
studies textbook. 
Dependent measures included the comprehension sub-test of the Gates 
MacGinitie Reading Test (standardized test of reading comprehension achievement), and 
a social studies textbook unit test. Results indicated significant pretest-posttest gains by 
experimental group students on the Gates MacGinitie, compared to non-significant gains 
by the control group. Results of the unit test indicated no significant score differences 
between the two groups, suggesting that strategy instruction did not reduce students' 
learning of social studies content. 
Klinger et al. (1998) analyzed transcripts of student dialogues to determine the 
extent to which each strategy was utilized. Students regularly applied all strategies with 
the exception of the wrap-up (summarization), which the researchers attributed to time 
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constraints. The strategy that was utilized most consistently and effectively was "click 
and chunk" which accounted for 52% of strategy use by students. Although generally 
pleased by the students' dialogues, the researchers noted the lack of comments reflecting 
higher-level thinking. They concluded that the highly structured nature of the dialogues 
based on the reciprocal teaching model may have inhibited naturalistic discussion. 
Klinger et al. (1998) demonstrated that collaborative strategy instruction could be 
implemented effectively with diverse learners in large general education classes, a 
finding with important practical implications. The researchers also found that students 
could be taught to utilize click and chunk, a form of the clarifying strategy, consistently 
and effectively in their dialogues. This finding is particularly important to the current 
study because it suggests that the limited use of clarifying observed in most reciprocal 
teaching studies (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994) may have resulted from inadequate 
instruction, rather than the inherent utility of the strategy. 
Section Three: Questioning Studies 
Section Three contains studies examining the single cognitive strategy, 
questioning. Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman (1996) grouped the questioning studies 
into categories, based on instructional methods, demonstrating that this body of literature 
is characterized by an emphasis on instruction. 
Self-generated questioning was one of the first cognitive strategies to be 
investigated as a means to improve students' reading comprehension. A natural 
extension of teacher-generated questioning, this strategy was predominant in Brown and 
Palincsar's (1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) reciprocal teaching model. A 1983 study by Cohen 
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was one of the early attempts to determine if instruction in questioning would improve 
children's reading comprehension. Cohen selected 48 third grade children who scored 
below mastery (defined as 85% correct or higher) on a question-generation test. After ten 
days of instruction, largely consisting of independent question-generation activities, 
students in the experimental group demonstrated significantly higher pretest - posttest 
gain on the criterion and standardized tests. Cohen concluded that it is possible to teach 
young children to generate questions, a procedure that is associated with improved 
reading comprehension. 
Dreher and Gambrell ( 1985) examined the effects of self-generated questioning 
instruction on children's comprehension of expository text. Subjects were 60 sixth grade 
boys, who were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Students placed in the 
question instruction group (the experimental group) were taught to identify the main idea 
of a paragraph, generate a main idea question, and locate the answer to their self-
generated questions. The other students were placed in a question writing group or a 
read, recite and review group. Two instructional sessions were provided. 
Comprehension tests were administered immediately after instruction and four days later. 
Additionally, students were asked to write a narrative describing how to study for a test 
two weeks after the instructional treatment. Results of the study showed slightly 
improved comprehension performance on the part of students in the experimental group, 
however, little evidence that students maintained their ability to utilize the strategy in 
follow-up assessments. 
The researchers pointed out several important factors that may have limited the 
success of their treatment. The treatment was extremely brief, only two sessions, 
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demonstrating the importance of more extended strategy instruction. Students did not 
utilize the strategy independently, suggesting that they did not understand the potential 
value of strategy use. The researchers concluded that self-generated questioning was a 
potentially useful treatment, however extensive student practice and explicit explanations 
of strategy value were essential for successful interventions. Although Dreher and 
Gambrell's study was not successful in the conventional sense, their analysis and 
recommendations have been widely cited and contributed substantially to subsequent 
cognitive strategy research. 
Wong (1985) reviewed 27 studies of self-generated questioning, determining that 
the underlying theory for the research was based on an information processing model. 
Questioning, according to Wong, requires students to become actively engaged in the 
reading process. Active engagement has been associated with the development of 
metacognitive skills and improved reading comprehension. Wong reported that the 27 
studies produced inconsistent results in terms of prose processing. Fourteen studies 
produced a successful outcome, nine studies failed to achieve a positive outcome and five 
studies produced mixed results. Wong suggested that variation in methodology, the 
duration of instruction, age and ability of the subjects, and the criterion measure utilized 
in the research could be factors underlying the inconsistent results. 
Wong (1985) pointed out, for example, that a study by Manzo (1969) documented 
significant standardized pretest- posttest gains (Gates MacGinitie), following individual 
tutoring sessions of an hour and a half, conducted daily for six weeks. On the other hand, 
a study by Smith ( 1972) included 15 instructional sessions and failed to produce 
significant gains on the Gates MacGinitie. Although both studies utilized the Gates 
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MacGinitie as the dependent measure, differences in instruction (individual versus group) 
and duration (30 versus 15 sessions) may have accounted for the difference in outcome 
that Wong noted. 
A study by Davey and McBride ( 1986) is frequently cited in the cognitive 
strategy literature. They theorized that self-generated questioning was likely to improve 
reading comprehension based on an active processing model. Subjects included 52 sixth 
grade students who were randomly assigned to either a questioning or a read-reread 
condition. Students in the questioning group were asked to read a text, and then to 
generate two good questions. Subjects in the read-reread group were told to read and 
study the passage. Students in both groups were asked to paraphrase the text, the results 
of which were used as the dependent variable. Davey and McBride found that students in 
the questioning group produced significantly better performance in response to inferential 
items, however there was no difference between the two groups in response to literal 
items. The researchers concluded that the questioning activity required more effective 
processing of information resulting in higher levels of comprehension of complex 
material. Another interesting finding was the fact that students' reading skill was not a 
factor in the outcome. Inferential reading skills appeared to be positively effected by 
questioning regardless of reading proficiency. Of particular significance is the fact that 
Davey and McBride's study involved no instruction beyond the activities associated with 
the criterion measure. Inferential comprehension apparently improved significantly, 
based on the simple request that students generate two good questions. This suggests that 
questioning may be an exceptionally powerful and easily internalized strategy. 
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King and Rosenshine (1993) conducted a study to determine whether self-
generated questioning would improve comprehension of fifth grade children. Students 
were randomly assigned to one of three groups, guided cooperative questioning with 
highly elaborated question stems, guided cooperative questioning with less elaborated 
question stems, and the control group: unguided questioning. The less elaborated 
question stems included signal words such as who, what, when, where, why, how, and 
which. The highly elaborated question stems were comprised of prompts such as 
"explain why", "what do you think would happen if. .. " The two experimental groups 
were given instruction, which included cue cards, modeling, and scaffolded practice. 
Control group students were instructed to discuss the lesson with their partners by asking 
each other question but were not given instructions in questioning strategies. All students 
were taught by their regular classroom teachers in seven one-hour sessions over a two 
and one-half week period. 
The dependent variables included an analysis of dyad interactions, researcher 
designed comprehension tests, and construction of semantic knowledge maps. Mastery 
of the questioning strategy was evaluated by raters based on the following coding: fact 
questions, definition questions, integration questions. Results demonstrated that students 
in the highly elaborated questioning group generated higher-level questions and retained 
significantly more information than students in the other two groups. A test of transfer 
was administered to the students which also demonstrated better performance by the 
highly elaborated questioning group. 
The results of King and Rosenshine's research suggest that questioning is not a 
generic term for a particular cognitive strategy, but an umbrella term for a number of 
strategies of varying levels of effectiveness. Instruction based on highly elaborated 
questioning prompts appears to have been more effective than instruction based on 
question stems. Students in the highly elaborated questioning group also retained more 
content than students in the other two groups, suggesting that this instruction had a 
particularly positive effect on comprehension. 
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King ( 1994) utilized a research design similar to the King and Rosenshine ( 1993) 
study in investigating the effects of guided questioning on fourth and fifth grade students' 
comprehension of science lessons. Students worked in dyads and were randomly 
assigned to one of three conditions. The first experimental group received instruction on 
how to generate lesson-based questions. The second experimental group learned how to 
generate experience-based questions and students in the control group were simply 
directed to ask each other questions. King hypothesized that the instruction provided to 
experience-based group would enhance students' ability to connect lesson content with 
prior knowledge and personal experiences, resulting in more knowledge construction and 
learning. 
Regular classroom teachers were trained to provide instruction to each of the 
groups as part of the science curriculum. Children in all three groups were taught to 
develop an explanation. Skills included distinguishing between explanations that answer 
what questions and explanations that answer why questions, using one's own words, and 
making connections to prior knowledge. Similar to methods utilized by Palincsar and 
Brown (1984) students in King's study were explicitly informed of the benefits that 
strategy use would provide. 
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A variety of dependent measures were utilized, including comprehension 
assessments, construction of semantic knowledge maps, and analysis of verbal protocols, 
similar to those in the previous study (King & Rosenshine, 1993). Results demonstrated 
that the two experimental groups received significantly higher scores on literal and 
inferential components ofthe comprehension test. The experience-based group 
outperformed both the lesson-based and control groups in tests of retention. There were 
no significant differences between groups; however, in transfer tests administered three 
days later with new lesson content. Analysis of verbal protocols indicated that the 
students in the control group generated more factual questions, and fewer higher-level 
questions than students in either experimental group. Students in the experience-based 
group demonstrated a higher level of knowledge integration than students in either the 
lesson-based or control groups. King concluded that the type of questioning instruction 
provided has a significant effect on students' capacity to construct knowledge and to 
learn effectively. 
King's research suggests that guided questioning may be an improvement over 
the unguided questioning strategy included in Palincsar and Brown's model (1984) of 
reciprocal teaching. 
Beck, McKeown, Sandora, Kucan, and Worthy (1996) investigated the effects of 
Questioning the Author, a program designed to teach students self-generated questioning 
skills in response to texts. The researchers recruited two fourth grade teachers whose 
students were designated "at-risk" to participate in the study. Teachers were given 
extensive training and were paid as consultants for their work on the research project. 
Teaching tools included a modeling protocol and a set of queries based on the fourth 
grade social studies text. Instructional goals included initiating discussion and helping 
students to identify the author's message, link information, identify comprehension 
difficulties, and refer to the text as a basis for inferences. 
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Questioning the Author instruction was implemented over a full school year as 
part of the regular social studies and language arts curriculum. Data were collected based 
on videotaped lesson, teacher interviews, observation summaries, and written reflections 
by the teachers. Additionally, comprehension pretests and posttests were administered to 
the students. Results of the analysis of observational data indicated that the focus of 
teacher questions changed from retrieving information to constructing meaning. The 
quantity of student discourse as compared to teacher-dominated talk was significantly 
higher at the end of the intervention. Of particular significance for the current study was 
the substantial increase in the number of student questions generated particularly in the 
social studies classes. 
Pretest and posttest measures were based on individually administered 
comprehension assessments, entailing oral retellings of text content. Student responses 
were evaluated and scored by trained raters, demonstrating significant improvement in 
mean comprehension scores. The researchers noted that gains in question monitoring 
proficiency were particularly dramatic with the percentage of successful student 
performance rising from 25% to nearly 75% at the end of the intervention. Teachers, 
according to Becket al. were pleased with the program, noting students' increased 
participation and engagement with reading. Particularly encouraging was the improved 
performance and participation in discussion by low-achieving students. 
The researchers concluded from their research that Question the Author has the 
potential to improve student literacy. They cautioned, however, that extensive teacher 
education and support are critical to the success of the program. 
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Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman (1996) reviewed the literature on teaching 
students to generate questions. This meta-analysis included seventeen studies based on 
the single questioning strategy and nine studies based on two-to-four reciprocal teaching 
strategies including questioning. The researchers noted that students in reciprocal 
teaching studies differed little from those in questioning studies, as the former were 
engaged in questioning activities 75% of the time. The predominance of the questioning 
strategy in reciprocal teaching studies might explain the finding that there was no 
significant difference in outcomes for the different kinds of studies. Overall results 
indicated an effect of .36 for standardized tests and .86 on researcher-designed tests, 
favoring the experimental groups in the various studies. Rosenshine et al. pointed out 
that standardized test results are typically lower than other outcome measures used in 
educational research due to difficulty level of standardized tests and lack of sensitivity to 
instruction. 
The researchers grouped the studies into six categories, based on the type of 
procedural prompts used in questioning instruction. a) Signal Word Studies: Signal 
words (question prompts such as who, what , when ... ) were used in six studies, 
producing median effect sizes of .36 on standardized tests and .85 on researcher designed 
tests. b) Generic Questions and Question Stem Studies: The four studies that utilized 
generic questions and question stems produced particularly strong results, an overall 
effect of 1.12. Examples of question stems are included in the previous section 
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(Rosenshine & King, 1993; King, 1994.) c) Main Idea Studies: Only one main idea 
study (instruction based on identification of the main idea) utilized a standardized test, 
generating an effect of .70. The five main idea studies overall produced an effect of .25. 
d) Question Type Studies: None of the question type studies (instruction based on text-
explicit, text-implicit, and schema-based questions) produced significant results on 
standardized outcome measures, however one study resulted in an effect of3.37 on the 
researcher designed test. e) Story Grammar Studies: The two story grammar studies 
(questions about story setting and characters) produced an average effect size of 1.08. 
f) No Procedural Prompt: Overall results in this category, including the reciprocal 
teaching studies, were non-significant, with effect sizes of .14 on standardized tests. 
A number of important and somewhat controversial findings emerged from this 
review of the questioning literature. Rosenshine et al. detected no association between 
the results of the studies and length of training, student proficiency, instructional group 
size, or methods of instruction. The fact that instructional methods as disparate as 
cooperative learning and direct instruction had no apparent influence on student 
outcomes is of particular significance to the current study. The reciprocal teaching 
studies were conducted in a collaborative group context, an important component of the 
intervention according to Palincsar and Brown ( 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985). Yet, 
Rosenshine et al. found that students who were taught the questioning strategy in 
reciprocal teaching groups did not differ significantly from students who were provided 
with direct instruction in a conventional classroom format. This suggests that 
instructional method may not be an important factor in reading comprehension 
interventions. This finding has important implications for cognitive strategy research. 
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Due to time constraints there are a limited number of pedagogic skills that can be taught 
to classroom teachers who agree to participate in a research project. Training volunteer 
teachers to utilize cooperative learning methods in addition to developing complex skills 
in cognitive strategy instruction would require far more than the limited time available. 
The results ofRosenshine, Meister and Chapman's meta-analysis provided a rationale for 
utilizing direct instruction to teach cognitive strategies in the current study. 
Rosenshine et al. noted that there was no difference in outcomes based on the 
number of strategies utilized. Studies that included questioning as a single strategy were 
equally effective as reciprocal teaching studies based on two-to-four strategies. They 
concluded that questioning was a particularly powerful cognitive strategy that should be 
emphasized in literacy instruction. 
Section Four: Clarifying Studies 
The studies included in Section Four are grouped according to the research 
categories, learner, instruction, and text, established in the previous sections. The 
clarifying studies were particularly difficult to classify, often combining elements of 
instruction, learner and text variables. An attempt was made to place each study in a 
category based on its primary focus. 
Clarifying is a heuristic used to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words 
encountered during reading. Palincsar and Brown (1982, 1983, 1984, 1985) incorporated 
clarifying as one of four cognitive strategies students were taught to utilize in 
collaborative text-based dialogues. According to the reciprocal teaching literature, 
however, students did not utilize clarifying frequently and little importance was ascribed 
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to this strategy in the outcomes of reciprocal teaching studies (Rosenshine & Meister, 
1994). Although a number of studies explored the effectiveness of individual reciprocal 
teaching strategies, questioning and summarizing, clarifying was not generally 
investigated as a single cognitive strategy in this literature. 
A parallel body of research (Biemiller 1977-1978; Biemiller & Meichenbaum, 
1998; Carnine & Kameenui, 1984; Chall, 1983, 1996; Chall & Conard, 1991; Chall et al., 
1990; Nagy 1985, 1986, 1988; Nagy & Herman, 1984; Nagy et al., 1985, Stahl, 1983, 
1990) focused attention on the importance of vocabulary development in reading 
comprehension. Studies were conducted to determine effective methods of vocabulary 
instruction, including teaching students to utilize strategies for deriving meaning from 
words encountered in context. Word derivation from context studies appeared to 
investigate the same cognitive strategy, clarifying, that was included in the reciprocal 
teaching literature. 
Learner-based Studies 
Learner-based studies examine the variables relating to student characteristics 
such as age, academic skills, disabilities, socio-economic status (SES), race and ethnicity. 
Although instruction is an important factor in vocabulary research, the focus in learner-
based studies is on the student. 
Becker and Engelmann (1977) were among the first researchers to associate 
vocabulary deficits with reading comprehension failure. Utilizing DISTAR, a program of 
direct reading instruction provided to small groups of students over an extended period of 
time, the researchers attempted to overcome the academic deficits that limit the 
opportunities of disadvantaged students. Teachers and volunteers were provided with 
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extensive training in the DIST AR methods and a manager was assigned to each site to 
insure instructional consistency. DIST AR reading instruction was provided daily to the 
students in small groups over a three to four year period of time. The researchers 
collected data on close to 12,000 low-income students in twenty school districts. 
The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRA T), the Metropolitan Achievement Test 
(MAT) and the Slosson Intelligence Test (SIT) were administered annually to 
paricipating students. Results indicated that students were close to the national average 
on norm-referenced tests by the end of third grade. Students who entered the DIST AR 
program earlier (kindergarten) made more substantial gains than students who started 
later. For example, student WRAT scores at one site averaged 45th percentile after two 
years, 79th percentile after three years, and 84th percentile after four years ofDISTAR 
instruction. 
Follow-up tests were administered to 700 participating students at the end of fifth 
and sixth grades. Despite the positive effects of the early intervention, student scores 
slipped below the national norms in the upper grades. Becker and Engelmann noted that 
students' decoding skills remained strong, however reading comprehension dropped to 
the 25th percentile. The researchers concluded that basic vocabulary deficits were the 
main cause of students' reading comprehension difficulties, a problem that was 
exacerbated by the escalating demands of reading material in the upper grades. Becker 
and Engelmann recommended that schools responsible for educating disadvantaged 
children continue the intervention program in the upper grades and incorporate language 
and vocabulary building activities to compensate for exposure that students may not 
receive at home. Becker and Engelmann ( 1977) are widely cited in reading research for 
their insight regarding the importance of vocabulary in reading comprehension and 
academic achievement. 
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Nagy and his colleagues (1984) conducted a number of studies, exploring various 
facets of vocabulary development. They noted the large gap in vocabulary size 
associated with socio-economic status, pointing out that middle class first graders know 
50% more words than disadvantaged children of the same age. Nagy et al. stated that 
normally achieving students learn at least 3,000 words per year, however direct 
vocabulary instruction in school is thought to provide only 290- 460 words per year. 
He concluded that most vocabulary acquisition is the result of incidental word learning 
from context. Nagy et al. also pointed out the strong association between vocabulary 
knowledge and reading comprehension, noting that reading increases vocabulary 
acquisition, just as vocabulary acquisition increases reading proficiency. The circular 
relationship between reading and vocabulary is a major factor explaining the gap between 
low achieving and high achieving readers (Stanovich, 1986). Having determined the 
critical importance of increasing students' vocabulary and the limitations of direct 
vocabulary instruction, Nagy focused his research efforts on the vocabulary acquisition 
strategies that help students become better independent word learners. 
Stanovich's (1986) Matthew Effects paper synthesized research literature on 
reading, attempting to establish a framework for understanding individual differences in 
literacy acquisition. According to Stanovich, there is a strong relationship between 
vocabulary knowledge and reading ability, accounting for a sizable percentage of 
individual differences in reading comprehension. Most vocabulary growth is a result of 
independent reading, as opposed to direct instruction. Stanovich pointed out that there 
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are huge differences in the volume of reading that children do, resulting in a "rich-get-
richer" phenomenon. In short, Matthew Effects (based on a New Testament verse) refers 
to the process by which stronger readers read more, learn more vocabulary, and are thus 
enabled to read even more proficiently. Conversely, poor readers comprehend poorly due 
to vocabulary deficits and resist reading, thus acquiring few new words and gaining little 
reading proficiency. According to Stanovich, proficient readers are also better at deriving 
word meaning from context, enabling them to acquire more vocabulary from reading than 
poor readers even when individual differences in prior knowledge are controlled. 
Stanovich (1986) explained reading failure as the cumulative result of students' 
lack of proficiency and willingness to utilize cognitive strategies in reading. He stated 
that "reading disabled children are deficient in a generalized ability to deal with cognitive 
tasks of all types (i.e., that the lack metacognitive awareness: a critical aspect of 
intelligence" (1986, p.386). Early reading difficulties, according to Stanovich, often lead 
to a spiraling downward pattern of academic failure, demonstrating once again, powerful 
Matthew Effects. 
The Matthew Effects paper is Stanovich's (1986) most frequently cited work. The 
paper provides a conceptual basis for understanding individual differences in reading 
comprehension, explaining the reciprocal negative effects associated with vocabulary 
deficits and lack of reading proficiency. Stanovich, however, may have been too 
pessimistic in his conclusion that reading disabled students lack metacognitive skills, 
limiting their ability and willingness to utilize cognitive strategies. The results of several 
reciprocal teaching studies demonstrate that low-achieving students, including those with 
low IQ (Palincsar and Brown, 1983) and reading disabilities (Palincsar and Klenk, 1991, 
1992) can be taught to utilize cognitive strategies effectively, thus improving reading 
comprehension. 
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Davey's ( 1987) study was designed to explore the relationship between word 
knowledge and reading comprehension. Fifty good readers in fifth and sixth grade and 
50 tenth-grade students who were judged to be poor readers were selected to participate 
in the study. Students' reading comprehension levels were assessed with the Stanford 
Achievement Test. The Gates MacGinitie vocabulary subtest and researcher-designed 
cloze and multiple-choice tests were also administered. Davey computed the correlations 
between mean test scores for both groups of students. Correlations collapsed across tasks 
averaged .51 for good readers and .42 for poor readers. The results indicated a 
statistically significant relationship between vocabulary and reading comprehension for 
both groups regardless of test format. Although strong readers' scores were more highly 
correlated overall, Davey noted that the correlations between reading comprehension 
tests and vocabulary were particularly consistent for the low-achieving group. For 
example, the correlations between vocabulary and the cloze test, the multiple-choice 
question task and the look back scores for the low achieving readers were .42, .51, .45 
respectively. The high achieving readers' correlations on the same tasks were .26, .66, 
and . 51. According to Davey the poor readers' consistent correlations suggest that they 
are less strategic than good readers, possessing few task specific skills that could 
overcome their vocabulary deficits. Consistent correlations also lend support to the view 
that vocabulary reflects general cognitive ability. Davey concluded that word knowledge 
explained the largest portion of variance in reading comprehension scores, a relationship 
that was particularly evident for poor readers. 
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Stahl (1990) examined the learner characteristics that foster or inhibit the 
derivation of word meaning from context, pointing out that students with lower levels of 
academic ability are less successful in performing word derivation activities. According 
to Stahl, low-achieving students' limited background knowledge restricts their ability to 
benefit from contextual clues. Conversely, more proficient students have greater general 
knowledge that contributes to the construction of meaning during reading. Stahl 
concluded that high-achieving students are more capable of the inferences required to 
derive word meaning from context. 
Chall, Jacobs, and Baldwin (1990) examined the literacy problems of low-SES 
students, noting that vocabulary deficits begin to interfere with reading comprehension 
around fourth grade, a trend that accelerates through the ensuing school years. The 
researchers noted that explicit comprehension instruction did not produce gains in 
vocabulary, a finding that Palincsar and Brown also noted {1986). The importance of 
vocabulary instruction was highlighted in the Chall et al. study. By the middle grades 
students' word knowledge was the factor most closely correlated with reading 
comprehension. The researchers suggested that low-SES homes were not able to provide 
the literacy support needed for upper grade vocabulary growth. They concluded that 
schools serving low-SES students should provide more intensive vocabulary instruction 
and challenging texts to maximize the growth of student literacy. 
Baker, et al. {1995) reviewed the literature on vocabulary acquisition, examining 
research findings on word learning strategies, the relationship between word knowledge 
and reading comprehension, and instructional approaches for developing students' 
vocabulary. Sixteen primary sources and seven secondary sources {book chapters) were 
included in the review. The researchers examined general conclusions of the studies, 
student characteristics and instructional implications of the research. The analysis 
indicated a convergence of research demonstrating the importance of vocabulary in 
student achievement. Studies by Becker and Engelmann (1977) and Stanovich (1986), 
for example, identified vocabulary deficits as a major cause of academic failure among 
at-risk students. 
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According to Baker et al. (1995) there is a convergence of the research regarding 
the extensive vocabulary gap between students of differing socio-economic groups and 
an equally large difference in vocabulary growth. Studies have shown that high 
achieving twelfth graders know up to four times the number of words as their low 
achieving peers, demonstrating the cumulative effects of the vocabulary gap. In short, 
students that enter school with underdeveloped vocabularies, learn new words more 
slowly, and fall increasingly behind normally achieving peers as the complexity of 
reading material increases. 
Baker and his colleagues (1995) addressed the instructional implications of the 
studies they reviewed. They noted that efforts to teach low-achieving students word 
derivation strategies were often unsuccessful, suggesting that these students lacked the 
flexibility to utilize strategies effectively. According to Baker et al., there is a 
convergence of the research regarding the need for explicit strategy instruction, direct 
vocabulary instruction for a limited number of highly important words, and multiple 
exposures to unfamiliar vocabulary during the reading of connected texts. The 
researchers recommend instruction that involves students actively and helps to build 
associations with prior knowledge, stating that studies including these types of activities 
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have been successful in improving students' vocabulary. They noted that studies 
regarding incidental word learning through reading produced weak effects, due to the 
large number of exposures (six-to-ten) required for word mastery. According to the 
researchers incidental word learning accentuates the vocabulary gap because low-
achieving students with weak vocabularies tend to read much less than higher achieving 
peers, thus learning fewer new words. 
Finally, Baker et al. (1995) examined the research literature regarding the 
association between vocabulary and reading comprehension, concluding that vocabulary 
knowledge has a causal relationship with reading comprehension proficiency. The 
researchers concluded that vocabulary development is critical to academic success, 
highlighting the need to find methods of increasing the vocabulary of at-risk students. 
Instruction-based Studies 
The studies included in this section focus primarily on instructional effectiveness. 
Instruction-based studies typically include a variety of treatments, designed to identify 
methods of increasing vocabulary and improving students' reading comprehension. 
Carnine, Kameenui, and Coyle (1984) conducted a study designed to investigate 
instructional strategies that facilitate word derivation from context. Thirty-seven 
intermediate grade students were the subjects of this study. Students were randomly 
assigned to one of three treatment groups, rule plus systematic practice, systematic 
practice only, and no intervention (control group). A vocabulary-screening test was 
followed by three individual training sessions based on 33 passages containing low 
frequency words. A transfer test measured the following forms of contextual clues: 
contrast separated, contrast close, synonym separated, synonym close. Finally, an 
embedded passage test was administered with ten additional low frequency words. 
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Results indicated that the rule plus systematic practice group and the systematic 
practice only group outperformed the control group, however no significant differences 
were detected between the two experimental groups. Students in the rule plus systematic 
practice group did not appear to benefit from the rule they were taught, "If there's a hard 
word in a sentence, look for other words in the story that tell you more about that word." 
Carnine et al. concluded that students can be taught to derive word meaning from context, 
however, more extensive instruction, including systematic practice and immediate 
corrective feedback is needed if students are to learn to utilize this skill effectively. 
Nagy (1988) synthesized the research literature on vocabulary and reading 
comprehension, pointing out that vocabulary instruction typically fails to provide in-
depth word knowledge, resulting in little improvement in students' reading 
comprehension. Nagy identified several methods utilized in vocabulary development 
research, including definitional approaches, contextual approaches, and combinations of 
definitional and contextual instruction. The combined methodology, according to Nagy 
has produced the best results, particularly when instruction includes integration, 
repetition and meaningful use of new vocabulary. 
Nagy (1988) described the following activities that have been shown to be 
effective in increasing students' reading comprehension: semantic mapping (writing a list 
of words related to the target word and then grouping the words into categories, based on 
meaning), semantic feature analysis (developing a two-dimensional matrix for 
semantically related words), hierarchical arrays (grouping words based on hierarchical 
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relationships such as taxonomies), and linear arrays (arranging words based on degrees of 
a particular quality such as intensity, size, chronology or position). All of these 
instructional activities operate at the conceptual level, serving to help students build 
connections between prior knowledge and new words. 
Nagy (1988) noted that children encounter an increasing number of conceptually 
difficult words beginning around fourth grade, a pattern noted by many other researchers 
(Becker & Engelmann 1977; Chall, 1996; Chall, et al., 1990). He pointed out that 
vocabulary instruction often fails to support reading comprehension at this grade level 
due to an emphasis on superficial labeling, rather than the teaching of new concepts. 
Repetition, according to Nagy, is also a necessary component of effective 
vocabulary instruction, providing students with multiple exposures to new words in a 
variety of reading contexts. It is only after as many as ten encounters with a new word 
that students are able to transform a partially known word into the in-depth word 
knowledge necessary for reading comprehension. Nagy concluded that increasing 
reading volume, engaging students in meaningful processing of vocabulary during 
reading, and helping students make connections between new words and prior knowledge 
are the components of instruction that encourage the development of reading 
comprehension. 
Tomesen and Aamoutse (1997) examined the effectiveness ofword derivation 
instruction on students' reading comprehension achievement. Thirty-one fourth grade 
Dutch students were selected to participate in the study. Students were placed in groups 
consisting of two average and two below-average readers and were assigned to either the 
experimental or control condition. Experimental group students received explicit 
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instruction in word derivation strategies and participated in reciprocal teaching activities 
during the twelve 45-minute lessons. The researchers provided the instruction, which 
included analysis of word forms, identifying synonyms and antonyms, and examining the 
surrounding sentences for context clues. 
Results indicated that experimental group students outperformed the students in 
the control group on several measures. Scores on the Derivation of Word Meanings Test 
were significantly higher for the experimental group, and good and poor readers 
demonstrated comparable gains attributable to instruction. Results of the Analysis of 
Reading Comprehension scores demonstrated substantially higher gains by the 
experimental students. According to Tomesen and Aamoutse (1997), Analysis of 
Reading Comprehension scores indicated that poor readers benefited more from the 
intervention than average readers. A cloze test and a Reading Comprehension Scale were 
also administered to the students. Although a pattern of higher experimental group gains 
was detected, the test results were not significant. 
According to Tomesen and Aamoutse (1997), the results ofthe study 
demonstrated that the students in the experimental group learned effective word 
derivation strategies and utilized these skills in reading texts. The students' acquisition of 
word derivation strategies, however, did not lead to improvement in general reading 
comprehension. The researchers concluded that their limited success in improving 
students' overall reading comprehension was a result of the very brief duration of the 
intervention. 
This study provides important information for the current study, suggesting that 
word derivation instruction can be taught and successfully implemented by students in a 
relatively brief intervention. In order to produce a more general effect on students' 
reading comprehension, however, a more comprehensive and lengthy intervention is 
likely to be necessary (Tomesen & Aarnoutse, 1997). 
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Fukkink and de Glopper (1998) conducted a meta-analysis examining the 
effectiveness of teaching students to derive word meaning from context. The researchers 
noted that most vocabulary growth by students could be attributed to incidental word 
learning from context and relatively little vocabulary growth was associated with direct 
instruction. Incidental word learning from context, however, is a highly inefficient 
method of vocabulary acquisition, suggesting the importance of developing strategies to 
promote students' word derivation skills. 
Fukkink and de Glopper (1998) identified the following five types of word 
derivation studies included in the meta-analysis: context clue studies, cloze studies, 
strategy studies, word definition studies, and practice-only studies. Three studies focused 
on context clues, based on the assumption that students can be taught to infer meaning 
from the clues provided by the text. Context clue studies were considered by the 
researchers to be quite effective, producing results superior to most other forms of word 
derivation instruction. The researchers pointed out the importance of determining 
whether clue instruction transfers to a range of reading contexts and which clues are the 
most effective in improving students' reading of natural texts. 
Five studies utilized cloze procedures designed to help students develop 
sensitivity to word meanings. Students were taught to focus on context to determine the 
identity of missing words in a text. Although a variety of cloze procedures were included 
in the studies, the researchers concluded that this method was not particularly effective in 
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teaching word derivation skills. Fukkink and de Glopper (1998) found that students were 
successful in learning to complete cloze instruments but were unable to transfer cloze 
skills to word derivation in the context of normal reading. 
Strategy studies (nine studies) were the most common type of word derivation 
research included in the meta-analysis. Strategy studies focused on instruction, based on 
the belief that students could be taught a systematic approach to word derivation. The 
researchers found that strategy studies often produced positive results, leading them to 
conclude that this method may be used to provide students with skills in word derivation 
transferable to a broad range of contexts. 
Word definition studies provided students with instruction in organizing 
definitional information and utilizing background knowledge to determine the meaning of 
unfamiliar words. The treatments in the two word definition studies produced large 
effects, however sample sizes were quite small. 
The practice-only studies (two studies) included a treatment limited to practice of 
word derivation skills. Fukkink and de Glopper pointed out the limitations of this 
method, disputing Kuhn and Stahl's (1998) contention that strategy instruction plus 
practice and practice only methods were equally effective (1998). 
Results of the meta-analysis indicated that word derivation treatments had a 
significant effect in ten studies. A mean effect of .43 (small to moderate) was reported 
for the studies, suggesting that students who were taught word derivation skills 
performed better overall than those in control groups. Most of the studies, however, 
utilized researcher-designed assessments, instruments which are much more likely to 
provide significant effects than standardized tests (Rosenshine and Meister, 1994). 
Fukkink and de Glopper (1998) pointed out that if standardized tests had been used, the 
significance of the effects might have been substantially reduced. 
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The researchers also noted that the duration of the instructional treatment 
provided in the interventions was generally quite brief, an average of 5.5 hours, which 
may have limited student progress. Fukkink and de Glopper (1998) recommended that 
future studies include a lengthier treatment and measures of transfer to determine whether 
instruction provides students with word derivation skills that can be utilized in normal 
reading. 
Text-based Studies 
The following text-based studies investigate a combination of reader 
characteristics and text factors that influence students' ability to apply word derivation 
strategies. The inter-related foci of these studies reflect K.intsch and van Dijk's (1978) 
conceptualization of the reader-text interaction. 
Carnine, Kameenui, and Coyle (1984) conducted a study, investigating 
elementary school students' ability to derive word meaning from context. The 
researchers noted that students' ability to derive word meaning from context depends on 
a combination of student skill and factors inherent in the text. According to Carnine et 
al. text factors that facilitate word derivation from context include context clues that are 
explicit and contextual information that is in close proximity to unfamiliar words. The 
researchers also posited that students must be experienced in word derivation strategies in 
order to benefit from contextual clues. 
The researchers pointed out that two approaches are available to readers when 
they encounter unfamiliar vocabulary during reading. Unfamiliar words can be clarified 
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utilizing a dictionary or students can utilize contextual clues to determine word meaning. 
According to the researchers, the word derivation approach has a number of advantages. 
Students are not dependent on a dictionary; the reading process proceeds with less 
disruption, and word derivation skills can be utilized in independent reading. 
The Carnine et al. (1984) study was designed to examine the effects of text-
related variables on students' ability to understand unfamiliar words in context. 
Synonyms, contrasting words, and inference relationships were the contextual variables 
included in the study. One hundred and fourteen students (fourth, fifth and sixth graders) 
were given multiple-choice tests measuring knowledge of low frequency words in 
isolation and in context. Texts were designed with synonyms, contrasting words, and 
inference relationships both in close proximity and separated from the target words. 
Results indicated that student scores were significantly higher on the words-in-
context test than on the words-in-isolation test, suggesting that students utilized context 
to derive meaning of unfamiliar words. According to Carnine et al. ( 1984) students were 
able to utilize synonym clues more effectively than other types of context clues and were 
substantially more capable of deriving word meaning when contextual information was in 
close proximity to target words. Older students generally received higher scores than 
younger students, suggesting that the cognitive processing required for word derivation 
activities may be age-related. The finding that word derivation skills may be related to 
student age has important implications for the current study, supporting the selection of 
fifth graders as research subjects. 
In a 1985 study, Nagy investigated the incidental learning ofword meaning from 
context of352 third, fifth and seventh grade students ofvarying abilities. Students were 
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assigned to read grade-appropriate texts that had been designated as easy or difficult. 
Target words for each text were selected. In order to account for prior knowledge a 
within-subject design was used, with each student serving as his or her own control. 
Students were given a multiple-choice vocabulary pre-test that contained a combination 
of target words found in the text, decoding distractors, pseudo-derivatives, non-words, 
and general vocabulary items. Students read two stories and answered comprehension 
questions. One week later a second multiple-choice vocabulary test was administered 
and scores on the vocabulary pretest and posttests were compared, with the individual 
student as the unit of analysis. A small but significant effect was detected, suggesting 
that vocabulary learning from context had occurred. The researchers concluded that 
vocabulary acquisition occurs during regular reading, and suggested that the results of the 
study can be generalized to a wide range of educational contexts. 
Nagy (1985) acknowledged that the chances of a student learning an unknown 
word from context is quite small, only .05 per exposure. The average fifth grader, 
however, encounters 16,000-24,000 unknown words per year, suggesting that up to 
1 ,200 new words will be learned from single encounters during normal reading. 
Vocabulary that is partially known is more readily acquired, increasing the likelihood of 
learning new words from context. Thus vocabulary growth from incidental word 
learning during reading is far greater than vocabulary gains provided by direct 
instruction. 
Although previous studies (Anderson & Freebody, 1981; McKeown, 1985) found 
that students with low reading ability were less proficient at deriving new words from 
context than high ability students, Nagy's study ( 1985) found no significant relationship 
between reading ability and word derivation. Nagy suggested that the use of a natural 
text and the wide range of target words in his study offered students of varying ability 
levels an equal opportunity to acquire new vocabulary, a finding with important 
implications for educational practice. Results indicate that students of all ability levels 
benefit from learning to derive word meaning from context, a skill that can best be 
developed a combination of strategy instruction and extensive amounts of reading. 
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Nagy, Anderson, and Herman (1986) conducted a study investigating the 
relationship between text properties and students' ability to derive word meaning from 
context. According to the researchers, three factors influence successful word derivation, 
students' familiarity with written language, text qualities, and students' ability to infer 
word meanings from context. Nagy et al. hypothesized that the volume of reading was 
most likely to account for differences in word derivation performance. Fifth grade 
students, for example, vary enormously in their independent reading habits, ranging from 
little outside-of-school reading, to an average of650,000 words per year.· Avid fifth 
grade readers read as much as 5,850,000 words per year, resulting in vastly increased 
exposure to written language and vocabulary encountered during reading. 
Word difficulty, according to Nagy et al. (1986), is primarily based on students' 
prior knowledge, the degree to which a word can be decoded, conceptually understood, 
and associated with known vocabulary. A second major component of word difficulty is 
based on text properties that include contextual support, readability, and the density of 
difficult words. 
The subjects and instructional materials included in the Nagy et al. study were 
similar to those in the previous study (Nagy, 1985). Third, fifth and seventh grade 
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students were given multiple-choice vocabulary pretests containing a large range of target 
words, followed by a comprehension test. One week later a vocabulary posttest was 
administered. 
The study was designed to examine the relationship between the factors 
influencing text difficulty and words learned from context, based on individual students' 
pretest/posttest scores. Trained raters evaluated word properties, evaluating the length of 
target words, parts of speech, morphological transparency and conceptual difficulty. 
Results of Nagy, Anderson, and Herman's (1986) study indicated that conceptual 
difficulty had a significant effect on students' success at learning new words from 
context. Other factors such as length of target words and readability were only 
significant when they interacted with conceptual difficulty, leading the researchers to 
conclude that conceptual difficulty may have masked the effects of other text variables. 
When conceptual difficulty was controlled, the researchers found a significant interaction 
between the strength of contextual support and learning from context. Passage level 
conceptual difficulty and average syllable length of target word were the variables found 
to have the greatest effect on word learning from context. Expository texts were found to 
be more conceptually difficult than narrative texts, resulting in lower levels of word 
learning from context. 
The researchers emphasized the importance of prior knowledge in word learning 
from context, suggesting that the more explicit the relationships between concepts in a 
text with concepts familiar to the students, the greater the likelihood of increased 
learning. Nagy et al. (1986) concluded that reading comprehension is determined by 
student ability to integrate textual information with prior knowledge. Thus vocabulary 
growth and reading comprehension depend on the development of conceptual 
understanding in addition to the exposure to written language provided by extensive 
reading. 
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Stahl (1990) examined the relationship between vocabulary and reading 
comprehension, concluding that text-based factors are an important determinant in 
students' ability to derive word meaning from context. The overlap between text 
information and word meaning, the extensiveness of the contextual information, and the 
target word's importance relative to the rest of the text were identified as important in 
successful word derivation efforts. The more explicit the information provided by the 
context the more likely students are to derive word meaning and comprehend the text. 
Conclusion 
A vast number of studies grounded on the information processing theories of 
cognitive psychology were conducted during the past 25 years. Early studies paved the 
way toward understanding the reading process and methods were developed to improve 
children's ability regulate their own learning. An emerging convergence in the reading 
research literature documents the effectiveness of cognitive strategy instruction 
(Rosenshine, 1997; National Institute ofHealth, 2000). Programs based on cognitive 
strategy instruction have been implemented in a wide range of settings, with students of 
varying ages and abilities. The studies in this literature review served as a model for the 
research design of the current study, guiding decisions regarding the age of the subjects, 
the research setting, the method of instruction, and the selection of cognitive strategies 
for the experimental treatments. 
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Fifth grade students were selected as research subjects for the current study, based 
on evidence that cognitive strategy use is increasingly effective with age (Paris, 1984; 
Cross and Paris, 1988; Pressley et al., 1989). Instruction was provided by regular 
classroom teachers in a naturalistic classroom setting similar to studies conducted by 
Kelly et al. (1994), and Klinger et al. (1998). The decision to situate the current study in 
intact fifth grade classes was based on the belief that educational research must reflect 
authentic classroom conditions if it is to influence practice. 
Direct instruction was utilized as the teaching method in the current study based 
on Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman's (1996) meta-analysis of the questioning 
literature. Although Palincsar and Brown (Brown, 1985; Brown & Palincsar, 1985, 1986; 
Palincsar, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986) emphasized the importance of situating cognitive 
strategy interventions in a cooperative group setting, Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman 
found no association between instructional methods (cooperative learning or direct 
instruction) and student outcomes. Teacher training in the current study was limited to 
cognitive strategy skills to be taught in a direct instructional context. 
The selection of questioning and clarifying as strategies to be examined in the 
current study was based on the cognitive strategy literature. A strong association 
between self-generated questioning and improved reading comprehension (Rosenshine, 
Meister & Chapman, 1996) has been documented by research. Clarifying, however, has 
been largely overlooked in the cognitive strategy literature. It is unclear whether 
clarifying functions effectively as an independent strategy and if it contributes uniquely 
to the effectiveness of multiple cognitive strategy treatments. The vocabulary literature, 
however, suggests that teaching children to derive word meaning from context 
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(clarifying) may have a positive effect on reading comprehension (Fukkink & de 
Glopper, 1998). Two bodies of research literature, cognitive strategy and vocabulary 
research, are included in this review. The current study was designed to build on a 
integrated foundation of cognitive strategy and vocabulary research, examining the 
effectiveness of questioning, clarifying, and a combination of questioning and clarifying 





The current study was conducted in five elementary schools within a large 
suburban school district in Northern California. The research design was quasi-
experimental, involving randomly assigned instructional treatments provided to intact 
fifth grade classes of approximately 34 students. Teachers were given training in the 
particular strategy or strategies they would be teaching and instructional materials to 
utilize with the students. In order to standardize the treatments as much as possible, 
reading materials and assessments were drawn from Early United States (Boehm et al., 
2000), the social studies textbook recently adopted by the district and participating 
schools. Instruction in all of the classes was based on the same unit ofthe text, taught 
approximately three hours per week over a four-five week period of time. 
The independent variable for the current study, initially included four levels 
corresponding to the control condition and the three treatment groups, questioning, 
clarifying, and a combination of questioning and clarifying. A decision was made to 
analyze the Title One class separately resulting in five levels of the independent 
variable. The Title One class received the same treatment as the combined strategy 
group but was separated for analysis due to differences in student characteristics such 
as English language proficiency that were thought likely to affect the outcome of the 
study. 
The treatment provided to each experimental group consisted of twelve hours of 
strategy instruction, utilizing social studies-based materials developed for the specific 
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treatment group (An instructional matrix for each experimental group is provided in 
Appendix C). Control group students received the same social studies content as the 
experimental groups, without cognitive strategy instruction. 
The dependent variables in the study were scores from two tests of reading 
comprehension, the Gates MacGinitie Test ofReading (MacGinitie, 1978) and the 
researcher-designed assessment. An additional analysis of vocabulary achievement was 
also included. The covariates for the study were SAT 9 reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and language sub-test scores that were administered to the students in Spring, 
2000. Data were analyzed utilizing a multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOV A). 
The decision to use a MANCOV A, rather than an ANCOV A was based on the high 
correlation between the scores on the Gates MacGinitie and the researcher-designed test. 
The MANCOV A was used to compare scores for each level of the independent variable, 
determining the relative effectiveness of the treatments following the experiment. 
Participants 
Teachers 
Recruitment of teachers began with a meeting with the Director of Testing and 
Evaluation for the school district. A formal application to conduct research in the district 
was submitted and approved by the Superintendent and the Director of Testing and 
Evaluation. A meeting was held with the Director of Curriculum and Instruction, 
followed by a meeting with the Language Arts Curriculum Specialist. An informal 
research proposal was then submitted to Language Arts Curriculum Specialist for 
presentation to the Elementary Liaison Committee (ELC), a steering committee of district 
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principals. With the approval of the ELC the proposal was presented at meeting of the 
elementary principals. The elementary principals approved the proposal and distributed 
recruitment flyers to the fifth grade teachers. 
The recruitment flyer provided a brief description of the study, the training that 
will be provided, and notice that a $200 stipend will be paid to participating teachers. 
Teachers who wished to obtain further information or to sign up to participate were asked 
contact the researcher by phone or e-mail. Nine teachers indicated their willingness to 
participate within four weeks of the time the recruitment notice was disseminated. 
Three of the original nine teachers chose to withdraw from the study in early 
December, due to time constraints. An additional teacher was recruited, making a total of 
seven participating teachers. Teachers One, Two, Three, and Four taught single sections 
of social studies. Teacher Five and Teacher Six were responsible for teaching two social 
studies classes each. A total of seven teachers and nine classrooms were included in the 
study. Teachers One and Seven taught the questioning group. Teachers Two and Three 
taught the clarifying group. Teacher Four (Title One) and Teacher Five (two classes) 
taught the combined strategy group and Teacher Six (two classes) taught the control 
group. 
All teachers in the study were fully credentialed (California multiple subject 
teaching credentials); none had earned additional graduate degrees. The teachers 
reported that they had been teaching for an average of six years, with a range of one to 10 
years of teaching experience. Six ofthe participating teachers were female and one was 
male. 
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A teachers' meeting was held in early November to discuss scheduling of the 
training and implementation of the study and to assign treatment groups. Teachers were 
randomly assigned to treatment groups based on the training dates they selected. 
(Teachers did not know which treatment was associated with training dates.) 
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Students and Schools 
The sample (students of the participating teachers) included approximately 270 
fifth grade students who attend four public elementary schools in Northern California. 
Students represented a wide range of socio-economic status (SES) and academic 
achievement levels. The percentage of students receiving free or reduced price meals, an 
indicator oflow SES, ranged from 13% in School D to 75% in School B. The ethnicity 
of the students in the participating schools also varied substantially. The white 
population of Schools A (75%), C (76%), and D (76%) contrasted sharply with that of 
School B (25%). The African American population was small in all of the participating 
schools, ranging from 3% to 5%. Latino students comprised the largest non-white group, 
averaging approximately 12% in Schools A, C, and D, and 56% in School B. 
The Academic Performance Index 2000 (API) for the participating schools 
ranged from 615 (School B) to 765 (School D). API rankings are based on a scale of200 
(lowest) to 1000 (highest). The API rankings indicated that all of the participating 
schools were below the standard of 800, set as an interim statewide goal. School B, 
however, was substantially lower in mean achievement levels than the other four schools. 
School B was the only school in the study receiving Title One funds. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
Subject Consent Process 
The district required that passive parental consent be obtained for the participating 
students in this study (see Appendix F). Passive consent was appropriate in this case 
because the students were engaged in normal instructional activities, consistent with 
Language Arts and Social Science standards and district curriculum. The regular 
classroom teachers provided the students with social studies instruction based on the 
district-adopted text. 
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A thorough process was followed to insure that the proposed study would be fully 
supported by the school district. The study was approved by the district administration 
and school principals and was incorporated into the curriculum of the participating 
schools. Parental consent was not considered necessary for district-approved curriculum. 
If parents asked that their children not participate in the study their children still received 
the instructional treatment because it constituted their Social Studies curriculum. Denial 
of consent only precluded the student from participation in the tests that were part of the 
research study. 
Passive parental consent forms were developed and distributed in early January, 
2001, to the students in the participating classes. The consent forms asked parents to sign 
and return the forms within two weeks if they preferred not to allow their children to 
participate in the study. Only two forms, denying consent for a child to participate in the 
study, were received in all nine classes. 
Approval for the proposed study was also obtained from the University of San 
Francisco's Institutional Review Board (November, 16, 2000). 
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Instrumentation 
The Instrumentation section includes information about the tests that were utilized 
in the current study. A complete description of the test-development process for the 
researcher-designed instruments is also provided. 
Three types of reading comprehension tests were utilized in the data analysis. 
The covariates included the SAT 9 reading comprehension, vocabulary, and language 
subtests, form K of the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test (MacGinitie, 1978), and the 
researcher-designed pretest of reading comprehension and vocabulary. The dependent 
variables included form L of Gates MacGinitie Reading Test and the researcher-designed 
test of reading comprehension and vocabulary. The SAT 9 scores (administered in 
Spring, 2000) were provided by the school district. The Gates MacGinitie and the 
researcher-designed reading comprehension test were administered on two separate 
occasions prior to the beginning of instruction. One testing session was provided for the 
Gates MacGinitie and one day for the researcher-designed test. Two sessions were also 
be devoted to test administration the week after the instructional period has ended. Forty-
five-to-fifty minutes were required for each testing session. 
The decision to use the Gates MacGinitie Reading test and a researcher-designed 
assessment as dependent variable measures was based on the instrumentation used in 
highly regarded cognitive strategy studies (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994; Rosenshine et 
al., 1996). The Gates-MacGinitie is the dependent measure most frequently utilized in 
cognitive strategy research (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994, 1996). Because standardized 
tests such as the Gates-MacGinitie may be insensitive to instructional treatments, scores 
from two forms of a researcher-designed test of reading comprehension and vocabulary 
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were also utilized in data analysis (Nitko, 1995; Shepard, 1994; Shepard et al., 1996). In 
order to provide dependent variables aligned to instruction the researcher-designed tests 
were developed and administered. The instrumentation utilized in the current study was 
intended to be consistent with prior cognitive strategy research so that results that could 
be compared with those of prior studies (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994, 1996). 
Researcher -designed reading comprehension test 
The researcher-designed tests were based on reading passages from America Will 
Be (Armento et al., 1991), the school district's previous social studies adoption. The text 
selections include topics typically covered late in the school year, such as the industrial 
revolution, immigration, and women's suffrage. These topics were selected to ensure 
that the test material would not be familiar to the students, maximizing the chances that 
test scores would reflect reading comprehension, rather than prior content knowledge. 
A number of procedures were followed in developing the researcher-designed 
reading comprehension tests. Readability of the selected texts was assessed based on the 
Fry Readability Graph (Fry, 1968, 1977). Initial leveling of the selected fifth grade 
articles revealed tenth-to-twelfth grade readability levels. The passages were re-written 
in simpler language, resulting in uniform readability at an eighth-to-ninth grade level. 
The passages were then leveled with the SMOG readability formula, resulting in similar 
readability levels (McLaughlin, 1969). 
In order to insure that the reading levels of the two forms of the test would be 
similar the following procedures (Table 2) were followed: The reading level for each 
article was assigned the corresponding number of points for Fry and SMOG. For 
example, an article with an eighth grade reading level was assigned eight points. Articles 
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leveled between eighth and ninth grades were assigned 8.5 points. The points for Fry and 
SMOG were totaled, added together, and averaged resulting in a readability index of 8.44 
for the pretest and 8.45 for the posttest. These index scores suggest that the average 




Readability Levels for the Pretest and Posttest 
Pretest articles Fry SMOG Posttest Fry SMOG 
articles 
1 8.00 8.00 1 8.50 8.00 
2 8.50 9.00 2 9.00 9.00 
3 8.50 9.00 3 8.00 8.00 
4 8.50 8.00 4 8.50 8.00 
Sum 33.50 34.00 Sum 34.50 33.00 
Average 8.38 8.50 Average 8.60 8.30 
Combined Fry 8.44 Combined Fry 8.45 
&SMOG &SMOG 
average average 
The two forms of the test each included four articles and 10 multiple-choice 
questions based on each article. (Sample instruments are included in Appendix A.) 
A panel of literacy experts, including one professor and three reading specialists 
from local school districts, was asked to review the research-designed instruments. 
Noting that the readability levels were based solely on Fry's scale (1968, 1977), the 
professor suggested that the SMOG readability formula (McLaughlin, G. 1969) also be 
used in leveling the articles. Based on her recommendations, Table Two was designed to 
include Fry (1968, 1977) and SMOG (1969) readability indexes for the researcher-
designed test articles. 
Each of the expert reading specialists on the panel has a reading specialist's 
credential and more than 20 years of teaching experience. All three experts are leaders in 
the California Reading Association. Expert Two also asked the fifth grade teachers in her 
school to review the instruments, providing additional feedback from experienced 
practitioners. She emphasized that her comments regarding the instruments reflected 
both her own opinion and that of her teaching colleagues. 
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The experts on the panel were asked to provide feedback as to the quality and 
age-appropriate design of the assessments based on the evaluation matrices (included in 
Appendix G). Although they used the evaluation matrices as a guide in reviewing the test 
materials, the experts preferred to provide narrative feedback. Each expert spent 
approximately two hours reviewing the test materials and 30-60 minutes providing 
feedback to the researcher. The comments and recommendations of the experts regarding 
the articles were quite consistent. The articles were rated as difficult but within grade 
level expectations for fifth grade students. Expert One suggested that the first articles in 
both tests might be particularly difficult for children due to a lack of prior knowledge 
about the topic of mechanization. All three experts agreed that the difficulty level, 
suitability of content, and readability of the four articles were consistent in both tests. 
The experts agreed that the test items were suitable for fifth grade students. Each 
expert identified several items that appeared confusing. One item was identified as 
problematic by more than one expert (Posttest article one, item ten). Based on the 
feedback provided by the experts the items identified as confusing were reviewed and the 
item identified as problematic by two of the experts was revised. 
The experts recommended that the final test include only three articles with 10 
items each. As Expert One explained, three articles seem a lot less intimidating to 
children, particularly to weaker readers. The experts agreed that 10 items per article was 
reasonable for fifth grade students and consistent with other reading comprehension 
assessments that the students had been given. 
Pilot 
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Two fifth grade teachers in the same Northern California school district were 
recruited to pilot test the researcher-designed tests. The pilot teachers, whose classes 
included approximately 34 students each, were not involved in the study apart from the 
pilot testing the instruments. Passive parental consent forms, required by the district, 
were distributed two weeks prior to testing. (Consent forms are included in Appendix H). 
All students whose parents did not refuse consent were given the pretest on the first day 
of testing followed by the posttest several days later. 
The two forms of test were identical in construction, including four item sets with 
a total of 40 multiple-choice questions. Thirty of the items were designed to measure 
reading comprehension and 10 items measured vocabulary skills. Each item set was 
comprised of an article of expository text followed by 10 questions. 
Table 12 includes the descriptive data for the two forms of the pilot test. Fifty-
two students completed both sets of tests. The data revealed reasonably similar scores 
and standard deviations for each item set matched between the two forms of the test and 
very similar overall scores. Results of the pilot indicated consistent results on all four 
sets of questions and no evidence of fatigue on the fourth item set. Based on the results 
of the pilot all four item sets were included in the final researcher-designed test. 
Total pretest scores of 18.08 and posttest scores of 18.54 suggest that the 
difficulty level of the two forms was very similar. The overall correlation between the 
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pretest scores and the posttest scores was .82, suggesting that the two forms were parallel 
and appeared to measure the same reading comprehension skills. Alternate forms 
reliability of the researcher-designed test was judged to be good based on the analysis of 
the pilot results. 
Table 3 
Pilot Test Descriptive Data 
Item set (Pre) Mean SD Item set (Post) Mean SD 
--·-··-····----··---·--·---- ----··--·-·-·---··----·-··-.. ·-----·-·---·-·---------·----·----·-·---·---
Pre 1 5.33 2.38 Post 1 4.69 2.20 
Pre 2 4.56 1.90 Post 2 5.12 2.10 
Pre 3 3.90 2.09 Post 3 4.04 2.35 
Pre 4 4.29 2.42 Post 4 4.69 2.01 
Total pre 18.08 7.14 Total post 18.54 6.66 
The pilot test did not examine the reliability of the researcher-designed instrument 
when it was broken into separate reading comprehension and vocabulary subtests. The 
decision to separate the two sets of scores was made at the time of data analysis and will 
be discussed later in this chapter. 
Procedures 
The Procedures section is organized into three sections: 1) overview and 
methodology model, 2) teacher training, and 3) instruction. Each section includes an 
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overview of the procedures to be followed. Specific materials to be utilized are included 
in the Appendix. 
Overview and Methodology Model 
The current study was conducted with students in nine fifth grade classes. Two 
classes, plus the Title One class, were assigned to each of four groups. Group One 
received the questioning strategy instruction. Group Two received the clarifying strategy 
instruction. Group Three (the regular classes and Title One classes) received both 
questioning and clarifying instruction. Group Four, the control group, received 
instruction based on the social studies curriculum provided in the textbook. (The original 
methodology model included here was based on four groups of students. The decision 
separate the Title One group from the other combined strategy classes was made during 
data analysis and will be explained in the data analysis section of this chapter.) 
The Methodology Model (Table 4) provides an overview of the procedures that 
were followed in the current study. The model includes the covariates, teacher training, 
pretesting, cognitive strategy instruction, and testing for students in the three 
experimental groups and the covariate, pretesting, regular social studies instruction, and 
testing for students in the control group. The methodology model includes four 
dependent variables, two of which were added during data analysis. The dependent 
variables were originally limited to two measures of reading comprehension. The 
rationale for adding the dependent variables measuring vocabulary achievement will be 
discussed later in this chapter. 
Table 4 
Methodology Model 
Three experimental groups 
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Teachers were provided with a packet including a teacher's guide with lesson 
plans, instructions for strategy instruction and student materials for 12 lessons. Two 
after-school training sessions were provided for each group of participating teachers. 
Teachers in the questioning group received a total ofthree hours of training, while 
teachers in the clarifying group received a total of four hours of training. The differential 
in training time was based on the belief that teachers are much more familiar with 
questioning and implement it more easily. Clarifying, on the other hand, is a strategy 
many teachers have little experience with, necessitating more training time. 
Teachers in the combined strategy group received a total of four and one half 
hours of training. This lengthier training period was due to the increased time required to 
master two types of strategy instruction. 
The following sections describe teacher training for each of the experimental 
groups. 
Group 1: Questioning Strategy. 
Teachers whose classes were selected for the questioning strategy treatment were 
given training in teaching the questioning strategy and materials based on two sets of 
procedural prompts. Prompts included signal words, such as who, what, when, where, 
why, and how and prompts with elaborated stems such as what would happen if ... and 
why is this important? based on King's model of guided questioning (1994). Materials 
such as cue cards and a series of instructional activities for teaching questioning skills 
were provided. Teachers were given a packet, including a teacher's guide and student 
materials for 12 lessons. 
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Teacher training for the questioning group was based on the instructional matrix, 
included in Appendix B. The following is an outline of teacher training for the 
Questioning Group teachers: 
Table 5: 
Outline of Teacher Training Session: Questioning Group 
SESSION 1 
3:30-3:45 Reading comprehension simulation activity 
3:45- 4:00 Rationale for cognitive strategy instruction (explanation of how 
cognitive strategies work in improving reading comprehension) 
4:00- 5:00 Review teacher's guide 
Explain focus of each lesson and how instructional materials 
should be used 
SESSION 2 
3:30- 3:45 Reading simulation: the effects of questioning strategy instruction 
on rapid information processing 
3:45- 4:00 Picture This activity 
4:00- 4:30 Modeling and practice of strategy instruction 
Demonstration of each step in the instructional framework 
4:30-5:00 Details of implementation, questions and answers 
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Group 2: Clarifying Strategy. 
Teachers whose classes were selected to receive the clarifying strategy treatment 
were given training in teaching the clarification strategy and several types of instructional 
materials. Materials based on contextual strategies (Fukkink and de Glopper, 1998) 
included strategy cue cards and a variety of activities to teach students to derive word 
meaning from context. Materials designed for explicit instructional in definitional 
analysis and a series of activities to utilize in explicit vocabulary building instruction 
were also included. Teachers received a packet including a teacher's guide and materials 
for 12 lessons. (The instructional matrix for the clarifying group is included in Appendix 
B.) The following is an outline of teacher training for the Clarifying Group teachers: 
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Table 6: 
Outline of Teacher Training Session: Clarifying Group 
SESSION 1 
3:30-3:45 Challenging Word activity 
3:45-4:00 Rationale for cognitive strategy instruction (explanation ofhow 
cognitive strategies work in improving reading comprehension) 
4:00-4:30 Review different approaches to teaching clarifying to students 
4:30-5:30 Review teacher's guide 
Explain focus of each lesson and how instructional materials 
should be used 
SESSION 2 
3:30- 3:45 Reading simulation: the effects of clarifying strategy instruction on 
rapid information processing 
3:45-4:00 Very Important Word Activity 
4:00- 5:00 Modeling and practice of strategy instruction 
Demonstration of each step in the instructional framework 
5:00-5:30 Details of implementation, questions and answers 
Group 3: Questioning and Clarifying. 
Teachers whose classes were selected to receive the combination of questioning 
and clarifying strategy instruction were given training and instructional materials for 
teaching both strategies. Strategy instruction for the combination group was rotated 
between the two strategies on a weekly basis. Three sessions of clarifying instruction 
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(one week) were followed by three sessions of questioning instruction (one week). The 
subsequent two weeks of instruction followed the same pattern. (An instructional matrix 
for the questioning and clarifying group is included in Appendix B.) The following is an 
outline of teacher training for the Questioning and Clarifying Group teachers: 
Table 7 
Outline of Teacher Training Session: Questioning and Clarifying Group 
SESSION 1 
3:30-3:45 Challenging Word activity 
3:45- 4:00 Rationale for cognitive strategy instruction (explanation ofhow 
cognitive strategies work in improving reading comprehension) 
4:00-4:30 Review different approaches to teaching clarifying to students 
4:30-4:45 Teaching questioning to students 
4:45-5:45 Review teacher's guide 
Explain focus of each lesson and how instructional materials 
should be used 
SESSION 2 
3:30- 3:45 Reading simulation: the effects of questioning strategy instruction 
on rapid information processing 
3:45-4:15 Picture Perfect and Very Important Word Activities 
4:15-5:15 Modeling and practice of strategy instruction 
Demonstration of each step in the instructional framework 
5:15-5:45 Details of implementation, questions and answers 
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Instruction 
Teachers were asked to provide one-hour lessons comprised of direct strategy 
instruction three times per week during the four-week experimental period. Researcher-
designed instructional materials were provided along with a comprehensive Teacher's 
Manual. Each lesson module was designed for a one-hour block of time, including all 
components of instruction. Explicit strategy instruction was expected to take 20 minutes, 
followed by 20 minutes of guided student practice, utilizing materials and applying the 
strategy to comprehension of reading passages. An additional20 minutes per session was 
to be utilized for independent strategy implementation during authentic reading activities. 
Students were asked to read a social studies text, utilizing the designated strategy(ies) to 
aid in comprehension. 
Teacher training was based on the Instructional Framework (Table 7) comprised 
of"best teaching practices" that have gained wide acceptance among educators. For 
example, teachers were asked to explain the purpose of strategy use, model new skills, 
guide student practice, and provide corrective feedback to students during cognitive 
strategy instruction. The Instructional Framework is based on research by literacy 
experts such as Gambrell et al. (1999); Pearson and Dole (1985); Rosenshine (1996, 
1997); Schunk and Rice (1987), suggesting that "best teaching practices" lead to 
improved student outcomes in reading comprehension. 





1. Explain how to implement strategy 
The teacher provides explicit strategy instruction. 
2. Explain the purpose of the strategy 
The teacher explains how the strategy will help the students' reading 
comprehension and academic achievement 
3. Explain when to use strategy 
The teacher explains the appropriate use of the strategy, including when it is most 
likely to be useful in reading comprehension. 
4. Model strategy use 
The teacher models the use of the strategy for the students, demonstrating how the 
strategy is to be applied with instructional materials and authentic texts. 
5. Think aloud 
The teacher models the metacognitive processes that accompany strategy use by 
thinking aloud as he/she implements the strategy. 
6. Have students model strategy 
The teacher involves students in the instructional process by selecting capable 
individuals to model strategy use for their peers. Student modeling is following 
by class discussion as students explain the difficulties and benefits of strategy 
implementation. 
7. Explain instructional materials 
The teacher distributes instructional materials and explains to the students how 
they are to be completed. 
8. Guide student practice 
The teacher monitors student work on strategy instruction materials, providing 
guidance as needed. 
9. Review completed materials with the students 
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The teacher reviews the strategy instruction materials with the class, after students 
have had the chance to complete work independently. Student questions and 
errors are clarified during this period. 
10. Explain strategy use with a text 
The teacher assigns a text to the students and explains how they are expected to 
utilize the strategy as they read. Repeated modeling and thinking aloud may be 
necessary if the students have not fully internalized the process of implementing 
the strategy. 
11. Assign students to work in pairs 
The teacher assigns partners for reading and strategy work. 
12. Provide feedback as students work 
The teacher monitors the students as they work in pairs, providing suggestive 
feedback and coaching as needed. 
13. Remind students to use strategy in Independent reading 
The teacher reminds the students to utilize the strategy across the curriculum in a 




The following research question was addressed by this study: Which treatment, 
questioning, clarifying, or a combination of questioning and clarifying produces the 
highest scores in reading comprehension and vocabulary measured by the Gates 
MacGinitie Reading Test and the researcher-designed instrument? 
Hypotheses 
A MANCOV A was used to test the hypotheses developed for the current study. 
Four dependent variables, the Gates Comprehension, the Researcher Comprehension, the 
Gates Vocabulary, and the Researcher Vocabulary were included in the analysis. 
Alternate forms ofthe four dependent variables and the SAT 9 reading comprehension, 
SAT 9 vocabulary, and SAT 9 language (Spring, 2000) were used as covariates. These 
covariates were selected to account for pre-existing differences between groups that may 
have contributed to test scores. All covariate scores were obtained prior to the beginning 
of the experimental treatments. 
Two hundred and twenty-two students participated in the study. The observed 
power of the MANCOVA was .99, suggesting that all significant comparisons were 
detected by the analysis. 
Hypotheses for the current study were based on the belief that clarifying is the 
most effective treatment in improving reading comprehension if it is taught effectively. 
The mean scores on the dependent variables, Gates MacGinitie (DV1) and the researcher-
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designed test of reading comprehension (DV 2) were compared for the Questioning Group 
(X t), the Clarifying Group (X 2), the Questioning and Clarifying Group (X 3), and the 
Control Group (X 4). Hypotheses were as follows: 
1) The clarifying treatment (X 2) will produce higher scores in reading comprehension 
than the questioning treatment (X 1) or the control condition (X 4). 
X2> Xt onDV1 andDV2 
X 2 >X 4 on DVt and DV2 
2) The experimental treatment consisting of a combination of questioning and clarifying 
(X 3) will produce higher scores in reading comprehension achievement than the single 
strategy treatments (X1 and X2), or the control condition (X 4). 
X 3 > X 1 on DV 1 and DV 2 
X 3 >X 2 onDV1 andDVz 
X 3 > X 4 on DV1 and DVz 
Revised methodology 
A number of changes in the proposed methodology were made during the course 
of the study and data analysis. Changes included the following: 1) the separate analysis 
of the Title One class (School B), 2) adjustments in data analysis due to the loss of a 
meaningful control group, 3) addition of two separate dependent variables measures of 
vocabulary achievement. 
Separate analysis of the Title One class. It was determined that there were 
substantial differences in academic achievement (SAT 9 scores), socioeconomic status, 
and English language proficiency (approximately 70% of the students in the class speak 
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English as a second language) between the students in the Title One class and the other 
students in the study. Because these factors might have influenced research results, the 
data from the Title One class were analyzed separately. The Title One class received the 
same treatment of questioning and clarifying as the other combined strategy group, but 
comprised a fifth group for the purpose of data analysis. Table Nine provides a list of the 




Original Group Group Designation (Methodology Revised Group 
section) 
Questioning Group X1 Questioning 
Clarifying Group Xz Clarifying 
Combined X3 Combined 
Xs Combined (Title 1 class) 
Control Rogue Strategy Group 
Adjustments in methodology due to the loss of a meaningful control group. The 
planned methodology for the current study was based on comparisons of experimental 
group achievement with that ofthe control group. A problem with the control group 
teacher's implementation of research protocols, however, interfered with the planned 
procedures for data analysis. Follow-up interviews conducted with each of the 
participating teachers approximately one month after the final test data were collected, 
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revealed that Teacher Six (teacher ofboth control classes) had deviated from her assigned 
role. Pleased with her students' strong scores, Teacher Six explained to the researcher 
that she had initiated a new strategy instruction program during the experimental period. 
She provided documentation, demonstrating that she systematically taught cognitive 
strategies including summarizing, predicting, visualizing, and rereading during social 
studies instruction (Teacher Six's strategy instruction materials are included in Appendix 
C). 
It was determined from the interview with Teacher Six that the group assigned to 
the control condition could not be considered a true control group for purposes of data 
analysis. The Control Group was renamed the Rogue Strategy Group, due to the 
unmonitored strategy instruction, contrary to research protocols, that Teacher Six 
provided to the students in her classes. Because of the non-compliance of Teacher Six, 
all comparisons that included the Rogue Strategy (control) group must be interpreted with 
caution. The research question and associated hypotheses entailed comparisons of 
experimental group performance with that of the control group. Because of the lack of a 
meaningful control group, the analysis was broadened to compare the relative 
achievement of all groups in the study. 
Separation of items measuring vocabulary achievement. The original research 
design focused on reading comprehension, leading to research questions based on two 
dependent variables, the Gates MacGinitie Reading test and the researcher-designed test. 
When the pretests were administered, however, it became apparent that the reading 
comprehension and vocabulary subtests measured distinct factors that were both 
important to the study. The decision was made to separate the two parts of the Gates 
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MacGinitie, a standardized test of reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge. 
The researcher-designed vocabulary test was also separated from the comprehension 
items in order to measure children's ability to make sense of words encountered during 
reading texts. The two forms of the researcher-designed tests each included 30 
comprehension items and 10 vocabulary items. The test components measuring 
vocabulary were analyzed separately from the test components measuring reading 
comprehension, resulting in a total of four dependent variables included in the study. 
Table 10 includes a description of the dependent variables included in the proposed 
methodology and those used in the final data analysis. 
Table 10 
Dependent Variables 
Original Dependent Variables Variable Designation Revised Dependent Variables 




Data were analyzed utilizing a multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOV A) 
procedure. The determination to use a MANCOVA rather than several ANCOVA's was 
based on high correlations among the dependent variables. The independent variable, 
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(the treatment groups), had five levels. These levels were questioning, clarifying, 
questioning and clarifying combined, rogue, and Title One combined. Pretest scores on 
the Gates MacGinitie and the researcher designed tests and SAT 9 reading and language 
scores were used as co variates, to account for pre-existing differences in student 
achievement. The following dependent variables were included in the study: test scores 
(forms L) of the Gates MacGinitie Test of Reading and vocabulary, and test scores from 
the researcher-designed reading comprehension and vocabulary tests. 
The MANCOV A was used to compare test scores to determine whether there 
were statistically significant differences following covariate adjustment. Scheffe's test of 
pairwise comparisons was used to identify the nature of statistically significant 
differences between groups. Additionally, standardized effect size values were calculated 
to assess the magnitude of significant differences between groups. 
Additional Analysis 
An additional analysis was conducted to measure students' clarifying strategy 
learning, based on self-reported responses. Students were asked to respond in writing to 
the following two-part question: 1) What do you do when you are reading and you come 
to a word you don't understand? 2) If you are reading and don't have a dictionary, how 
do you try to figure out the meaning of words you don't understand? 
The students' papers were collected and the content was analyzed for evidence of 
self-reported clarifying strategy use. The students' responses to the questions were 
categorized as follows: 1) skip it, 2) ask an expert (parent, teacher, friend), 3) look it up 
in the dictionary, 4) sound it out, 5) look at the structure (prefixes, suffixes, roots), 6) 
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derive word meaning from context, 7) memory (try to remember word meaning from 
prior knowledge), 8) reread the passage or word, 9) think about it, 1 0) try to make sense 
of it, and 11) use a post it or write it down. 
Scoring sheets were developed, indicating the rater identification number and a 
box for each of the response categories described in the previous paragraph. Two raters, 
the researcher and a graduate student trained in scoring procedures, completed separate 
scoring sheets for each paper. Fifty-six response papers, including eight from each of the 
participating teachers were randomly selected for scoring. The raters scored the first 10 
papers together and discussed the rationale for scoring decisions. Ten additional papers 
were scored individually for calibration purposes. Comparison of the calibration papers 
indicated that the raters scored seven out often papers identically on allll categories. 
The level of inter-rater agreement was determined to be adequate, so the two raters 
scored the remaining 36 papers individually. The scoring sheets were compared 
revealing 30 identical scores across all categories. Six papers had been given different 
scores by the two raters, however comparisons of the scoring sheets determined that there 
was only one category of disagreement on each paper. Disagreements were resolved by 
discussion. Inter-rater reliability was determined to be good, based on a correlation of 
.95 between the raters' scores. 
All of the responses that were mentioned by students were included in the 
reliability analysis. The raters determined, however, that there was redundancy in the 
categories and response categories that represented very few students. The raters decided 
that think about it and try to make sense of it measured the same thinking strategy. These 
categories were collapsed into the single category think about it. The raters also decided 
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that the response, reread, was indistinguishable from context and should be subsumed by 
the context category. A decision was also made to eliminate categories that were 
mentioned by less than 10 students. Based on this decision rule, the category write/post-
it was eliminated from the analysis. An additional decision was made to eliminate "look 
it up in the dictionary" because the absence of a dictionary was explicitly stated in the 
question ("If you are reading and don't have a dictionary ... "). Following the adjustments 
described above seven response categories remained: 1) skip it, 2) ask an expert (parent, 
teacher, friend), 3) sound it out, 4) look at the structure (prefixes, suffixes and roots), 5) 
derive word meaning from context, 6) memory (try to remember word meaning from 
prior knowledge), and 7) think about it. 
Four ofthe response categories (context, structure, memory, and thinking) 
corresponded to strategies that students in the clarifying and combined strategy groups 
had been taught to use. These responses were designated as clarifying strategies and 
were quantified (one point for each strategy mentioned), resulting in a 0-4 point score for 
each student. 
A comparison of scores for the five treatment groups was calculated using a one-
way ANOV A. Post hoc tests (Scheffe) were conducted to examine between-group 
differences and effect sizes were calculated (Cohen's d) to determine the magnitude of 
differences between groups. 
Timeline 
The timeline developed for the study was followed up to the beginning of 
instruction, at which point the progression of events passed into the control of the 
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participating teachers. Time constraints and school schedules were a significant problem 
and it quickly became apparent that the teachers would be unable to provide twelve hours 
of instruction in the designated time frame. The actual instructional period averaged over 
five weeks, with most teachers completing the final tests in early March. 
Table 11 
Timeline for the study 
Proposed date 
Nov.20, 2000 





Jan. 22 & 23 






Actual date Scheduled activity 








Deliver pilot tests to schools 
Pilot test administration 
Collect pilot test materials 
Data analysis, revision of instruments 
Hand out passive parental consent forms 
Teacher training 
Delivery of materials & pretests to schools 
Pretest administration 
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Jan. 24- March 9 Four-six week experimental period (12 hours) 
March 12-30 Final test administration 
March 16-30 Pick up tests 
May 4-25 Final teachers'meeting to discuss project 
(individual meetings were held) 
March-July Data analysis, work on Chapters 4 & 5 
August 29 Final defense 
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Summary 
This quasi-experimental study was designed to examine the effectiveness of 
cognitive strategy instruction on students' reading comprehension achievement. Nine 
fifth grade classes participated in the study, randomly assigned to a questioning, 
clarifying, questioning and clarifying combined, or control condition. The Gates 
McGinitie Reading Test (MacGinitie, 1978), a standardized test of reading 
comprehension and vocabulary achievement, and a researcher-designed reading 
comprehension and vocabulary test were used to measure student achievement, following 
a four-week instructional period. Test results were analyzed with a MANCOV A 
procedure to examine significant differences between groups. 
Student characteristics and teacher compliance with research protocols were 
issues that emerged during the data analysis, leading to changes in the proposed 
methodology. The Title One class data was analyzed separately resulting in five groups 
included in the study. Analyses based on comparisons with the control group, re-named 
the rogue strategy group, were revised to include comparisons of all treatment groups. 
An additional analysis was added to the study, examining students' self-reported 
clarifying strategy use. Student responses were evaluated and clarifying strategies 
quantified and compared. Significant between-group differences in self-reported strategy 
use were evaluated. The relationship between reading comprehension and vocabulary 
achievement and self-reported strategy responses was also examined. 
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The results of the MANCOVA measuring reading comprehension and vocabulary 
achievement, the self-reported strategy responses, and the association between these 





The results presented in this chapter address two research areas that were the basis 
of the current study. The chapter includes two sections, corresponding to the areas of 
research findings. The first section includes the data pertaining to the research question 
addressed by a MANCOV A procedure. This section focuses on the effectiveness of a 
treatment of clarifying strategy instruction and a treatment of combined (clarifying and 
questioning) strategy instruction in students' reading comprehension and vocabulary 
achievement. The second section of the chapter is devoted to the additional analysis of 
students' self-reported strategy use. 
A multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOV A) was used to measure reading 
comprehension and vocabulary achievement. Data analysis was conducted using a 
MANCOV A rather than a less complex procedure, to account for the shared variance 
between the dependent variables. The test scores on the Gates Comprehension, the 
Researcher Comprehension, the Gates Vocabulary, and Researcher Vocabulary were 
highly correlated, with correlation coefficients ranging from .62 to .78 (Table 12). 
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Table 12 
Correlation Between Test Scores 
Gates comp Gates vocab Reschrcomp Reschr vocab 
Gates comp 1.00 
Gates vocab .78** 1.00 
Reschrcomp .74** .73** 1.00 
Reschr vocab .62** .68** .66** 1.00 
** correlation significant at the .01 level 
MANCOV A Assumptions 
A number of procedures were followed to insure that the MANCOV A 
assumptions were not violated. Assumptions that were tested included independence, 
normality, homogeneity ofvariances, linearity, and homogeneity of regression slopes. 
Whenever possible, multivariate (MANCOV A) and univariate (ANCOV A) assumptions 
were examined. The following results demonstrate that all multivariate and univariate 
assumptions were reasonably met. 
• 
Independence: Reasonable efforts were made to insure that contact between 
participants did not influence the results of the study. Teachers were assigned to a single 
experimental or control condition which did not vary during the duration of the study. 
Participating teachers in the same school were asked not to discuss the methods that they 
had been taught and to refrain from sharing instructional materials with each other during 
the experimental period. Students received strategy instruction from their regular 
classroom teachers in self-contained elementary school classrooms. There was no reason 
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to suspect that students in different classes discussed strategies or influenced each other 
in any way. Teachers were asked to monitor students closely during test administration, 
minimizing the possibility that students might influence one another's test scores. 
Normality: Box's Test ofEquality of Covariate Matrices and Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity were used to examine multivariate normality. Results of both tests were non-
significant, suggesting that the assumption of multivariate normality was not violated. 
Tests of univariate normality were also conducted. Results indicated that the assumption 
of univariate normality was reasonably met. Skewness and kurtosis measures for each 
dependent variable within each group were divided by the corresponding standard error. 
The mean of the resulting ratios was -.53, and all ratios for skewness and kurtosis were 
found to be within an acceptable range of -2.80 to 1. 76. Univariate normality was also 
assessed through visual inspection of stem and leaf plots. A total of twenty-one outliers 
(more than two standard deviations from the corresponding mean) out of a total of 888 
scores were identified and examined. All outliers were found to be within three standard 
deviations of the mean and were evenly distributed among the five groups of students. 
None of the outlying scores were removed from the data set. 
Homogeneity of variances: Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances, a 
multivariate test, was used to determine whether the error variance was equal across all 
groups. Non-significant results on Levene's Test indicated that the homogeneity of 
variances assumption was not violated. Univariate homogeneity of variances was 
explored by examination of variance ratios for the four dependent variables in each 
group. The overall variance ratios for the dependent variables were as follows: Gates 
Comprehension 1.01, Gates Vocabulary 1.00, Researcher Comprehension .97, and 
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Researcher Vocabulary 1.1 0. The between-group variance ratios for each dependent 
variable were typically quite small, with the exception of a small number of Researcher 
Vocabulary variance ratios that ranged from 1.63 to .53. Nearly all of the other ratios 
were close to 1.00, suggesting that the assumption ofunivariate homogeneity of variances 
was reasonably met. 
Linearity and Homogeneity of regression slopes: Scatter plots comprised of a 
dependent variable (test score), its associated pretest score, and one of the three SAT 9 
covariates were examined for each combination of dependent variables and groups. 
Examination of the scatter plots suggested positive linear relationships between variables 
in each group. Observation of the regression slopes revealed that scores were clustered 
closely around the regression lines. The correlation between covariates and dependent 
variables for each group were examined, revealing a consistent pattern of correlation 
coefficients across groups, ranging from .50 to .80 (with a small number of exceptions). 
When correlations for the entire group were examined none were greater than .80 and 
only two correlations were slightly below .50. Regression slopes were examined for 
each combination of variables and groups and were found to be quite uniform overall. 
Regression slopes ranged from .49 to .83 and averaged .73 for the questioning group, .61 
for the clarifying group, .70 for the combination group, .72 for the rogue strategy group, 
and .64 for the Title One combined group. The assumption oflinearity and homogeneity 
of regression slopes was determined to have been reasonably met. 
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MANCOV A Specifications 
A MANCOV A was used to compare dependent variable scores of 222 fifth grade 
students in each of five groups. Covariates including the SAT 9 reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and language subtests, and alternate forms (pretests) of the Gates 
Comprehension, the Researcher Comprehension, the Gates Vocabulary and the 
Researcher Vocabulary were used to account for pre-existing differences between 
students. Four dependent variables measuring reading comprehension and vocabulary 
were included in the analysis: the Gates Comprehension, the Researcher Comprehension, 
the Gates Vocabulary and the Researcher Vocabulary. 
In each analysis produced by the MANCOV A results were evaluated for 
significance. When significant results were detected an effect size (Cohen's d) was 
calculated to evaluate the practical significance of the comparison. Effect size 
interpretation was based on the general guidelines developed by Cohen (1988) for social 
science research. An effect greater than .20 was considered small. An effect greater than 
.50 was considered to be moderate in magnitude. An effect greater than .80 was 
considered to a large effect. In some instances eta2 was used as a measure of practical 
significance. Interpretation of eta2, also based on Cohen's guidelines for social science 
research, was as follows. Less than .01 was interpreted as a small effect. An eta2 greater 
than .06 was considered to be moderate in magnitude. An eta2 greater than .14 was 
interpreted as a large effect. 
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Multivariate Test 
Results of the multivariate test (Pillai' s Trace) indicated significant between 
group differences (p<.Ol) that were small-to-moderate in magnitude (eta2 = .04). The 
observed power level of .99 was very high, suggesting a sensitive research design and a 
strong likelihood that all significant between-group differences were detected by the 
analysis. The MANCOV A also produced univariate results and pairwise comparisons 
based on Tukey's Least Significant Differences for each of four dependent variables 
included in the analysis 
The results of the univariate tests and pairwise comparisons addressed the 
following hypotheses (results are organized by dependent variable): 
1) The clarifying treatment will produce higher scores in reading comprehension than the 
questioning treatment or the control condition. 
2) The experimental treatment consisting of a combination of questioning and clarifying 
will produce higher scores in reading comprehension achievement than the single 
strategy treatments (questioning, clarifying), or the control condition. 
The first variable to be examined was the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test (Gates 
Comprehension), a standardized test of reading comprehension. 
Gates Comprehension Test 
MANCOV A results were used to compare reading comprehension scores on the 
Gates MacGinitie Reading Test, comprised of 48 multiple-choice items. Scores for a 
total of222 students were analyzed, resulting in a mean score of28.90 and a standard 
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deviation of9.47. The lowest score on the Gates Comprehension was eight and the 
highest score was 48. 
Descriptive data, including adjusted mean scores (covariate adjustment) are 
provided in Table 13. Note that the combined group's adjusted mean score was 
substantially lower than that of the other groups. Conversely, the Title One combined 
group received the same strategy treatment and earned the highest mean score of all the 
groups, following covariate adjustment. 
Table 13 
Dependent Variable (Gates Comprehension) 
Dependent Variable Group Adjusted Mean Standard Deviation N 
Gates comp questioning 29.59 9.63 44 
clarifying 29.46 8.82 44 
combined 27.32 9.93 53 
Title 1 29.97 9.27 29 
combined 
rogue 28.82 8.72 52 
A univariate omnibus test (Table 14) was non-significant for the Gates 
Comprehension. Further examination of these data was conducted, however, because the 
focus of the investigation was on pairwise comparisons. 
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Table 14 
Omnibus Univariate Results 
Dependent Variable ss df MS F Eta"2 
Gates comp Group 194.82 4 48.70 2.37 .04 
Error 4314.73 210 20.55 
Results of the pairwise comparisons based on Tukey' s Least Significant 
Differences (Table 15) indicated that mean scores for the questioning, clarifying, and 
Title One combined group were significantly higher than that of the combined group. 
Effect size (Cohen's g) was calculated for each significant comparison using the standard 
deviation of the rogue (control) group, based on Rosenshine and Meister's (1994) 
method. Results suggested that the differences between groups were small in magnitude. 
Table 15 
Significant Pairwise Comparisons for the Gates Comprehension 
Higher Adjusted Lower Adjusted 
Performing Mean Performing Mean 
Group Group 
Questioning 29.59 Combined 27.32 0.26* 
Clarifying 29.46 Combined 27.32 0.24* 
Title 1 29.97 Combined 27.32 0.30* 
* p < .05 
The first hypothesis predicted that the clarifying treatment would be more 
effective in improving students' reading comprehension than the questioning or control 
conditions. The clarifying treatment was significantly more effective than the combined 
strategy treatment, but the other pairwise comparisons involving the clarifying group 
were not significant. The results of the analysis did not support the first hypothesis. 
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The second hypothesis predicting that the experimental treatment consisting of a 
combination of questioning and clarifying would result in higher reading comprehension 
scores than the single strategy treatments (questioning or clarifying) and control was not 
supported by the data. The comparisons of the regular combined strategy group with the 
single strategy groups and the Title One group were significant in the opposite direction. 
The questioning, clarifying, and Title One combined groups outscored the combined 
strategy group. The results of the combined strategy treatment were mixed, as evidenced 
by strong Title One group and very weak scores by the regular combined strategy group. 
Researcher Comprehension Test 
MANCOV A results were used to compare reading comprehension scores on the 
researcher-designed test, comprised of 30 multiple-choice items. A total of 222 students 
were included in the analysis. The mean score for the group, as a whole, was 17.99 with 
a standard deviation of 5.66. The lowest score was three and the highest score was 28. 
Results of the analysis indicated that the Title One combined class outscored the 
other groups. The adjusted mean scores of the rogue strategy group were the lowest of 
the five groups. Table 16 includes descriptive data, following covariate adjustment. 
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Table 16 
DeQendent Variable (Researcher ComQrehension Test) 
Reschrcomp Group Adjusted Mean Standard Deviation N 
-----~~-
questioning 18.13 5.51 44 
clarifying 18.55 5.59 44 
combined 17.73 5.98 53 
Title 1 19.20 5.58 29 
rogue strategy (control) 16.99 5.39 52 
A univariate omnibus test (Table 17) was non-significant for the Researcher 
Comprehension Test. Further examination of these data was conducted, however, 
because the focus of the investigation was on pairwise comparisons. 
Table 17 
Omnibus Univariate Results 
Reschr Comp ss df MS F 
Group 97.70 4 24.42 2.00 .04 
Error 2560.88 210 12.19 
Results ofthe pairwise comparisons based on Tukey's Least Significant 
Differences (Table 18) indicated that the mean scores ofthe clarifying group, and Title 
One combined group were significantly higher than that of the rogue strategy (control) 
group. Effect size (Cohen's g) was calculated for each significant comparison using the 
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standard deviation of the rogue (control) group (Rosenshine and Meister, 1994). Results 
suggested that the differences between groups were small in magnitude. 
Table 18 
Significant Pairwise Comparisons for the Researcher Comprehension 
Higher scoring Adjusted Lower scoring Adjusted g 
Group Mean Group Mean 
---
Clarifying 18.55 Rogue (control) 16.99 0.28* 
Title 1 19.20 Rogue (control) 16.99 0.41 * 
* p < .05 
The first hypothesis predicted that the clarifying treatment would be more 
effective in improving students' reading comprehension than the questioning or control 
conditions. The clarifying group received higher test scores than the rogue (control) 
group, an effect that was significant despite the fact that the rogue group received a great 
deal of strategy instruction. The clarifying group's scores were not significantly higher 
than those of the questioning group. The data support the first hypothesis relative to the 
rogue strategy group but do not support the hypothesis relative to the questioning group. 
The second hypothesis predicted that the experimental treatment consisting of a 
combination of questioning and clarifying would result in higher reading comprehension 
scores than the single strategy treatments (questioning or clarifying) or control. Results 
indicated that combined strategy treatment administered to the Title One class produced 
significantly higher scores compared to the rogue (control) group. The scores of the 
regular combined strategy group were lower than either of the single strategy groups. 
Although the Title One Combined group had the highest scores overall, pairwise 
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comparisons with the questioning and clarifying groups were not significant. It was 
determined that the results did not support the hypothesis that the combined strategy 
treatment would be more effective than single strategy treatments. 
Gates Vocabulary Test 
MANCOV A results were used to compare vocabulary scores on the Gates 
MacGinitie Reading Test, comprised of 45 multiple-choice items. The analysis was 
based on a total of 222 students. The mean score for the group, as a whole, was 25.63 
with a standard deviation of 8.60. The lowest score was five and the highest score was 
45. 
Table 19 
Dependent Variable (Gates Vocabulary) 
Gates vocab Group Adjusted Mean Standard Deviation N 
-·-·----·-·--·-·---····--
questioning 26.38 8.78 44 
clarifying 26.66 7.93 44 
combined 24.31 9.05 53 
Title 1 25.93 8.37 29 
rogue 25.28 7.82 52 
Descriptive data, included in Table 19 suggest that the single strategy groups, 
questioning and clarifying, earned higher adjusted mean scores than the combined 
strategy groups. A univariate omnibus test revealed significant differences in vocabulary 
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achievement with an effect size in the small-to-moderate range. Univariate results are 
included in Table 20. 
Table 20 
Omnibus Univariate results 
Gates Vocab* ss df MS F Eta"2 
Group 170.24 4 42.56 2.75 .05* 
Error 3250.19 210 15.48 
* p< .05 
Results of the pairwise comparisons based on Tukey' s Least Significant 
Differences (Table 21) indicated that the single strategy groups, questioning and 
clarifying, scored significantly higher than the combined strategy group. Effect size 
(Cohen's g) was calculated for each significant comparison using the standard deviation 
of the rogue (control) group, based on Rosenshine and Meister's method (1994). Results 
indicated that the differences between groups were small in magnitude. 
Table 21 

















The first hypothesis predicted that the clarifying treatment would be more 
effective in improving students' vocabulary achievement than the questioning or control 
conditions. The results of the pairwise comparisons did not support the hypothesis that 
the clarifying treatment was more effective than the questioning or rogue strategy 
(control) conditions. 
The second hypothesis predicting that the experimental treatment consisting of a 
combination of questioning and clarifying would produce higher adjusted mean scores 
vocabulary than the single strategy treatments was not supported by the data. In fact, 
both single strategy treatments, questioning and clarifying, produced significantly higher 
scores than the combined strategy treatment. 
Researcher Vocabulary Test 
MANCOVA results were used to compare vocabulary scores on the Researcher-
designed test, comprised often multiple-choice items. A total of222 students were 
included in the analysis. The mean score for the group, as a whole, was 5.55 with a 
standard deviation of 2.18. The lowest score was zero and the highest score was 10. 
Descriptive test data, included in Table 22 demonstrate that the clarifying group's 
adjusted mean score was higher than those of the other groups. The clarifying group's 
standard deviation was the smallest suggesting that student performance in the clarifying 
group was less variable than that of students in other groups. 
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Table 22 
Dependent Variable (Researcher Vocabulary) 
Reschr vocab Group Adjusted Mean Standard Deviation N 
-------· 
questioning 5.10 2.34 44 
clarifying 6.32 1.71 44 
combined 5.30 2.27 53 
Title 1 5.59 2.26 29 
rogue (control) 5.51 1.94 52 
A univariate omnibus test was produced by the MANCOV A, revealing significant 
differences in vocabulary achievement and an effect size that was moderate in magnitude 
(Eta"2 = .07). Univariate results are included in Table 23. 
Table 23 
Omnibus Univariate results 
Reschr vocab ss df MS F Eta/\2 
Group 36.15 4 9.04 2.37 .07** 
Error 481.48 210 2.29 
** p .01 
Results of the pairwise comparisons based on Tukey' s Least Significant 
Differences (Table 24) indicated that the clarifying group scored significantly higher than 
the questioning, combined, and rogue strategy groups. Tests of practical significance 
(Cohen's g) were calculated using the standard deviation of the rogue (control) group 
(Rosenshine and Meister, 1994). Effect sizes favoring the clarifying were moderate in 
magnitude, ranging from .42 to .62. 
Table 24 
Significant Pairwise Comparisons for the Researcher Vocabulary 
Higher Scoring Group Lower Scoring Group Q 
Clarifying Questioning 0.62** 
Clarifying Combined 0.53** 
Clarifying Rogue (Control) 0.42** 
** p .01 
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The first hypothesis predicted that the clarifying treatment would be more 
effective in improving students' vocabulary achievement than the questioning or control 
conditions. The clarifying group outscored the questioning, combined and rogue strategy 
groups on the Researcher Vocabulary Test. The results of the pairwise comparisons 
supported the hypothesis that the clarifying treatment would be the most effective 
treatment. 
The second hypothesis predicting that the experimental treatment consisting of a 
combination of questioning and clarifying would produce higher adjusted mean scores 
vocabulary than the single strategy treatments was not supported by the data. The single 




The additional analysis was intended to supplement the data derived from the 
dependent variables measuring reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. It 
was designed to address students' clarifying strategy learning, based on self-reported 
responses. 
Additional Research Question: 
Do children who have been given clarifying strategy instruction spontaneously 
report a higher level of clarifying strategy use than children who have not had clarifying 
strategy instruction? 
Self-reported strategy responses were examined, revealing that four response 
categories (context, structure, memory, and thinking) corresponded to strategies that 
students in the clarifying and combined strategy groups had been taught to use. These 
responses were designated as clarifying strategies and were quantified (one point for each 
strategy mentioned), resulting in a 0-4 point score for each student. Descriptive data for 




Group Mean Standard Deviation N 
Questioning .56 .73 52 
Clarifying 1.34 .98 50 
Combined 1.28 .83 54 
Title 1 Combined .72 .75 29 
Rogue Strategy (Control) .35 .60 49 
The omnibus test (one-way ANOV A) indicated significant between group 
differences in clarifying strategy use. The overall effect size (Eta"2) was .21, suggesting 
that the magnitude of the differences detected by the ANOVA was very large. 
Table 26 
ANOVA Table 
Between Groups ss df MS F Eta"2 
39.12 4 9.78 15.58 .21** 
** p< .01 
Post hoc tests (Scheffe) were conducted to further examine between-group 
differences. Results indicated that students in the clarifying group reported significantly 
more clarifying strategies than students in the questioning, control, or Title 1 classes. 
The students in the combined group reported significantly more clarifying strategies than 
students in the questioning or control groups. The results of the Scheffe tests were 
included in Table 27. Only those comparisons that were statistically significant were 
reported. 
Table 27 
Significant Post Hoc Comparisons of Strategy Responses 
Higher scoring group Lower scoring group g 
Clarifying Questioning 1.25** 
Clarifying Control 1.65** 
Clarifying Title 1 combined 1.03* 
Combined Questioning 1.20** 
Combined Control 1.55** 
* p< .05, **p < .01 
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The significant post hoc comparisons favoring the clarifying and combined 
groups were further examined for practical significance. The magnitude of differences 
between groups (Cohen's g) was found to be large, with effect sizes exceeding a standard 
deviation in each comparison. The results indicated that children in the clarifying and 
combined groups demonstrated higher levels of self-reported strategy use than children in 
the questioning and rogue strategy (control) groups. The Title One combined class did 
not report significantly higher levels of strategy use than the questioning and control 
groups. 
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The correlation between self-reported clarifying strategies and reading 
comprehension and vocabulary achievement was examined and found to be positive. The 
clarifying strategy scores were correlated to each dependent variable, resulting in 
significant correlations ranging from .23 to .25. The non-strategies (sound it out, skip it, 
and ask someone) were also grouped together and examined in relationship to reading 
and vocabulary achievement. All of the correlations were negative and ranged from -.12 
to -. 22. The overall correlation between clarifying strategies and non-strategies was 
significant and negative ( -.41 ). 
Table 28 
Correlations Between Clarifying Strategies, Non-strategies and Student Achievement 
Clar strat Non strat Gates comp Reschrcomp Gates vocab Reschr 
vocab 
Clar strat 1.00 
Non strat -.41 ** 1.00 
Gates comp .25** -.14* 1.00 
Reschrcomp .24** -.12 .74** 1.00 
Gates vocab .25** -.12 .78** .73** 1.00 
Reschr vocab .23** -.22** .62** .66** .68** 1.00 
**Correlation significant at the .Ollevel, * Correlation significant at the .05 level 
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Conclusion 
The results presented in this section addressed the hypotheses that were the basis 
of the current study. The researcher-designed instrument revealed that clarifying strategy 
instruction produced significantly higher scores in reading comprehension and 
vocabulary achievement compared to the rogue strategy group. The combined strategy 
treatment also resulted in higher scores in reading comprehension compared to the rogue 
strategy group, but this positive effect was limited to the Title One class. The combined 
strategy treatment (questioning and clarifying) produced disappointing results overall, 
particularly when compared to existing research findings (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994, 
Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996). 
The analysis of students' self-reported clarifying strategy use demonstrated 
significant between-group differences of large magnitude, favoring the clarifying and 
combined strategy groups. The correlation between clarifying strategies (context, 
structure, memory, thinking) and student scores on the Gates MacGinitie and researcher-
designed tests of reading comprehension and vocabulary was significant and positive. 
Ineffective strategies (sound it out, skip it, ask someone) were negatively associated with 
reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. 
This chapter included research results addressing the relative effectiveness of 
questioning, clarifying, and a combination of questioning and clarifying on children's 
reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement and an additional analysis of 
children's self-reported strategy use. The results of the analyses will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter Five. 
Summary of the Study 
Chapter Five 
Summary and Conclusions 
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This quasi-experimental study was designed to compare the relative effectiveness 
of cognitive strategy treatments including questioning, clarifying, and a combination of 
questioning and clarifying on fifth grade students' reading comprehension and 
vocabulary achievement. The intent of the study was to determine whether clarifying, a 
strategy largely overlooked in the cognitive strategy literature, contributes uniquely to 
student achievement when instruction is properly designed and administered. Students' 
self-reported clarifying strategy use was also compared, providing a deeper view of 
strategy learning associated with instruction. 
The cognitive strategy treatments included in the study were questioning, 
clarifying, and a combination of questioning and clarifying. A MANCOV A was used to 
analyze the dependent variables, including comprehension and vocabulary test scores 
from the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test (MacGinitie, 1978 and a researcher-designed 
instrument. 
Nine fifth grade classes were randomly assigned to a control (rogue strategy), 
questioning, clarifying or combined questioning and clarifying group for a four to five-
week study. Results on the researcher-designed test indicated that the clarifying group 
earned significantly higher scores in reading comprehension and vocabulary 
achievement, compared to the rogue strategy group. The combined questioning and 
clarifying treatment had no effect on two of the experimental classes, however a Title 
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One class that received this treatment did quite well. Second language learners, including 
limited English proficient students and children with learning disabilities were included 
in the analysis and earned significantly higher scores in reading comprehension compared 
to rogue strategy group students. Results of the study suggest that cognitive strategy 
treatments including clarifying instruction positively affected fifth grade students' 
reading comprehension. 
A second analysis examined students' self-reported strategy use with unknown 
words encountered during reading. A content analysis of student responses indicated that 
students who had received the clarifying treatment reported spontaneously using 
significantly more clarifying strategies than the rogue strategy group, suggesting potential 
benefits of teaching children to use clarifying strategies during independent reading. 
Limitations 
The current study was situated in intact fifth grade classrooms, resulting in 
limitations which must be considered in interpreting research results. Although 
classrooms provide an authentic setting for educational research, researchers are unable 
to control key aspects of school-based studies. Limitations that may have affected the 
current study include the following: lack of random assignment of subjects to treatments, 
time constraints affecting teacher training and student learning, teacher compliance with 
research protocols, and instructional effectiveness. 
Lack of random assignment of subjects to treatments 
The current study was quasi-experimental, a research design employed in many 
school-based studies of reading proficiency (National Institute of Health, 2000). 
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Practical constraints precluded the random assignment of students to treatment groups, so 
intact fifth grade classes were randomly assigned to treatments. A true experimental 
design could not be used in this study, limiting the generalizability of research results. 
Time constraints 
Each group of teachers assigned to an experimental condition received two 
training sessions, conducted after school by the researcher. Training sessions were held 
in the afternoon because the district was unwilling to authorize the release of teachers 
during the school day for a research project. Training sessions averaged two hours in 
length each, and were quite intensive. Although the teachers exhibited enthusiasm for the 
project, they appeared to be tired and under stress following a full day of teaching. The 
effectiveness of the training may have been limited by this schedule. Additionally, 
teachers may not have adequately grasped the complex material that was presented to 
them in such a short period. Teachers were provided with materials, theories, and 
methods during the training sessions, but had little time for "hands-on" activities that 
might have enhanced instructional effectiveness. 
Time constraints were most likely a limitation for students. Complex cognitive 
strategies were taught during regular social studies instruction in a brief four-to-five week 
period. Students were required to learn cognitive strategies very quickly and to apply 
them while reading social studies textbooks. Research suggests that the early stages of 
cognitive strategy implementation place huge demands on children's information 
processing systems (Pressley et al., 1995). The cognitive overload experienced by 
students in the current study may have been compounded by the demanding expository 
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texts used for social studies instruction. This problem was particularly acute for the 
combined strategy group. It is possible that the demands of learning two sets of cognitive 
strategies (questioning and clarifying) may have limited student learning of either 
strategy, resulting in a less effective treatment. 
Teacher compliance with research protocols 
The non-compliance of teachers with the research protocols was a major problem 
in the current study. Teacher Six, randomly assigned to the control group, taught two 
classes included in the study. During an initial interview she stated that she did not teach 
cognitive strategies and agreed not to make any changes in her current instructional 
practices. Teacher Six, however, made important changes in her instruction, deviating 
from her commitment to comply with the research protocols. During a post-study 
interview, she acknowledged initiating a program of cognitive strategy instruction, 
providing a great deal of unmonitored strategy instruction to her students during the 
experimental period. According to the documentation that Teacher Six provided, the 
"control group" students may have received more intensive strategy instruction than any 
of the experimental groups. Teacher Six explained that she systematically taught 
summarizing, predicting, visualizing, and rereading during social studies instruction, and 
required parental monitoring of strategy practice at home. The non-compliance of 
Teacher Six with the research protocols was a serious problem, resulting in an absence of 
a true control group in the study. The control group, renamed the rogue strategy group, 
received an unmonitored strategy treatment, suggesting that any comparisons involving 
this group must be interpreted with caution. 
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One of the questioning group teachers also presented problems in terms of 
compliance with research protocols. Teacher One was observed near the end of the 
study, but was clearly not following the recommended schedule. She was teaching the 
fourth instructional module out of a total oftwelve modules. Teacher One explained that 
she was unable to follow the curriculum without compromising on her coverage of the 
social studies content, and had decided that the content had to come first. Despite 
requests from the researcher that she follow the remainder of the curriculum, Teacher 
One continued to deviate from the research protocols. She explained in a post-study 
interview that she substituted cognitive strategy instruction during language arts and 
science for the social studies curriculum, insisting that her improvised instruction "came 
out about the same". Results of Teacher One's instruction must also be interpreted with 
caution. 
Instructional effectiveness 
Instructional effectiveness, a variable largely beyond the researcher's control, 
exerts a powerful~fect on the outcome of school-based research. In order to maximize 
instructional effectiveness, teachers in the current study were trained to use an 
instructional framework based on research by Pearson and Dole ( 1987). Effective 
cognitive strategy instruction, according to Pearson and Dole, is associated with 
improved student outcomes. In order to determine the degree to which teachers followed 
the instructional framework and implemented the designated treatment effectively, 
classroom observations were conducted. Each teacher in the current study was observed 
for a full instructional period, revealing widely varying levels of instructional 
effectiveness. 
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Teacher One, assigned to the questioning condition, appeared to be a competent 
and conscientious teacher. She was observed teaching module four of the questioning 
curriculum at a point near the end ofthe study. The observation revealed that Teacher 
One's classroom management was good and her students appeared to be engaged in their 
studies. Teacher One compromised the results of the study, however, due to her rigid 
adherence to the social studies textbook, and refusal to follow the questioning strategy 
curriculum. Although Teacher One's instructional effectiveness was reasonably good, 
her implementation of the research protocols was judged to be very poor. 
Teacher Two, assigned to the clarifying condition, also appeared to be a 
competent and conscientious teacher. She was teaching the tenth clarifying module at the 
time of the observation. Teacher Two's management skills appeared to be somewhat less 
effective than those of Teacher One, but student participation and engagement during 
cognitive strategy instruction were high. Students appeared to understand the strategies 
they had been taught and were observed implementing clarifying strategies spontaneously 
while reading. Teacher Two was clearly committed to her role in the study, stating that 
she was pleased with the positive effects she had observed in student comprehension 
resulting from clarifying strategy instruction. Teacher Two's instructional effectiveness 
and implementation of the research protocols were judged to be good. 
Teacher Three, a first year teacher, was assigned to the clarifying treatment. Her 
management skills were somewhat weak, as might be expected with a novice teacher, but 
the lesson (module ten) was competently delivered. Students demonstrated engagement 
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with clarifying strategy instruction and were observed working diligently on the assigned 
tasks. During a wrap-up discussion a great deal of student learning was evident. Teacher 
Three appeared to be following the curriculum and teaching the clarifying strategies quite 
effectively. She admitted to deleting a few elements of the curriculum that the students 
didn't like. Teacher Three's instructional effectiveness and implementation of the 
research protocols were judged to be good. 
Teacher Four, a Title One teacher, was assigned to the combined strategy 
treatment. Her strong commitment to making the strategy treatment work for her 
students was evidenced by frequent e-mail communications with the researcher. Teacher 
Four was observed teaching the ninth module of the combined strategy curriculum. Her 
classroom management skills and instructional delivery appeared to be very effective, 
resulting in a high level of student engagement in learning activities. Teacher Four 
explained that she had made a number of modifications in the curriculum such as 
substituting easier texts and deleting some of the more difficult worksheets to lessen the 
cognitive overload caused by strategy learning with demanding expository text. 
Although Teacher Four often replaced the social studies book with texts more closely 
aligned to the students' reading level, she covered all of the instructional modules in the 
curriculum. She made it clear that her goal was to enable her Title One students to read 
grade level textbooks, while providing them with effective cognitive strategies to increase 
comprehension. Teacher Four's instructional effectiveness was judged to be excellent 
and her implementation of the research protocols was reasonably good. 
Teacher Five was assigned to the combined strategy treatment which he 
administered to both of his social studies classes. He was observed teaching module ten 
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of the combined strategy curriculum. Teacher Five appeared to be a highly effective 
instructor. His classroom management was exemplary and his instructional delivery 
showed a great deal of insight and skill. The students worked diligently on the assigned 
tasks and appeared to utilize cognitive strategies spontaneously while reading the social 
studies textbook. Teacher Five made effective use of strategy charts that he had 
constructed to help students remember the clarifying and questioning strategies that they 
had been taught. Teacher Five's instructional effectiveness and implementation of 
research protocols were judged to be excellent. 
Teacher Six, assigned to the control condition, was responsible for teaching two 
social studies classes in the same school as Teacher Five. Teacher Six was observed 
while conducting a review of the social studies unit with one ofher classes. Students' 
responses revealed that a great deal of social studies content had been learned. As was 
described previously, Teacher Six also taught an intensive unit on cognitive strategies, 
deviating completely from her assigned role in the study. Teacher Six's instructional 
effectiveness was judged to be very good. Her implementation of research protocols, 
however, was extremely poor, compromising comparisons of experimental group 
achievement with that of the "control" group. 
Teacher Seven, assigned to the questioning condition, was observed teaching the 
twelfth module of the curriculum. The class was participating in a questioning game 
reviewing the social studies unit. Student responses suggested little engagement with the 
lesson and a lack of familiarity with the major topics presented in the textbook. A great 
deal of off-task behavior was observed. The problems observed in Teacher Seven's class 
may have limited the effectiveness of the questioning strategy instruction provided to the 
students. Teacher Seven, however, was very conscientious about her role in the study 
and was careful to follow the curriculum and the timeframe. Teacher Seven's 
instructional effectiveness may have been limited but her implementation of research 
protocols was very good. 
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The limitations associated with the current study, including lack of random 
assignment of subjects to treatments, time constraints affecting teacher training and 
student learning, teacher compliance with research protocols, and instructional 
effectiveness may have influenced research results and must be considered in interpreting 
the data. 
Discussion 
A number of cognitive strategy studies have demonstrated positive effects on 
children's comprehension achievement following questioning strategy instruction 
(Pressley et al., 1995; Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996). However, cognitive 
strategy research has not focused on the clarifying strategy, nor has the contribution of 
clarifying to the effectiveness of combined strategy treatments been established. This 
study was designed to advance the cognitive strategy research, demonstrating that 
clarifying contributes uniquely to students' reading comprehension when instruction is 
properly designed and administered. 
Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Achievement 
A MANCOV A procedure was used to compare the reading comprehension and 
vocabulary achievement by five groups of fifth grade students. The research questions 
were designed to compare student achievement in each of three experimental groups with 
that of the control group students. As has been indicated previously, the control group 
teacher deviated substantially from her assigned role, causing a problem with data 
interpretation. Prior to examining the research results a deeper analysis of the control 
group problem will be provided. 
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The purpose of a control group in an experimental educational study is to provide 
a basis of comparison in evaluating the effectiveness of a treatment or treatments, on 
student performance. Students receiving no treatment are compared with those receiving 
an experimental treatment; based on the provision of comparable academic content and 
equal opportunity to learn. In the current study the reading comprehension and 
vocabulary achievement of students who received no cognitive strategy instruction were 
to be compared to the achievement of students who received three different strategy 
treatments during instructional periods based on the same social studies content. In 
actuality, each experimental group's achievement was compared to that of a group that 
also received a cognitive strategy treatment. This unanticipated situation created a more 
stringent test of the effectiveness of each experimental treatment. 
The first analysis compared student achievement on the Gates MacGinitie Test 
(reading comprehension), following covariate adjustment. In significant pairwise 
comparisons, the questioning and clarifying groups outperformed the combined strategy 
group. The superior performance of the single strategy groups seems logical given the 
brief instructional timeframe. The students may have been overwhelmed by the teacher's 
attempt to teach them two complex strategies in twelve hours, resulting in inadequate 
learning of either strategy. 
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The Title One combined strategy group also outperformed the combined strategy 
group. Clearly the same time constraints affected both groups of students, raising the 
question as to why one group did so much better than the other. It is possible that there 
was an aptitude by treatment interaction, favoring the Title One students. Perhaps, the 
lower achieving students with no prior strategy knowledge benefited from the treatment 
more than the higher achieving students who may have had prior knowledge of cognitive 
strategies. It is also possible that the researcher-designed curriculum, based on regular 
social studies textbook, was too difficult for the combined strategy treatment. As 
Pressley, et al. (1995) pointed out, strategy learning places tremendous cognitive 
demands on children during the early stages of instruction, reducing their ability to attend 
to other reading tasks. The regular combined group teacher used the social studies 
textbook for instruction, as designated in the curriculum. Teaching complex strategies 
with difficult informational text may have overwhelmed the students' capacity to process 
information, reducing the effectiveness of instruction. The Title One teacher, on the 
other hand modified the combined strategy curriculum, using easier texts for most of her 
instruction. Substituting easier texts may have facilitated strategy learning for the Title 
One students, resulting in improved student outcomes. 
The results of the researcher-designed comprehension test indicated significant 
pairwise comparisons favoring the clarifying group over the rogue strategy group. This 
outcome confirmed the effectiveness of the clarifying treatment in a more stringent 
comparison than would have been the case with a "normal" control group. 
The Title One class also significantly outperformed the rogue strategy group on 
the researcher-designed test of reading comprehension. In fact, the Title One class 
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earned the highest adjusted mean score of all the groups in the study. The strong 
performance of the Title One class suggested a possible aptitude by treatment interaction. 
The students whose initial mean scores were much lower than those of other students 
may have benefited more from cognitive strategy instruction. Low covariate scores 
allowed for substantial growth in achievement, contributing to the high adjusted mean 
scores ofthe Title One students. 
The results of the Gates MacGinitie vocabulary test indicated significant pairwise 
comparisons favoring the questioning and clarifying groups over the combined group. 
The outcome, similar to that of the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test, demonstrates that 
single strategy treatments are more effective than a combined strategy treatment in a 
short instructional period. 
The results of the researcher designed vocabulary test indicated significant 
pairwise comparisons and moderate effect sizes favoring the clarifying group over the 
questioning, combined, and rogue strategy groups. The strong performance of the 
clarifying group demonstrated the effectiveness of clarifying strategies in helping 
students make sense of unfamiliar words encountered during reading. 
A number of factors may have contributed to the results of the current study. 
Results of prior research suggest that time constraints may have limited the effectiveness 
of the combined strategy treatment. Cross and Paris ( 1988), for example, obtained 
significant results when combined cognitive strategy instruction was provided over a 
four-month period oftime (1988). Anderson, Chan, and Henne (1995) documented 
significant results following an experiment that included two hours per day of strategic 
reading and writing instruction over a fourteen-week period. The reciprocal teaching 
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studies reviewed by Rosenshine and Meister (1994) were often brief in duration, however 
instruction was typically provided in small groups. Significant results were obtained in 
classes ranging in size from 2-23 students. The classes in the current study averaged 
close to 34 students, a factor that must be considered in interpreting research results. 
Additional factors that may have contributed to the outcome were the time 
constraints associated with teacher training. Although this problem may have limited the 
effectiveness of all of the experimental group teachers it appears to have been a more 
significant problem with the combined strategy teacher. Combined strategy treatments 
appear to require particularly extensive training if they are to be effective. In fact, 
Schuder (1993) found that three-to-five years of coaching and practice were necessary to 
produce fully qualified strategy teachers. 
The unexpectedly weak performance of the combined strategy group may have 
resulted from a combination of large class size, inadequate teacher training and the brief 
duration of the study. All of these factors also applied to the single strategy treatments 
but may have been accentuated by the intense demands of the combined treatment in a 
very short period oftime. 
Self-reported Strategy Use 
A second analysis focused on students' self-reported clarifying strategy use. 
Students were asked to respond to the two-part question: "What do you do when you're 
reading and you come to a word you don't understand? If you're reading and you don't 
have a dictionary, how do you try to figure out the meaning of words you don't 
understand?" 
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The students in the clarifying and combined strategy groups mentioned clarifying 
strategies that they had been taught (structure, context, memory, and thinking) much 
more frequently than students who had not received clarifying strategy instruction. 
Students in the questioning and rogue strategy groups mentioned ineffective strategies 
(sound it out, skip it, ask someone) more frequently than students in the clarifying and 
combined strategy groups. Effect sizes favoring the clarifying group and the combined 
group over the questioning and rogue strategy group were very large, ranging from 1.20-
1.65 (Cohen's d). Results suggest that children can be taught effective clarifying 
strategies that they spontaneously mention when asked to make sense of unfamiliar 
words. It is unclear, however, whether strategy naming implies strategy knowing. 
Children's strategy responses to a hypothetical situation are not necessarily congruent 
with actual reading behaviors. 
Children who did not receive clarifying strategy instruction, however, appeared to 
have a more limited repertoire of responses when confronted with unfamiliar vocabulary. 
The first response provided by most non-clarifying group children was "sound it out". 
This ineffective strategy based on decoding rather than understanding reveals a major 
literacy problem. Children whose early reading instruction overemphasized phonics may 
not distinguish between reading mechanics and the purpose of reading. They may not 
have acquired essential literacy skills, rendering upper grade textbooks incomprehensible. 
Teaching children effective clarifying strategies helps them not only to understand words 
but emphasizes that the purpose of reading is to make sense of a text. 
It is interesting to note that the rogue strategy group students did not report 
effective clarifying strategies. Scores indicated a very low level of self-reported strategy 
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use, consistent with what would be expected of a "real" control group. It appears that 
Teacher Six did not provide her students with clarifying instruction, despite her efforts to 
implement a program of cognitive strategy instruction. This outcome confirms the belief 
that without special training teachers may not know how to teach clarifying strategies. 
Conclusions 
The results of this study suggest that clarifying instruction contributes uniquely 
and powerfully to students' reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. Prior 
studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of questioning strategy instruction, however 
the results of the current study favor the clarifying treatment. Unlike the questioning 
group students, the students in the clarifying group received significantly higher scores 
than the rogue strategy group on the researcher-designed tests of vocabulary and 
comprehension. 
The combined strategy treatment did not produced the expected results with the 
regular combined strategy classes but should not be dismissed. All of the teachers 
complained of time constraints in trying to complete the cognitive strategy curriculum in 
only 12 hours of instruction. This problem was most acute for the combined strategy 
teachers. Single strategy treatments may have been more effective simply because 
children received twice as much instruction in a particular strategy. Children in the 
combined group received half as much instruction in two strategies and may not have 
learned either strategy thoroughly. It is likely that the results would be different if 
instruction in questioning and clarifying were provided over a lengthier period of time. 
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Implications 
The results of the current study support the effectiveness of clarifying instruction 
on students' reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. The implications of 
the study will be explored in relationship to methodology, research, and practice. 
Methodological Implications 
A researcher-designed instrument, based on fifth grade social studies texts, was 
developed for the current study. Expert advice and pilot testing established the reliability 
of the instrument, but little evidence of construct validity was obtained. The test was 
closely aligned with instruction suggesting that it measured proficiencies important to 
school-based learning. The information that was acquired from this instrument was 
different from that provided by standardized tests. The vocabulary test, in particular, was 
designed to measure strategy learning, rather than vocabulary knowledge measured by 
the Gates MacGinitie. The clarifying group students scored significantly higher than the 
questioning, combined, and rogue strategy groups on the researcher-designed vocabulary 
test but did not outscore all of these groups on the standardized test. These results 
support the belief that the researcher-designed test uniquely measures clarifying strategies 
that were taught to the clarifying group students. 
Further research should be conducted, investigating the validity of the researcher-
designed tests of reading comprehension and vocabulary. If they are judged to be valid, 
these instruments may be utilized in future cognitive strategy studies. 
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Research Implications 
The research implications of the current study can be explored in terms ofthe 
content of instruction, fidelity of teachers to research protocols, and unresolved questions. 
Content of instruction. The content of instruction in the current study was based 
on curricula developed for each of three experimental groups, used in conjunction with 
regular social studies textbooks. Interviews with the teachers provided overwhelming 
evidence that the cognitive strategy curricula were too ambitious for the brief duration of 
the study. Teachers were unable to cover all of the content in the cognitive strategy 
curriculum during the designated time frame, contributing to a stressful situation that may 
have reduced instructional effectiveness. Future studies should be conducted in a longer 
time frame. If additional time is not available, a scaled down version of the curricula 
should be developed and utilized. 
The cognitive strategy curricula may have been too demanding when used in 
conjunction with the fifth grade social studies books. According to Kletzien (1991) the 
information processing demands of complex reading material absorbs all cognitive 
resources, limiting students' ability to utilize higher level thinking skills. Chall, Jacobs, 
and Baldwin (1990) found that less than half of average fourth grade students are able to 
comprehend their social studies books. The difficulty level of the textbooks may have 
limited students' ability to benefit from cognitive strategy instruction. A more effective 
approach would be to initiate cognitive strategy instruction with simplified texts, using 
regular social studies books only after the strategies have been mastered. The results of 
the current study suggest that the Title One class' strong performance may have been 
based in part on the teacher's use of easier books that facilitated strategy acquisition. 
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Teacher fidelity to research protocols. Teacher fidelity to research protocols is a 
problem that is difficult to control in school-based studies. Exit interviews conducted at 
the end of the current study revealed a common theme among the teachers with the 
lowest level of compliance. These teachers insisted that their instructional decisions had 
to be based on best interests of their students, rather than on the research protocols. It is • 
unlikely that increased training or enhanced explanations would have altered such 
strongly held beliefs. The control group teacher's complete non-compliance with 
research protocols was a problem that could not have been reasonably anticipated. The 
inclusion of more than one control group teacher, however, would have lessened the 
damage to the study caused by the loss of an authentic control group. 
Teacher compliance with research protocols was a challenge in the current study, 
but it is also a very realistic educational problem that affects all forms of staff 
development. Research that is designed to change and improve practice must contend 
with the teacher factor. Teachers often resist changing their methods of instruction, 
despite the best efforts of staff development providers and researchers to convince them 
otherwise. The fact that this study was conducted in public school classrooms with 
ordinary fifth grade teachers entailed problems with implementation but greatly increased 
the generalizability of results. 
Unresolved questions. A number of unresolved questions remain to be explored 
by future research. Why did the Title One combined group do so much better than the 
regular combined strategy group? Was an aptitude by treatment interaction, favoring the 
lowest performing students responsible for these unexpected results? Children who had 
little initial strategy knowledge may have benefited more from strategy instruction than 
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other children. The strong performance of the Title One class is difficult to interpret in 
the absence of other similar classes. Future studies should include Title One classes in 
each experimental condition, including the control group. 
Why didn't the questioning group students do as well as expected, based on prior 
research? The questioning group students did not come close to matching the critical 
effect sizes of .36 on the Gates MacGinitie Test of Reading and .86 on the researcher-
designed test established by Rosenshine et al. (1996). Their performance, however, was 
not compared to that of a control group as in the studies reviewed by Rosenshine et al. 
Because it was impossible to ascertain exactly what kind of treatment the rogue strategy 
students received, little meaningful information can be derived from comparing data. 
The critical effect sizes are meaningless in the current study due to the lack of a true 
control group. 
What does self-reported strategy use reveal about word learning skills and 
strategic reading proficiency? Students' strategy naming may not imply deep levels of 
strategy knowledge nor the ability to use strategies during independent reading. Students 
in the clarifying and combined strategy groups may have acquired a surface level 
familiarity with strategies that allowed them to respond appropriately to the researcher's 
question. The correlations between clarifying strategies and the reading comprehension 
and vocabulary tests are significant but small in magnitude. It is unclear whether 
increasing students' self-reported strategy use results in improved reading comprehension 
achievement. Future research could explore this possibility by observing students before 
and after clarifying strategy instruction. Asking children to "think aloud" during the 
reading of texts with unfamiliar words might provide insight as to how clarifying 
strategies are acquired and used. 
Practical Implications 
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The current study demonstrates that teachers can be taught to teach clarifying 
strategies effectively when they are provided with appropriate materials and training. 
Clarifying strategy instruction can be incorporated into regular reading and content area 
instruction, resulting in improved reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement. 
The study also provides disturbing evidence that teachers resist changes in their 
instructional habits, even when they appear to understand the benefits of new methods in 
increasing student learning. All of the experimental group teachers in the current study 
appeared pleased with student progress and reported positive outcomes associated with 
the cognitive strategy instruction. In follow-up interviews the experimental group 
teachers reported improved student comprehension of texts, enhanced motivation for 
reading, and in some cases, positive comments from parents. Teachers were shown gain 
scores for their individual classes, documenting improved performance in reading 
comprehension and vocabulary achievement. Yet, there was little evidence that 
participation in the study made any lasting impression on the experimental group 
teachers. They appeared relatively impervious to research results in terms of changing 
their instructional practices, claiming to be "too busy" to continue using cognitive 
strategies with their students. 
The current study suggests that time constraints are a major obstacle to 
educational change. Teachers lack time for staff development and are overwhelmed with 
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demands on their time. The recent move to standards and accountability has 
compounded this problem, increasing the pressure on teachers to insure that their students 
perform well on standardized tests. Teachers in the current study complained of having 
recently been given very demanding content standards for social studies. The pressure 
they felt to meet these standards may have influenced their willingness to devote time to 
strategy instruction. Several teachers mentioned in the follow-up interviews feeling torn 
between wanting to teach strategies and needing to "cover the curriculum". 
A second, related obstacle to educational change is the need for on-going support 
for teachers as they attempt to learn new methods of instruction. Literacy experts need 
to work with teachers over an extended period of time, providing training, classroom 
modeling, and coaching. Brief teacher training sessions, conducted after school, are 
unlikely to have a lasting affect on instructional practice. The time constraints and 
pressures that are imposed on teachers severely limit their capacity to benefit from 
professional training. Teachers lack the time needed to work with staff development 
providers, to share ideas with colleagues, and to engage in the deep level reflection that is 
a necessary component of professional growth. 
The research community has made a great deal of progress in identifying effective 
strategies that improve comprehension. Research, however, will have little impact on 
practice until the teacher factor is addressed. The current study provides encouraging 
evidence that cognitive strategies can be taught effectively but little evidence that 
teachers will teach them consistently over time. Further research is needed in exploring 
staff development models that increase teachers' willingness to incorporate effective 
instructional methods into classroom practice. 
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Importance of the Study 
Despite the questions and limitations described in this chapter, several exciting 
findings relative to prior research emerged from the current study. Prior cognitive 
strategy studies did not investigate the clarifying strategy nor was much importance 
ascribed to clarifying in combined strategy treatments. The current study examined 
clarifying as a single cognitive strategy, providing evidence that clarifying contributes 
uniquely to children's reading comprehension and vocabulary development. Prior 
vocabulary acquisition studies focused primarily on discrete word learning strategies such 
as derivation of word meaning from context, rarely investigating the effects of strategies 
implemented during normal reading. The current study included a constellation of 
vocabulary acquisition strategies under the rubric clarifying, which were implemented by 
students during authentic content area reading. Results suggest that students benefited 
from clarifying strategy instruction, increasing their ability to comprehend difficult 
expository texts. Additionally, children who received clarifying instruction reported 
using effective strategies in response to unfamiliar words encountered during reading. 
This suggests that the clarifying group students had acquired self-regulating reading 
behaviors. Prior research underscores the importance of self-regulation in the 
development of reading comprehension proficiency (Anderson et al., 1995; Pressley et 
al., 1989; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). 
Finally, the current study demonstrates that clarifying, a powerful cognitive 
strategy can be implemented in schools with relative ease. Clarifying group teachers 
received only four hours of training prior to implementing the clarifying curriculum with 
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their students. Children were given a total of 12 hours of clarifying strategy instruction 
during regular social studies lessons. The powerful effect ofthis brief intervention on 
reading comprehension and vocabulary achievement suggest that clarifying strategy 
instruction is a practical and effective means for improving student literacy. 
The current study was built on a foundation of cognitive strategy research 
extending back nearly a quarter of a century. Results provide intriguing information 
about clarifying strategy instruction, while raising a myriad of questions for future 
researchers to explore. Future studies are needed to extend the clarifying strategy 
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Appendix A 






School: --------------------------------- Boy/Girl: __ 
Teacher: ---------------------------------
DIRECTIONS: Please follow along as your teacher reads the 
directions aloud: 
This reading test has four articles. Each article is about a social studies topic. Read 
the article carefully and then answer the questions based on the information given in 
the article. Questions are followed by four multiple-choice answers that are labeled 
a, b, c, and d. Circle the letter of the best answer on your test. When you finish a set 
of questions do not stop. Go on to the next article. When you have finished all four 
articles go back and check your answers. Try not to leave any questions blank. 
Example (Pretest): 
Read this article carefully. Read each question. Circle the letter of the response that 
best answers the question. 
The Grand Canyon is a place created by natural forces. It was formed over millions 
of years ago by the cutting action of the Colorado River. 
How was the Grand Canyon formed? 
a. It is a natural wonder 
b. The Colorado River runs through the Grand Canyon. 
c. The Colorado River formed the Grand Canyon by its cutting action 
d. Natural forces created many national wonders 
Please be sure to circle the correct answer clearly. If you make a mistake, please erase as 
completely as you can. Raise your hand and ask the teacher if you have any questions. 
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Article 1 
In the late 1800's, machines were invented that could do many of the 
jobs that people used to do. Once workers had been paid well to do skilled 
jobs. But now they were paid poorly to do the same boring tasks again and 
a gam. 
Mechanization did help some people. Farmers, for example, used to 
harvest wheat with a long, curved blade. Then Cyrus McCormick invented a 
mechanical reaper. This machine made the farmer's job much easier. Fewer 
workers could now harvest the same amount of wheat. Farm machines 
improved agriculture so farmers could produce more food. 
Factories could produce more goods at lower prices. But, workers 
were not happy. They worked long hours and earned low wages. They 
performed boring jobs in unsafe conditions. The lives of factory workers 
were changed by the growth of industry. But few people thought the change 
was for the better. 
Men, women, and children worked 10 hours a day, six days a week. 
They were paid less than $10. per week. This made factory workers angry. 
It seemed unfair that bosses had so much control over them. As their anger 
grew, workers began to organize labor unions. Unions fought for better 
conditions and higher pay for factory workers. 
Questions for Article 1 
I. After the late 1800's factory workers: 
a) did mostly skilled work 
b) produced wheat 
c) worked long hours 
d) were well-paid 
2. Cyrus McCormick was famous because: 
a) he invented machines that were used in factories 
b) he invented a long curved blade 
c) he organized unions of factory workers 
d) he invented a machine that could harvest wheat 
3. Which happened first? 
a) workers' lives were changed by the growth of industry 
b) unions fought for better working conditions 
c) Workers began using the mechanical reaper 
d) Workers were well-paid to do skilled jobs 
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4. The article is mainly about: 
a) the growth of unions 
b) the effects of industrial growth on workers 
c) farming in the late 1800's 
d) Cyrus McCormick 
5. Mechanization is best described as: 
a) the use of machines to do work 
b) skilled work that people do 
c) factory conditions 
d) tools used for harvesting crops 
6. Unions helped workers by: 
a) making factory work less boring 
b) fighting against factory bosses 
c) fighting for better pay and working conditions 
d) inventing new machines that helped workers 
7. The most important reason that factory workers were angry was: 
a) fewer workers were needed to harvest the crops 
b) their work was very boring 
c) bosses were unfair to them 
d) they had to work long hours in unsafe conditions 
8. The good thing about factories was: 
a) they made workers' lives easier 
b) they used mechanical tools to harvest crops 
c) people worked ten hours per day, six days per week 
d) they could make more things for less money 
9. Agriculture is a word that means: 
a) a farm tool used for harvesting wheat 
b) raising plants and animals for food 
c) producing goods in factories 
d) mechanization 
lO.What did workers do before the late 1880's 
a) they worked ten hours per day, six days per week 
b) they did skilled work for good pay 
c) they organized unions 
d) they worked long hours in unsafe conditions 
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Appendix B 
Instructional Matrices and Sample Materials 
TEACHER'S GUIDE QUESTIONING GROUP 
Procedures for Participating Teachers 
1. The researcher will deliver passive parental consent forms to you before 
beginning of winter break. 
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2. Hand out passive parental consent forms to the students the day after Winter 
Break. These forms ask that parents sign and return the slip only if they do 
NOT want their children to participate in the study. If the students return the 
slip denying consent to participate in the study, please excuse them from the 
research-related testing. 
3. Attend teacher training sessions: 
3:30-5:00 
3:30-5:00 
4. The researcher will deliver the testing materials during the first week after 
winter break. 
5. Administer the two pretests on two separate days during the week of January 
16. Please go over instructions carefully and check that students have written 
their first and last names on the tests. 
6. Begin instruction January 22. Please follow the Instructional Matrix and 
teacher's guide carefully. 
7. Teach 12 one-hour Social Studies lessons based on the Instructional Matrix 
(pages 4 & 5). 
8. The instructional period begins January 22 and ends Feb. 23. Please do not 
teach extra lessons before administering the test. 
9. Administer the two tests on two separate days during the week following your 
twelfth Social Studies lesson. 
10. Call the researcher (Shira) for pick-up of test materials (284-1 075). 
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Note to teachers 
This teacher's guide contains all of the instructions, student worksheets, and 
materials you will need to teach the Questioning Unit. The Questioning Unit includes 
two pretest and two test sessions and twelve instructional modules. Each module, or 
lesson, is expected to take approximately 45-50 minutes. Instruction should be provided 
three times per week for four weeks. Pages three and four of the teacher's guide include 
an overview of lesson topics, instructions, activities, closure, and assessments. 
Instructional materials are based on Unit 3 of the Social Studies book and include 
many activities that require students to work with the text. Teachers are asked to follow 
the instructions carefully and contact the researcher (Shira Lubliner) with any questions 
or problems. Lessons and lesson components should not be skipped. If scheduling 
problems preclude teaching three lessons in a particular week, it is fine to teach two 
lessons in one week and four the subsequent week. 
Please do not provide additional social studies instruction or instruction with 
alternative materials during the four weeks of the experiment. In order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the questioning strategy it is important to keep learning conditions as 
controlled as possible. 
I would like to visit your classroom at least once during the four-week period. 
The purpose of the visit is to observe how students are responding to the questioning 
strategy instruction and to observe whether students perceive strategy instruction as being 
helpful to them. I would also like to talk to you after the experiment is over. I would like 
your feedback as to the effects of strategy instruction on your students' reading 
comprehension. 
If you have any questions or concerns at any point during the experiment please 
call or e-mail me. I will be happy to talk to you and work out any difficulties. 










1 Introduction Explain when, Student Go over Review Picture 
Text to strategy where, how to use complete Picture This This sheets, 
Ch5 Question strategy Picture This Assess: did the 
p. 189-194 words Picture This working in students "get 
(Worksheet Q-1} pairs it"? 
2 Types of Introduce above Students read Ask pairs to Assign Types of 
Text questions the surface/below text in pairs demonstrate Questions (Q-2) 
Ch5 and why we the surface asking and questions and for homework, 
Lesson 1 ask them questions using answenng answers for the 
p. 195-200 student volunteers above & class 
below surface 
questions 
3 Questions Explain types of Students Students share Assign next 
Text about questions we ask work with questions of chapter for 
Ch 5 people, about each topic text each kind with homework-
Lesson 2 place, developing class students write 
p. 201-205 events, time questions of questions of 
each kind each type & 
answer them 
4 Factual Introduce Students use Students take Give out 
Text questions, Question Stem cue card to turns coming worksheet Q-3 
Ch 5 question Cue Card #1, write up and asking for homework, 
Lesson 3 stems model its use with questions questions of 
p_. 206-210 text from text class 
5 Comprehens Introduce Students use Students take Give out 
Text lOll Question Stem cue card to turns coming worksheet Q-4 
Ch5 questions, Cue Card #2, write up and asking for homework, 
Lesson 4 question model its use with questions questions of 
p.211-217 stems text from text class 
6 Connecting Introduce Students use Students take Give out 
Text questions, Question Stem cue card to turns coming worksheet Q-5 
Ch5 question Cue Card #3, write up and asking for homework, 
Lesson 5 stems model its use with questions questions of 
p. 218-224 text from text class 
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QUESTIONING 
7 Review session Go over each Students work Collect Jeopardy Evaluate student 
Text type of individually to questions, play participation in 
Ch Review question create Jeopardy Jeopardy in teams Jeopardy Game for 
p. 225-226 questions for signs of progress 
Chapter 5 
8 Main idea Model how to Students work "Picture This" Assign In Search of 
Text questions find the main on "In Search activity Use the Main Idea 
Ch6 idea & turn it of the Main overhead Q0-8: worksheet (Q-8) 
Lesson 1 p. into a question Idea" & working on main for homework 
228-233 Lesson 1 idea guestions 
9 Compare and Model how to Students work Create Venn Assign C&C 
Text Contrast ask compare with SS text diagrams from question and Venn 
Ch6 Questions and contrast writing and C&C questions diagram (Q-9) 
Lesson 2 (C&C) answenng based on Ch 6, 
p.235-240 questions C&C questions Lesson 2 
based on Ch 5 
(review) 
10 Developing Model how to Students work Discuss questions Assign students to 
Text Questions in turn in pairs writing as a class, answer finish Lesson 3 -
Ch6 the SS book- chapter/section questions for questions chapter heading 
Lesson 3 p. Lesson 3 headings into lesson 3 questions & 
241-245 questions, use answers 
Question chart 
11 Questions Model Students work Hot seat activity Ask students to 
Text about questioning m pmrs (Q-10), assign identify the most 
Ch6 characters about people developing various students effective questions 
Chapter in SS unit questions for to play roles, that were asked and 
Review characters discuss why they were so 
effective 
12 Final strategy Review Students Conduct a History Considering 
Text review session questioning generate Bowl (Q-11) with Questioning 
Unit 3 strategy- how questions about unit questions Assessment (Q-12), 
Review it helps you unit Administer a Social 





Session 1: Introduction to the questioning strategy and 
question words 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce the questioning strategy and to explain how it 
helps with comprehension. Students should understand how, when, and why generating 
questions will help them understand what they read. 
Materials: 
You have an overhead transparency (Q0-1) and Picture This worksheets (Q-1) for use in 
this lesson. The content of the lesson is based on the Introduction to Chapter 5 in the 
Social Studies book. 
Instruction: 
1. Introduce the questioning strategy. 
2. Why should you ask questions of yourself? Explain that many times people don't 
pay close attention when reading difficult texts and suddenly they have no idea 
about what they've read. Generating questions is called "self-monitoring". It's a 
way to make sure that that you are paying attention to meaning during reading. 
3. When should you ask questions of yourself?: It's a good idea to ask yourself 
questions after each paragraph in expository text. That way you are constantly 
monitoring your comprehension. 
4. How should you ask questions of yourself? The first strategy that students 
should learn is to use the question words, who, what, when, where, why, and how 
to generate questions. These words are easy to remember and use. 
5. Put transparency Q0-1 on the overhead. Ask the students to think about what 
they would like to know about the picture. Then have them fill out Picture This 
(worksheet Q-1) individually. 
6. After the students have finished filling out the questioning section of the 
worksheet read the text aloud as the students follow along in their social studies 
book. 
7. Have the students work with a partner answering the questions that they asked on 
the Picture This worksheets. 
8. Evaluate students' work on Picture This. If students are having difficulty, review 




Look at the picture on the overhead. Think about what you see. 
How could you find out more about the picture? 
QUESTIONS: 
Good questions are clear and important. Use the question words to write 6 
good questions about this picture. 
1. WHO ? 
2. WHAT ? 
3. WHEN ? 
4. WHERE ? 
5.WHY ? 
6.HOW ? 








TEACHER'S GUIDE CLARIFYING GROUP 
Procedures for Participating Teachers: Clarifying Group 
1. The researcher will deliver passive parental consent forms to you before 
beginning of winter break. 
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2. Hand out passive parental consent forms to the students the day after Winter 
Break. These forms ask that parents sign and return the slip only if they do NOT 
want their children to participate in the study. If the students return the slip 
denying consent to participate in the study, please excuse them from the research-
related testing. 
3. Attend teacher training sessions: 
3:30-5:30 
3:30-5:30 
4. The researcher will deliver the testing materials during the first week after winter 
break. 
5. Administer the two pretests on two separate days during the week of January 16. 
Please go over instructions carefully and check that students have written their 
first and last names on the tests. 
6. Begin instruction January 22. Please follow the Instructional Matrix and teacher's 
guide carefully. 
7. Teach 12 one-hour Social Studies lessons based on the Instructional matrix. 
8. The instructional period begins January 22 and ends Feb. 23. Please do not teach 
extra lessons before administering the final test. 
9. Administer the two tests on two separate days during the week following your 
twelfth Social Studies lesson. 
10. Call the researcher (Shira) for pick-up of test materials (284-1 075). 
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Session 1: Introduction to the Clarifying Strategy 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce the clarifying strategy and to explain how it 
helps with comprehension. Students should understand how, when, and why clarifying 
difficult words and phrases will help them understand what they read. Students are also 
introduced to the Word Study Journals that will used to keep track of the vocabulary they 
learn during this unit. 
Materials: 
You have a Clarification Strategy Sheet (C-1), and a Word Study Journal (C-2a and C-
2b) for each student. You also have overheads for each of these sheets. This lesson is 
based on the introduction to Chapter 5 in the Social Studies book (pages 189-194). 
Instruction: 
1. Place the Clarification Strategy Sheet (C-1) on the overhead, hand out the sheets 
to the students and briefly go over each strategy. Explain that using these 
strategies can make a big difference in students' ability to understand what the 
read. 
2. Hand out the Word Study Journals (C-2a and C-2b) and explain how the steps are 
linked to the Clarification Strategy Sheet. Tell students that they will be using the 
Word Study Journals to keep a record of new words that they encounter during 
this unit. Tell students to be sure to keep the Word Study Journals in a safe place 
in their binders. 
3. Read page 189 ofUnit 3 in the social studies book aloud, asking student to raise 
their hands when they hear a word they are not sure about. When students raise 
their hands, model entering the word in the Word Study Journal (WSJ) on the 
Overhead. 
4. Ask students to finish reading the introduction to the unit independently (pages 
190-193), entering any unfamiliar words in the Word Study Journals (WSJ). 
5. Check students' Word Study Journals as they work making sure that they 
understand what to do. 
6. Gather the class back together and list all of the words that students included in 
their WSJ on the overhead. 
7. Assign students to complete the three right hand columns of their WSJ for 
homework. (Students need to use the words at least three times each in reading or 
speaking and document use in their WSJ. 
WHEN YOU FIND A WORD YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND TRY THE FOLLOWING 
STRATEGIES: 
CONSIDER THE CONTEXT: Look at the information in the sentence and the whole 
paragraph and see if you can figure out the meaning of the word. 
SUBSTITUE A SYNONYM: When you think you know what the word means try 
putting a word with a similar meaning in the sentence. Does it make sense? 
STUDY THE STRUCTURE: Do you know the root word? Does the word have a 
prefix or suffix that you know? Try to use clues in the word to figure out the meaning. 
MINE YOUR MEMORY: Have you ever seen this word before? Can you 
remember what it meant? 
ASK AN EXPERT: Does someone in your group know what the word means? Can 
you figure it out together? 
PLACE A POST -IT: If you can't figure out the meaning of the word put a post-it in 
the book and check with the teacher or look it up in the dictionary later. 
TEACHER'S GUIDE QUESTIONING AND 
CLARIFYING GROUP 
Procedures for Participating Teachers: 
Questioning and Clarifying Group 
1. The researcher will deliver passive parental consent forms to you before 
beginning of winter break. 
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2. Hand out passive parental consent forms to the students the day after Winter 
Break. These forms ask that parents sign and return the slip only if they do NOT 
want their children to participate in the study. If the students return the slip 
denying consent to participate in the study, please excuse them from the research-
related testing. 
3. Attend teacher training sessions: 
3:30-5:45 
3:30-5:45 
4. The researcher will deliver the testing materials during the first week after winter 
break. 
5. Administer the two pretests on two separate days during the week of January 16. 
Please go over instructions carefully and check that students have written their 
first and last names on the tests. 
6. Begin instruction January 22. Please follow the Instructional Matrix and teacher's 
guide carefully. 
7. Teach 12 one-hour Social Studies lessons based on the Instructional Matrix 
(pages 4 & 5). 
8. The instructional period begins January 22 and ends Feb. 23. Please do not teach 
extra lessons before administering the test. 
9. Administer the two tests on two separate days during the week following your 
twelfth Social Studies lesson. 
10. Call the researcher (Shira) for pick-up oftest materials (284-1075). 
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Note to teachers 
This teacher's guide contains all of the instructions, student worksheets, and 
materials you will need to teach the Questioning and Clarifying Unit. The Unit includes 
two pretest and two test sessions and twelve instructional modules. Clarifying and 
Questioning are taught in alternating weeks. Three sessions of Clarifying are followed by 
three sessions of Questioning. Three sessions of Clarifying are taught followed by three 
sessions of Questioning, once again. 
Each module, or lesson, is expected to take approximately 60 minutes. 
Instruction should be provided three times per week for four weeks. Pages three and four 
of the teacher's guide include an overview of lesson topics, instructions, activities, 
closure, and assessments. 
Because you are teaching two distinct strategies, taught in alternating weeks, 
review is an important component of instruction. Be sure to review past work at the 
beginning of each lesson and remind students to utilize both Questioning and Clarifying 
in independent reading. 
Instructional materials are based on Unit 3 of the Social Studies book and include 
many activities that require students to work with the text. Teachers are asked to follow 
the instructions carefully and contact the researcher (Shira Lubliner) with any questions 
or problems. Lessons and lesson components should not be skipped. If scheduling 
problems preclude teaching three lessons in a particular week, it is fine to teach two 
lessons in one week and four the subsequent week. 
Please do not provide additional social studies instruction or instruction with 
alternative materials during the four weeks of the experiment. In order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the questioning strategy it is important to keep learning conditions as 
controlled as possible. 
I would like to visit your classroom at least once during the four-week period. 
The purpose of the visit is to observe how students are responding to the clarifying 
strategy instruction and to observe whether students perceive strategy instruction as being 
helpful to them. I would also like to talk to you after the experiment is over. I would like 
your feedback as to the effects of strategy instruction on your students' reading 
comprehension. 
If you have any questions or concerns at any point during the experiment please 
call or e-mail me. I will be happy to talk to you and work out any difficulties. 
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picture vocabulary 
3 Clarifying: Model the use of Read text with a Ask students to Assign worksheet 
Text Deriving word Cue Card #1 (C-9) partner, find share each type Be a Super Sleuth 
Ch5 meaning from Demonstrate with examples of context found (C-lOa & C-lOb) 
Lesson 2 context examples from the context in Lesson 2 & and CLOZE: the 
p. 201-205 book Be a Context Add new words Key to 
Detective (C- to word study Understanding 
7a & C-7b) notebook (C-8) 
4 Questioning Show a picture & Students read Ask pairs to Assign Lesson 3 
Text Types of have students text in pairs demonstrate and Types of 
Ch5 questions and generate questions asking and questions and Questions (Q-2a 
Lesson 3 why we ask (Q-1 ), Model above answering above answers for the & Q-2b), finish 
p. 206-210 them the surface/below & below surface class for homework, 
the surface questions 
questions 
5 Questioning: Introduce Question Students use cue Students take Give out 
Text Factual Stem Cue Cards 1 card to write turns coming up worksheets 
Ch5 questions & & 2 (QS-1 & QS- questions from and asking worksheet Q-3 & 
Lesson 4 Comprehension 2), model use with Lesson 4 questions of class Q-4, finish for 
p. 211-217 questions text homework 
6 Questioning: Introduce Question Students read Students take Assign worksheet 
Text Connecting Stem Cue Card #3 Lesson 5 & use turns coming up Q-5 for 
Ch5 questions (QS-3), model its cue card to write and asking homework, 
Lesson 5 use with text questions questions of class 
_p. 218-224 
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7 Clarifying and Model the use Students go over Go over S.S. Complete Be a 
Text word structure: of Cue Card #2 Greek and Latin Lesson 5 together, Root Detective 
Ch Review working with (C-11) root lists, finding identifying roots (C-16) 
p. 225-226 roots, prefixes Demonstrate examples of each in words, add to homework 
and suffixes how to in chapter 5 WSJ Optional 
construct a tree (C-12 & C-13) Activity: Family 
from a root Reunion (C-19) 
(C-14 & C-15) 
8 Clarify!ng: Model the use Students work Students share Work on Stop & 
Text Signal words of Cue Card #3 with a partner, examples or signal Think About 
Ch6 (C-21a & C- identifying signal words with the Signal Words (C-
Lesson 1 21b) words in Chapter class 23) 
p. 228-233 Go over 6, Lesson 1 Assign 
examples and CLOZE activity 
demonstrate (C-22) for 
examples in the homework 
SS book 
9 Clarifying: Model sorting Students go List word sorts on Assign One Sort 
Text Word sorts and words in text: Lesson 2, sorting the board or or Another (C-26) 
Ch6 comprehension Chapter 6, key words into overhead, have and All Sorts of 
Lesson 2 explain purpose categories by students write Words (C-27) 
p. 235-240 of activity meamng them in word 
study notebooks 
10 Questioning: Model how to Students finish "Picture This" Assign In Search 
Text Main idea find the main Lesson 3 & work activity, working of the Main Idea 
Ch6 questions idea in Lesson 3 on "In Search of on main idea (Q-8) for 
Lesson 3 & tum it into a the Main Idea" questions homework 
p. 241-245 question worksheets 
11 Questioning: Model how to Students work in Discuss questions Assign students 
Text Developing tum pairs writing as a class, answer Venn Diagram 
Ch6 questions from chapter/section questions for questions worksheets (Q-9a 
Chapter the SS book & headings into Chapter 6 Demonstrate use and Q9b) for 
Review Compare and questions, use ofVenn diagram homework 
Contrast Question chart for compare & 
Questions contrast 
12 Questioning: Review Students discuss List strategies that Students fill out 
Text Putting it all questioning and strategies with a have been most Considering 
Unit 3 together clarifying partner helpful on the Questioning (Q-
Review strategies - board, vote on 12) and 
Final Strategy overview of most helpful Considering 
review: each technique Clarifying (C-28) 
Questioning and Optional: final 





QUESTIONING AND CLARIFYING: 
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TEACHER'S GUIDE CONTROL GROUP 
Procedures for Participating Teachers: Clarifying Group 
1. The researcher will deliver passive parental consent forms to you before 
beginning of winter break. 
209 
2. Hand out passive parental consent forms to the students the day after Winter 
Break. These forms ask that parents sign and return the slip only if they do NOT 
want their children to participate in the study. If the students return the slip 
denying consent to participate in the study, please excuse them from the research-
related testing. 
3. The researcher will deliver the testing materials during the first week after winter 
break. 
4. Administer the two pretests on two separate days during the week of January 16. 
Please go over instructions carefully and check that students have written their 
first and last names on the tests. 
5. Begin instruction January 22 
6. Teach 12 one-hour Social Studies lessons based on the Instructional matrix (pages 
4 & 5). 
7. The instructional period begins January 22 and ends Feb. 23. Please do not teach 
extra lessons before administering the final test. 
8. Administer the two tests on two separate days during the week following your 
twelfth Social Studies lesson. 
9. Call the researcher (Shira) for pick-up of test materials (284-1075). 
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Note to teachers 
This teacher's guide contains a brief description of the Control Group activities during 
the research study. 
TESTING: 
You will be administering two pretests and two tests as part of the study. One of the tests 
is the Gates MacGinitie Test ofReading, a standardized reading comprehension 
assessment. The other test is a researcher-designed reading comprehension test. Tests 
will take approximately 45-60 minutes each and are to be administered on separate days 
at the beginning and end of the study. 
INSTRUCTION: 
The instruction for the study will be based on Unit 3 of the district-adopted Social Studies 
textbook, Early United States. You will teach 12 one-hour social studies lessons over a 
four-to-five week period beginning in mid-January. A detailed list of chapters, lessons 
and topics to be taught is included in the instructional matrices on the following pages. 
Please do not provide additional social studies instruction or instruction with 
alternative materials during the four weeks of the study. Please do not use cognitive 
strategies such as those included in reciprocal teaching or SQ3R during the study. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of cognitive strategy instruction in the 
experimental groups it is important to keep learning conditions as controlled as 
possible. 
I would like to visit your classroom at least once during the four-week period. The 
purpose of the visit is to observe how students are responding to "regular" social studies 
instruction. 
If you have any questions or concerns at any point during the experiment please call or e-
mail me. I will be happy to talk to you and work out any difficulties. 





Instructional Matrix: Control Group 
SESSION CHAPTER/LESSON PAGES IN THE LESSON TOPIC 
IN THE TEXT TEXT 
Pretests 
1&2 
1 Introduction to Ch 5 p. 189-194 Colonial Heritage: 
overview 
2 Ch5 p. 195-200 Spanish Borderlands 
Lesson 1 
3 Ch5 p. 201-205 New France 
Lesson 2 
4 Ch5 p. 206-210 New England 
Lesson 3 Colonies 
5 Ch5 p. 211-217 Middle Colonies 
Lesson 4 
6 Ch5 p. 218-224 Southern Colonies 
Lesson 5 
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Instructional Matrix: Control Group 
SESSION CHAPTER/LESSON PAGES IN THE LESSON TOPIC 
IN THE TEXT TEXT 
7 Ch Review p. 225-227 Review topics 
8 Ch6 Lesson 1 p. 228-233 Life in Towns and 
Cities 
9 Ch6 Lesson 2 p.235-240 Life on Plantations 
10 Ch6 Lesson 3 p. 241-245 Life on the Frontier 
11 Ch6 Chapter p. 246-255 Review topics 
Review 




Rogue Strategy Materials 
(Copies ofthe materials Teacher Six sent to parents during the study) 
TO: Parents/Guardians of Mrs. _'s Social Studies Students 
RE: Colonial Unit of Study 
Dear Parents and Guardians, 
214 
tn a continuing effort to prepare your child for middle school, we will be starting a new 
unit of study which will include textbook reading. During the first trimester we have been 
learning the skills of textbook reading which include pre-reading, questioning, and 
thinking about what is important and interesting in the text. 
Students will further their textbook reading skills by practicing these skills on their own 
at home. The goal is to have each child read their textbook assignment at home and come 
to class prepared for a discussion. The assignments for the coming weeks are given on the 
back of this paper. Your child will be asked to read the assignment by the due date and be 
prepared for the discussion the next day. Quizzes will be given to assess how they are 
doing. 
You can help your child be successful in this new endeavor by keeping this assignment 
calendar handy. Here are some comprehension techniques that you might use to help your 
child with text reading: 
1. Read -Talk 
As students read informational text, they should pause periodically, close the book, and 
restate what they have learned from the text. This strategy helps students read more 
attentively, monitor their comprehension and explain the ideas in their own words. 
2. Predict 
Have your child predict what may lie ahead as they read. 
3. Visualize 
Remind your child to develop mental images or visualize as they read. 
Ask your child if they could actually see the scene as they were reading. 
4. Reread 
Have your child reread what he/she does not comprehend. 
*** If the text seems particularly difficult for your child, you may choose to read the text 
to your child. Using the same technique as described above, pause periodically and have 





































p. 241- 245 
p.246-255 










Life in Towns and 
Cities 
Life on Plantations 
Life on the Frontier 
Review Topics 
Review entire unit 
As always, each student will write these assignments in their daily planner. No one ofthe 
assignments is very long but it would be overwhelming to try to catch up if many 
assignments are missed. It is much easier to take these assignments in small, little chunks 
and keep to the schedule. 
Part of the learning here relates to responsibility. There will be a "No Excuses" policy 
when it comes to text books left at home or incomplete assignments. If your 
child forgets materials or comes to class unprepared, it will be reflected in their grade. 
Please remind him/her that being prepared is part of a student's responsibility. 
I appreciate the support you offer your child. As critical as this social studies information 
is, I feel that the skills developed in keeping on top of assignments and 
developing responsibility may well be the most important lessons to be learned here. I 
appreciate your role in this new endeavor. 
Thanks for your support! 
Mrs. 
Please detach and return the bottom portion of this note-
Student Parent/Guardian's Signature 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Dissertation Abstract 
The Effects of Cognitive Strategy Instruction on 
Students' Reading Comprehension 
A substantial body of cognitive strategy research documents the effectiveness of 
reciprocal teaching on children's reading comprehension (Brown, 1985; Brown & 
Palincsar, 1985, 1986; Palincsar, 1983, 1984, 1985; Rosenshine & Meister, 1994). 
Studies have investigated three of the four reciprocal teaching strategies, questioning, 
summarizing, and predicting, demonstrating particularly powerful effects on 
comprehension achievement following questioning strategy instruction (Pressley et al., 
1995; Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996. However, cognitive strategy research has 
not focused on the clarifying strategy, nor has the contribution of clarifying to the 
effectiveness of combined strategy treatments been established. The intent of this quasi-
experimental study was to advance the cognitive strategy research, demonstrating that 
clarifying contributes uniquely to students' reading comprehension when instruction is 
properly designed and administered. 
Nine fifth grade classes were randomly assigned to a control, questioning, 
clarifying or combined questioning and clarifying group for a four-week study. Strategy 
instruction took place during social studies, based on the belief that that content area 
textbooks are the most difficult for children to read and comprehend (Chall, Jacobs, & 
Baldwin, 1990). Results on the researcher-designed posttest indicated that the clarifying 
group made significant gains in reading comprehension and vocabulary, compared to the 
control group. The combined questioning and clarifying treatment had no effect on two 
of the experimental classes, however a Title One class that received this treatment made 
significant gains in reading comprehension. Second language learners, including limited 
English proficient students and children with learning disabilities were included in the 
analysis and made significant gains in reading comprehension compared to control group 
students. Results of the study suggest that cognitive strategy treatments including 
clarifying instruction positively affected fifth grade students' reading comprehension. 
A second analysis examined students' self-reported strategy use with unknown 
words encountered during reading. A content analysis of student responses indicated that 
students who had received the clarifying treatment reported spontaneously using 
significantly more clarifying strategies than the control group. Self-reported clarifying 
strategy use was significantly correlated with reading comprehension scores, suggesting 
potential benefits of teaching children to use clarifying strategies during independent 
reading. 
'-"Shira Lubline~, Author Mathew Mitchell 
Chairperson, Dissertation Committee 
